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Is possible only when the blood is
pure and vigorous. To expel Scrof-'
ula and other poisons from the circulation, the superior medicine is
AYER’S Sarsaparilla. It imparts
permanent strength and efficiency to
every organ of the body. Restoration to perfect health and strength
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Since then
I have recommended this medicine to
others, and always with success
a

complete

Sarsaparilla

“High water mark.”

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer
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Lots

Deeriug,
19, ’92,

One Vermont

at

Auction

ufacturers—A Statement That the Lockout Will Last

Surrender—In Maine Quarries,

Boston, May IB.—Tomorrow will

ON shall sell the valuable

at 3

SALE

p.m., I
No. 263

property,
Cumberland street, consisting of a tnree-story
substantial brick house, 13 finished rooms, gas,
Sebago water, perfect drainage, and in good repair throughout; will rent lor *600. The lot
contains aBoOt 6,600 sqnare feet, with pear and
plum trees, grapery, small fruits, etc. This Is a
very desirable property, well situated and
should attract attention. Terms at sale. E. F.
YOSE, Administrator of Pauline A. Sise.
ap23 >
dtd

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Exchange Street.

F. O BAILEY.

C.

marl*

with the

$1,000.00 Reward!

TO ANY PERSON, WHO WILL PROVE ANY
PORTION OF THE FOLLOWING
STATEMENT UNTRUE I

Peabody, Mass., Electrified!

W.ALLEN.
dtf

COOK’S TOURS.
Decoration Day Excursions!
Niagara Falls and Return, $11.00
New York and Hudson River, 6.50
Stad (or particulars.

THOS. COOK & SON,
Officially appointed Sole Passenger and
International Tourist Agents to the
World’s Columbian Exposition by
the Executive Committee,

332 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
apl6
’eodlra

Only a Skeleton, weighing 45
lbs., now a picture of health
weighing 120 lbs!!
The case of Mrs. Annie M. Copeland, wife of Otis W. Copeland,
No. 33 Warren St., Peabody, Mass.,
is

known

-OF-

thousands

as

From

the
the

very arms of death to perfect
health is a wonderful transition. Listen to her story :—
One year ago last May I was taken vomiting, and every day I grew weaker and
weaker, and the vomiting spells increased
in
frequency and duration, until I would
vomit from 5 to 10 hours every
twenty-four—could not retain any food
upon my stomach—was rapidly reduced in

flesh from lOO lbs. to 45 lbs.
My husband could clasp with thumb and
finger clear around my arm above my elbow. I suffered terribly with extreme
Constipation. We employed live different Physicians, bnt they
gave me no relief. One very prominent Physician told my husband Nov. 1st,
that 1 could not live three weeks,
ODrl
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told the truth.
One night, the first of January, when I
had an extremely hard spell of vomiting

having VOMITED from 7:30 to 9:30
without ceasing, and my friends expecting
it was my last night on earth—
my husband seeing one of your strong
testimonials in the Salem News, sent a
man to the Druggists for a bottle of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA. I took a
dose;
in a few minutes, threw it up; waited a
little and took another; did not vomit
again for four slays—then stopped entirely. Kept right on taking
ft according to directions, well diluted
with water.
My appetite increased
—Constipation ceased. I gained
I
can
now eat anvthing I wish,
rapidly.
WEIGH ISO

w

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM

to

Peabody Miracle.”

“

Lbs.,

Enjoy life, and the only thing that worries
me is, that I may grow too
fleshy, but that
don’t worry me much.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.. Beltast Maine.

400 Congress St.,
and offer high grade PXAWOS and
OlFt-Gr-A-INTSS at prices that defy com-

MISS A. L.

SAWYER,
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting
BROWN BROCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Send for circular.
my29eodtl

I
HANDY
What? Why, that

1-J^SllppTO

It

positively

cures nervous

diseases,

paralysis, rheumatism, neuralgia, female
weakness, heart disease, all diseases of the
blood, liver and kidneys, dyspepsia, flatulency, and all stomach troubles. It is the

perfect spring

medicine

and

a

rousing appetizer. It fills, old and
young with vigor and snap. Testimonials
in our books. At all druggists. $1 a bottle.
—
BUY IT! —
— TRY
IT! —
’TWILL DO YOU COOP!

HIDDEN MEDICINE 00.,

Newburypod,

*
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connected direct-

granite industry

in New

Eng-

Make

Strong Talk and

Them Surrenders.

Barbs, Vt., May 15.—H. Webster, a
wealthy quarry owner find large paving
contractor, has signed his paving cutters’
bill of prices to May 1st, 1893. Two years
ago, Webster was a member of the dealers’ association, but is not now. He says
he will furnish stock to all who want it.
The cutters say that Webster’s action is
a victory for them, and that others will
follow his example. At a meeting of the

The Massachusetts supreme court has
denied the motion for a new trial in the
case of James A. Trefethen, convicted of
murdering Deltina J. Davis. Ex-Gov.
Long, Trefethen’s connsel, will now move
for the setting aside of the verdict on the
ground of newly discovered evidence.
The jury in the libel suit brought
against the New York Sun by Dr. W. S.
Scott of Greenwich, N. Y., has awarded
the plaintiff $10,000 damages.
The suit
arose from an article published in the
Sun in relation to the mysterious death
of Maggie Hanrigan about a
year ago.
A cave-in at Butte, Mont, killed eight
miners Saturday.

The general executive board of the
Knights of Labor has decided to boycott
a wealthy shoe manufacturer of
Lynn,
Mass., because he lias discharged ail his
union help and is running a non-union
factory.
Deeming

Makes His Will.

Melbourne, May 15.—The will of
Deeming, the condemned wife murderer,
bequeathes his goods and biography to
his counsel, Mr. Lyle, excepting onetenth of the proceeds, which goes to
Miss Rounsewell, to whom Deeming was

engaged

when arrested.

16,

1892.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

Bath, May 15.—Fire on Richardson
street, near Gen. Hyde’s residence at
4.30, destroyed the house of William
Sprague. The loss is about $800; in-

association, last night, nearly fifty new
joined. The owners of all the large
quarries are members, excepting Mr.
Webster and the Langdon Granite Com-

Two thousand men are idle in
Vermont. The dealers say the lockout
will last forever unless the cutters give in.

pany.

Protracted Struggle Likely at Vinalhaven
jn urn cane

was

ney

was

the

cause.

IN THE

A CRASH
--*
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STORM.
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ders Were Not Given.

Rising

Cleves, O., May 15.—Two big trains,
passenger and a freight, collided near
here this morning during a terrific storm
of wind and rain. About 30 people were
aboard the passenger train. Both trains
were
going at full speed in opposite directions. The engines were battered into shapeless masses and rolled off
the tracks.
The cars behind were
smashed into kindling.
Five bodies
have thus far been recovered, those of
of
Edwards
Engineer
Newbury
of
the
Actpassenger
train,
ing Baggage Master Phillip Gribben
of the passenger train, Engineer William
Higg, Fireman Hiram Bruce and Conductor David Heywood of the freight
train. Two passengers are fatally injured and five to eight dead passengers
are
supposed to be in the smoker which
is buried in the wreck.
Brakeman Keefe was thrown by a collision from the top of a car over a telegraph wire 40 feet into a stream of water,
which saved his life. He thinks at least
three tramps are under the wreck of the
freight. The accident was due to a disregard of orders by the freight.
a

BETTER NOT SING AMERICA
If Americans Go to the Big Fair

day—A Methodist’s

on

Sun-

View.

Omaha, May 15.—Probably the largest
of people that ever attended
a religious meeting in Omaha attended
the mass meeting in exposition hall this

lHianu.

afternoon.

snecial theme of the

The

Camden, May 14.—Capt. Arey of Cammeeting was the American Sabbath. J.
dem, who is engaged in carrying paving T.
Edwards, a state senator of New
stones for the Bodwell Granite Company
York, stated that James G. Blaine was
of Vinalhaven, has received word that
the last of the quarrymen, who have been in favor of closing the centennial exposiat work clearing up, will close their work tion on Sunday and had telegraphed that
tonight and the works will hang up until statement from Paris when consulted
about the matter by the board. Mr. Edthe strike is settled.
There were some 600 men at work in wards thought the American people betthe combined departments of the granite ter quit singing the patriotic song
works at Vinalhaven, and the present “America” if the world’s fair was kept
strike bids fair to be a protracted one.
open Sunday.
The strike is not ordered on account of
the men who get the most pay, by piece
work, but by men who do the average
heavy work in the business. As it is
now, the workmen claim that favorites
receive the nice stones to cut, and actually get very good pay. They demand that
men shall be paid so much a day, viz.:
$3 as a basis, and better workmen more
wages. They also insist that Mayl shall
be the time for regulating wages.
There are 300 men at Hurricane Island,
near Vinalhaven, who go out in the same
strike, and also quite a number at Clark’s

Flans for

Aiding the Maine Man
Far Away Greenland.

There has been neither
conference between the
manufacturers and employes, and it looks
doubtful if there will be any at present.
The stonecutters at Long Cove, St.
George, were the last to suspend labor.
They went out in a body this week.

the situation.

nor

THE

The

Pension List.

Washington, May 15.—The following pensions have been granted to people
in Maine:

original.

John Goldthwaite,
Hiram T. Cook,

WEATHER.

Washington, May 15.—For Maine:
Showers; slightly warmer in the interior;
cooler in Eastern Maine; south winds.
Boston, May 15.—Local forecast of the
weather for Maine:
Rain; clearing in
the souther portions; clearing during the
afternoon and evening.
For Tuesday:
Fair.

Portland, Me, May 15,1892.
8 A.

M.Js

Barometer. 30.093 30.030
46.0
Thermometer.48.0
Dew Point. 46.
46.
100.
Humidity. 93.
NE
Wind.SE
I.t
Velocity.8
Kain
Weather.Rain
Mean daily ther.. .47.0|Max. vel. wind. 16 NE
Maximum ther_48.0 Total precip.0.70
Minimum ther
46.0|
...

from

Dangers

South—He Is Now Probably All Right.

the

Academy of Natural Sciences on
“The Projectd PeareyRelief Expedition.”
“In regard to the expedition which is
now in the northern
regions under the
charge of Lieutenant R. E. Peary,”
said Professor Heilprin, “I would like
to correct the popular belief that it is for
the purpose of discovering the North Pole.
It is proposed to determine, if possible,
the northwest boundary of Greenland.
At present it is not known whether that
is

an

200

the steamer La

north over attain pH.
Tt. will a.lsart Honirla
the question whether an open sea or
land exists there.
“The purpose of the proposed relief
expedition is not to rescue an imperilled
party, as we believe that Peary and his
and that
company are well and
they have passed the winter as comfortably as did ever any previous expedition.

hearty,'"

steerage

uegan

an

in-

vestigation,” said Assistant Superintendant of Immigration O’Beirne, today,
“which may end in the dismissal of
some government employes. It has been
learned that this is an organized system

St. Louis, May 15.—The passing of the
continued rise of the
river at an increased rate of speed necessitated the closing down of several mills
yesterday, and will force all the river
bank mills to quit work until the flood
subsides. An elevator official states that
with a very little additional rise every
river bank grain elevator in the city or
on the east side will be forced to close.
The river is running through the Farmers’ elevator building, and it is feared
the building may be destroyed. The
Missouri Pacific shops have two feet of
water in them. The St. Louis paper and
cotton compresses have about completed
moving the cotton out of the cellars, but
the estimate of their loss from damage
and extra labor is $15,000. In Caroudelet,
much damage is being done.
The Glendale zinc works have suspended operations. Hundreds of poor people have
been driven from the low quarters to
shelter offered by friends.
WORST YET TO COME.
Rivers Within

a

Few Inches

of the

Dis-

Flood of ’81.

astrous

Jefferson City, Mo., May 15.—The
Missouri river has overflowed the Calloway bottoms, flooding many farms and
driving hundreds from their homes. The
worst is yet to come for an immense rise
is coming from above.
The Osage is
duuvo

its

luc

v^ciuuuaue is

for miles back and

running

Moreau is
flooding the bottom. The rivers are now
all within a few inches of the disastrous
flood of 1881.
over

the

Cellars Flooded in St. Panl.

St. Paul, Minn., May 13.—The upper
Mississippi river has been rising rapidly,
owing to the heavy rains. From Grand
Rapids and Atkin come reports of lowlands flooded for miles.
Many farmers
will lose all the seed they have put in
the ground.
It is so late that they will
not be able to plant agan. In St. Paul,
on the west side, the cellars of
many
houses are already full.

“We think, however, that the party is
numerically too weak to battle with the
and water on their return, as they
have not the proper means for so doing.
“It is expected that great difficulty will
be encountered in Melville Bay, which is
The relief party will
very dangerous.
lie on the outside of the ice fringe of this
An Unlucky Railroad.
bay from the 15th until the 20tli of July,
when it is expected that the ice will
De Sota, Mo., May 15.—The heaviest
break up, when it will push forward to fall of rain this section has had for many
McCormick Bay, Peary’s headquarters, years oecurred yesterday morning. The
reaching there about July 23d, a few Iron Mountain railroad was washed out
days before the time that Peary’s party in several places near Arcadia, Hogan
ice

arrives.
“Should the latter not arrive within a
reasonable period of time the relief party
will search around the neighboring
bays,
and for some distance into the interior,
for several weeks. It was
previously arranged that should Peary alter his plans,
or adopt any other
route, he would
leave messages behind him marked by
piles of stones in places agreed upon.
“Plans of the proposed relief have already been sent north by whalers, who
will leave them in places where it is supposed that Peary will find them. They
are encased in cans and
kegs, painted
with the American colors.

“These, however,

are

only precautions,

as it is firmly believed that Lieut.
Peary
and party will be found at tlieir headon
McCormick’s
quarters
Bay.”
In addition to the Kite crew there will
be seven or eight persons besides Prof.
Heilprin. In case Peary should not be
found, provisions sufficient to last a year
will be left at his headquarters. The re-

lief

jparty expects to return during
September or early in October.
Lieutenant Peary’s party consists of
himself, Mrs. Peary and five men.

Captain George

W.

Eddy.

Saturday morning, Captain George W.
Eddy, for 17 years connected with the
a

ui

wwuu

^voi uiucc,

uitu

cist; in let

uuul-

plicated with acute bronchitis, at liis
home on Gray street.
Captain Eddy
came to Portland from Charlestown,
Mass., and was for a time with Lynch &
Barker in the grocery business. He was
a member of
Bos worth Post, having
served throughout the war, from which
he retired with the rank of captain. Captain Eddy leaves a widow, who is a sister of Mr. Peleg Barker, and two children, Mr. Harry B. Eddy and Miss Elavil
B. Eddy.
He also leaves an aged father,
92 years of age, a native of Charlestown,
Mass.
Mr. E.ddy was a man much re-

a

wife and two children.

Obituary Notes.
General Thomas A. R. Rowley, who
died suddenly in Pittsburg, Saturday,

passengers
Gascogne,
were detained today on suspicion of beIt
laborers.
contract
is
ing
alleged a
number of government employes on Ellis island, together with employes of various steamship lines, are working in
collusion to defeat the operation of the
’’'

or an

immense island continent.
“If successful, this expedition will
solve the problem of access to the North
Pole, as it will reach the farthest point

leaves

Alien Labor Law.

NewYork, May 15.—Over

cumraci; laoor i;tw.

island, archipelage

Thomastox, May 14.—Judson M. Kallech, one of the oldest educators in Knox
county, died this morning, aged 56 years.
He lias spent liis whole adult life in
teaching, and was very successful. He

REISSUE.

the

But to

Voyage

Judson M. Kallech.

Ivory S. White,
Franklin Burke,,
Silas Harvey.

William G. Jones.
original, widows, etc.
Minor of Thos. H.
Snsan D. Hooper,
Minor of Rollm A. Ives,
Webster.

Beating

Greenland

in

Save Him from the Perils of the

INCREASE.

on

P. M.

Professor Heilprin Says that the Object of
the Expedition Is Not To Rescue Peary

in this community.
The funeral services will take place at
6T Gray street, at 8.15 o’clock today.
Comrades of Bosworth Post are requested to attend without further notice.

Daniel Buckley.
'RESTORATION, REISSUE AND INCREASE.
Charles E. Bowden.

Local Weather Report.

THE

spected

James H. Bowie,
James Pinkham.

Charles W. Veazic,
Henry H. Farrand.
Henry Hull, deceased

SENT

OBITUARY.

by Mines.

A GOOD WORK.

Rival the

to

in danger line and the

EXPLORER BY WHALERS.

Palace of the Czar Found To Be Surround-

Berlin, May 15.—A despatch from St.
Petersburg says the Russian police acting on a warning from the police of Paris, have discovered a number of mines
under the Gatchina palace, the mines extending several kilometers around the
Island.
palace. The populace of St. Petersburg
The Situation in Knox County.
is terrorized, believing the explosions at
Kockland, May 14.—So far as the Nicholi bridge and the death of General
granite workers’ strike in this vicinity is Gresser connected with a plot against
concerned, there is no material change in the Czar.
compromise

MESSAGES ALREADY

POPULACE TERRORIZED.

ed

Threaten

Waters

Great Flood of Eleven Years Ago.

country

concourse

IN MAINE QUARRIES.

ana

Calvin Cromwell’s house

sured.

The contents
damaged about $400.
A defective chimwere mostly saved.

DANGER MARK PASSED.

TOTHE RELIEF OF PEARY.

Philadelphia, May 14.—Professor
Angelo Heilprin lectured last evening at

A Blaze in Bath.
[Special to the Press.]

firms

BRIEFLY TOLD.

To have in the house.
wonderful medicine,

men

Today Will Be Devoted to Clearing Away
the Clonds.

(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
for sale.feb!3eodly

The mill yard was feet
ble lumber.
deep with stackings, which took fire.
The Ticonic enginejof the Falls played
five hours, and at 9 was joined'by a
steam fire engine brought by special
train from Bangor, which played until 3
Several
this morning.
neighboring
buildings caught, but were saved. The
loss on the mill is $5000 and on the lumber $500. The mill was insured
for
$3500. The fire originated from friction.

additional,

E.B. ROBINSON&C0.
petition.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., took fire and
was entirely destroyed, with considera-

unanimously agreed upon,

Over 15,000

One of

A REAL MIRACLE IN OUR MIDST!

o’clock

F. O. BAILEY &

was

LOCKOUT MAY LAST FOREVER.

MRS. ANNIE M. COPELAND

Ellsworth, May 14.—Ellsworth Falls,

last night, had a long and arduous fight
against fire which for hours threatened
At 5
the whole village.
o’clock, the
stave and heading mill
to

come

tlie great lockout of granite workers in
England. That was the decision of the
executive committee of the Granite Manufacturers’ Association yesterday, and
the subject was given long discussion at
an all day meeting at the Quincy House.
The enforcement of the resolutions
adopted May 4 to “suspend work in all
departments,” if bills were not signed to

Vermont Dealers

REAL ESTATE.
THURSDAY, May 26,

Unless the Men

one.

in

Exchange street.mayl3dtd
F. 0. BALLET k CO., Auctioneers.
..-OF—

Forever

land will be idle and this number will be
augmented by several thousand through
the forced idleness of teamsters, draymen and others.
This is only the beginning of a battle between capital and labor
which both sides concede will be a bitter

WE

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Employer, However, Has

Kefused to Join the Ranks of the Man-

ly

at 2 o’clock p. in.
shall sell about 30 valuable house lots.
situated on Ocean. Thomas and Sawyer
streets, Woodfords, Deering.
These lots are
well located, high and dry, and the sale offers a
grand opportunity to parties desiring to make
a home.
Money can be obtained In any of the
loan associations for building upon these lots.
TERMS:
20 per cent at time of sale;
balance, June 1st. If stormy, sale will be
made on first pleasant day.
Plan can be seen sTt F. O. Bailey & Co.’s, 18

Salesroom 18

NEW ENGLAND.

case.

'fhursday, May

on

FIFTEEN THOUSAND AEE OUT IN

the unions will be boycotted and it is
hard to find any other word to suit the

Auctioneers.

CO^

SENT AID.

MAY

PRESS.

belonging

and the members of labor unions will be
debarred from working in all yards and
quarries of the New England Association
in the morning. The manufacturers say
it is not a lockout but merely a suspen-

AUCTION SALES.

30 House

Granite Workers.

January 1,

8.

Mrs. Lydia H. Mitchell's 94th anniversary.
Frederick Deering’s funeral.
Grahite Cutters locked out.
Equal Suffrage Club.
Brief Jottings.
Personal.
A great record.
A beautiful room.
The excursion to Colebrook
Wheeling noqes.
High street extension.
Died from natural causes.
The H. E. Willard p-ivp.n nn

F. 0. BAILEY &

Promites To Be the Trouble of the

cure.

AVER’S

6.

MORNING,

They Fought the Flames All Night Long
at Ellsworth Falls.

Using

AYER’S Sarsaparilla. Mary Schubert, Kansas City, Ks., writes:
“I am convinced that after
having
Deep side a whole year from liver compiamt, Aver's Sarsaparilla saved my
life.
Ilie best physicians
being unable
to help me, and
having tried three other
medicines
without
proprietary
benefit, I
at last took Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla. The
result

Editorials.
Personal and Peculiar.

Page

BANGOR

LONG AND BITTER

LONG LIFE

Weather indications.
Anniversary of the Gospel Mission,

Ways of the heathen.
Page

PORTLAND, MAINE, MONDAY

30.

MISCELLANEOUS,

Page 1.
General Telegraphic news.

JAILY
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He commanded
the First Army Corps after the battle of
war

and the Rebellion.

Gettysburg.

Senator Barbour of Virginia died suddenly of heart failure in Washington
Senator Barbour
Saturday morning.

had served three terms in the lower
He managed the
board of Congress.
campaign which carried Virginia for
and
Cleveland
Hendricks, and was mentioned for a place in the cabinet at that

and La Bula.

This section of road was
washed away April 3, and had just been
rebuilt.
Moving Out.
Ark., May 15.—It has

Farmers

Van Buben,
rained here nearly incessantly for two
weeks.
The Arkansas river is higher
than it has been since 1885, and is rising
six inches an hour. The bottoms are inundated and the farmers are moving out.

What the

Gospel

Mission Has Done

in the Past Year.
ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES AT CITY
HALL LAST NIGHT.

Many Friends of the Mission Present Despite the Kaln—Mr. Pearson's Keport
of

the

Labors-It Makes

a

Pleasing Showing—Other Exercises
the Evening.

of

Tear’s

The fourteenth annual meeting of the
Gospel Temperance Mission was held in
City Hall last evening, and notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather there
was a large attendance.
Doubtless the
spacious auditorium would have been
filled had the weather been auspicious,
for a great deal of interest is felt in the
good work of the Mission church, established by Rev. S. F. Pearson, who has labored so ably and acceptably, as lias also
his estimable wife and daughter.
On the platform were many of the
children of the Sunday school, the large
chorus choir of the Mission, a quartette
of band instruments and a grand piano.
The exercises opened at 7.30 o’clock by
singing “All Hail the Power of Jesus’
Name,” by the choir, with instrumental
accompaniment, followed by general
singing by choir and congregation of No.
6 on the Mission praise service card,
“Meet Me There,” and No. 2, “Alas Did
My Savior Die.”
Rev. Mr. Pearson then read selections
from the Scriptures and made an earnest
and eloquent prayer of thankfulness for
blessings that had been bestowed upon
the Mission during its 14 years of usefulness.

No. 16 was next sang, “Down at the
Cross Where My Savior Died.”
Rev. Mr.
Pearson announced
the
programme for the present week at the
Mission, there being services every eve-

ning.
“Walk in the Light of God,” was then
rendered by choir and congreation in an

inspiring manner.
Rev. Mr.

Pearson then made

remarks, stating that
met in a little room

a

few

14 years ago a few
in the Mechanics’

and formed the Gospel TemperMission. It was an experiment, but
had become a reality.
From the little
Two washouts are reported on the Kan- room with 20
it had grown to rechairs,
sas & Arkansas Valley railroad, 60 miles
quire the second largest liall in the
west of here. All crops are destroyed.
and
that
was
city,
frequentThousands of Acres Under Water.
filled
to
ly
overflowing.
By
Fort Dodge, la., May 15.—In the Litreason of the inadequacy of the Mission
tuuuottuuo vi atics <uc
uiiivj
under water, and the farmers are heavy Hall for the Sabbath school exercises on
losers.
the previous Sunday evening, it was
deemed better to secure City Hall for the
FAVA HAS RETURNED.
annual
meeting. No doubt the audience would have been much larger but
He Says the Stew Orleans Affair Caused
for the copious rain, but he thanked God
No Lasting Bitterness.
for it. It had come to the parched earth
in a time when it was greatly needed.
New Yobk, May 15.—Baron Fava, the
“All things work together for good.” and
reinstated Italian minister to the United
in this matter far outbalanced the
good
States, arrived here today on the steamer
involved.
disappointment
La Gascogne.
Representatives from the
Rev. Mr. Pearson said during his reUnited Italian sooieties went down the
marks that he has recently had calls to
bay on the steamer Laura M. Strain and other
fields, one in Boston and another in
took the Baron on board and landed him
that the Mission was now
in Jersey City, where he took the 3 p. m. Philadelphia;
m sucn a condition mat me
good work
train for Washington, Before the Baron
went ashore, Coroner Messemer, honora- could go on whether he or any other suit
ry president of the Italian societies, in able man was at the head of it.
their behalf, delivered an address of
Mr. Pearson’s Report.
welcome. In return, Baron Fava expressThe financial report of Bev. S. F. Peared his pleasure at returning to the United States where, he said, he had founed son was a detailed statement of the reHe had always ceipts and expenditures.
many good friends.
The receipts
worked, he said, and would continue to are as follows:
work, to strengthen the friendly i ela- Beceived in Mission.$ 674 97
tions between the two countries. He
Membership cards. 376.60
69 00
spoke in high terms of the press of this Bent of hall.
49.50
which
was
first
to recognize the Haydn Association.
country,
Collections,
books. 1.514.03
subscription
of
He
declared
that the Collection envelopes.
unity
Italy.
191.71
New Orleans affair had caused no
Thanksgiving supplies.
126.00
lasting Beceived
from
Jessie
between
D.
the
nations.
He
Holland
of
said
animosity
the Ladies’ Aid Society.
10.00
the indemnity paid by the United States
had been distributed to the full satisfacTotal.$3,001.71
tion of all intimately interested.
The expenditures include $841.33 salaSHIPWRECKED OFF SABLE ISLAND.
ry due Mr. Pearson at the end of last
year, $470.54 rent and repairs of the hall,
One Boat Load Perished in the
Attempt $467.42 paid for charity, *295.30 paid to
to Beach Land.
take up the W. H. Hobbs and Annie Baker notes, and all the incidentals such as
[Special to the Press.]
coal, janitor hire, etc., amounting in all
Halifax, N. S., May 15.—Steamer to
$3,001.71, equal to the receipts. The
Newfield arrived this evening from Sable
only indebtedness is $834.61 due Mr.
and
Island,
reports the wreck of the Pearson for
salary, which will have to go
bark Henry, Captain A. Jacobson.
The over to next year.
was
bound
from
for
The
Henry
report of the work done during
Norway
Ship
Harbor, N. S., in ballast. Thursday she the year shows 398 services held, with a
attendance than ever before, and
ran on a sand bar off Sable Island.
The larger
as a result the coming forward of 160 for
washed
over
waves
her, and it looked as prayers. The temperance meetings have
if all hands were doomed.
One boat, in been well attended, 5S5 signing the
olmr/rn
nf hlio
canon/)
ninln
J „11
pledge. There have been 22 children’s
right with six men. The other, in charge
[CONTINUED ON FIFTH PAGE]
of the captain, was struck by a huge
wave and capsized, all hands perishing.
The names of the drowned are Captain
Jacobson, First Officer Ole Abrehemsen,
Carpenter G. Anderson, Steward Jolianes
Seamen Hubbard and Jorgensen, and the
boy Martinicus Andersen.

time.

The Case of

Living

building
ance

L. Hill.

Saco, May 15.—Six witnesses were
Weather Observations.
Mr. Harry Brown’s Studio.
of diverting immigration to certain localled by the defence in the Living L.
The following are the observations of calities where laborers are
Mr. Harry Brown, the artist, has deneeded, and
Hill poisoning case this afternoon.
The
the Agricultural Department Weather the parties engaged in the business are cided to
reopen his studio on Congress defendant was on the sta“d three hours.
Bureau for yesterday, May 15, taken at receiving a commission for sending imstreet for another week, and beginning
to those places.”
He denied a motive for poisoning his
8 p. m„ 75th meridian time, the ob- grants
today paintings will be on exhibition un- wife, and said he had never threatened
servations for each station being given in
til Tuesday, May 24. This is the last opThe Weather and the Crops.
He admitted they had not lived
her.
this order: Temperature, direction of
that will be given for some
happily. Other testimony was very brief.
Washington, May 15.—The following portunity
the wind, state of the weather:
see Mr. Brown’s works as
The evidence was concluded
Boston, 52°, NW, rain; New York,
partly cloudy; [Philadelphia,
60°, SW, cloudy; Washington, 74°, NE,
partly cloudy; Albany, 58°, S, cloudy;
Buffalo, 52°, SW, foggy; Detroit, 02°,
SW, cloudy; Chicago, 0U°, NW, cloudless; St. Paul, 64°, SW, cloudless; St.
Vincent, 62°, SE, cloudless; Huron, So.
Dak., 62°, SE, cloudy; Bismarck, 62°,
N,
cloudy; Jacksonville, W°, SE,
cloudless,
64°, SE,

is from this week’s weather

crop bulle-

tin:
In New England the temperature has
been below, the precipitation below in
centi.il and southwest
the northeast,
sections, and the sunshine average. The
is
backward.
The rain was of
season
great value, but warmer weather is
needed.
Potatoes are
being planted
and some corn has been planted in tire
south portion. Fruit promises well.

he will
sail for Europe early in the fall to remain abroad all winter.
time to

Resolutions

Passed.

meeting of the Steam Railroad
Men's Protective Union, No. 9. held yesterday, appropriate resolutions were
passed on the death of Guilford Leslie
Cameron, a member of the Union,
At

a

the

arguments

will be made

tonight, and

Monday.

A New Theatre for Mr. Abbey.
New Yobk, May 14.—Plans were filed
with the building department today for a
new theatre on
Broadway anti 38tli
streets, to be known as Abbey’s Theatre.
The structure, which will cost about
$350,000, will be built for Mr. Abbey by
the owners of the property, Ftobert and

Ogden Goeleu

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure.

ot tartar baking powde r. Highest
all in leavening strength.—Latest United. Mates
Government Food iteporl.
Ron At Baalirg fOWbtJi Co., 10b Wall St.R. Y
A

cream

MlSCEIXAJflEOUS.

COLBY’S HARD LUCK.

WILLIAM

Her Ball Players Do Not Seem To Be In It
This Year.

ANY

[Speeial to the Press.]
Brunswick, May 14.—The second
game between Bowdoin and Colby was
played on the Delta this afternoon
and resulted ill an easy victory for
Bowdoin by a score of 20 to 8.
Bowdoin
put up a good fielding game, Hutchinson

at short and Sykes at second, playing
for the infield, while
Hinkley
in left and Chapman in center field made
catches.
Hutchinpretty
very
Downes,

good ball
That has been under medical
treatment three months with-

and Hinkley led in batting. Barringpitched his first game this season and
did some great work. His drops were
of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Bos- too much for the
Colby batters who
would fan at them at random.
tou, free of charge.
Colby
fielded in poor shape, malting costly errors at critical points.
Barnes nitclied a
good game for Colby. The following is

relief,

out

will send one case

we

IF

son

ton

the

score:

nOWDOINS,
li.

Ali,

Allen, 0. 4
Savage, lb..
2

Fairbanks, 3b. 0
Downes, rf. 6
5
Hutohinson, ss..
Hinkley, If. 5
Chapman, ef. 6
Sykes, 2b. 5
Farrington, p.5
Jones, If. 0

Paralytic
under
will give
Our

one case

for the

reasons

above

that we have never

are

known
we

three
relief, we
of Murdock’s

of paralysis that
have not cured or very much
a case

helped,

or a

has not

been either

consumptive that
cured or

a

that life has

strong testimony

litv

its

Totals.43 20

FO.

A,

I'.

11

14

27

TB.

FO.

A.

G.

1
2
13

1
1
o
0
0
2
1
7

"3

10 24 15

15

15

7

COEBYS.

no

Food free of cost.

Liquid
offer

..

for

treatment

months has had

TB.

B.

6
1
0
2
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
3
5
2
2
2
2
0
1
0
2
2
2
5
2
1
3
2
3
1
0
1
i
3
3
0
3
1110
5
o
S
1
1
2
10
0
112
0
1
O
0
0
0

___AB.

R.

B.

Hall, 3b. 4

1
0
1
1
2
2
l
0

i
0
0
o
1
2
1
1

8

8

Kallaeli.rf. 3
Kouney, lb. 4
Latlip, If. 5
Hoxie, 2b. 4

1
0
0
0
2
3
1
1

o

4

1
1
2
1
1
1
5

Out of the

Most

MlgCEXEAHEOUS.

CONTURE.
Powerful Athlete* In

In all

of Disease bene-

eases

iiciai resuits

arc

tained by the

to be obof Murdock’-

sure

use

Liquid Food, This statement is
attested by the crucial test of
over

..

THREE THOUSAND oper-

ations iu

OCX

U

u

4

o

on May 3, 1869, so that
he is not as yet twenty-three years of age.
At the age of three years he was brought
by his parents to the States, where he has
since resided, his home being in the Pine
Tree State. He is five feet six inches in
height,and in condition weighs but 1491bs.
a fact that makes e' 11 more remarkable
the feats of strength which he performs
with comparative ease. He is strongly
put together and has been accustomed to
lifting heavy weights since boyhood,
having when but fourteen years of age
performed the feat of lifting a 1001b.
dumbbell eight times in succession at t|8«
skating rink at Lewiston, Me.
On March 1, 1890, at Bath, Me., he put
up with one hand a dumbbell weighing
102 3-161bs. from shoulder to arm’s length
above shoulder twenty-two times in sue*
cession, and upon this he improved ou
January 1 last, at the same place, he put*
ting up a 1101b. bell in the same manner
twenty-seven times in succession. He
also lifted from the ground with one
hand to the shoulder a dumbbell weigh*
ing 2251bs,, then slowly pushed it up to
arm’s length above the shoulder, and has

successfully tugged against six men with
his teeth alone, showing that his great
strength does not lie in his arms, back
and shoulders alone. He has also hat

AT LEWISTON.
2 3 4 5

Lewistons.0 l
Lowells.0 o
Base hits Lewiston,
Lewiston, 3; Lowall,

2
0

0
O

o
0

of surgery.

New

the

though it

can

be

system,

but

given in the

extreme cases of

most

8

9

o
O

0
0

o— 3
0—0

exhaus-

__Won.

Manchester.
Woonsocket.

reactionary influence dele-

Lewiston.

terious to the system.

6
6
5
4
4
4
8
3

Brpckton.

Loweli.

Pawtucket..
Salem.

Portland.

Per
Lost. Played cent.
3
9.66.7
3
4
4
5
5
6
6

9
9
8

FORjlLL

t>

BILIOUS ud NERVOUS
:

DISORDERS,
Such as Sick Headache,
Weak Stomach,
Impaired Digestipn,

Constipation,

|

Base hits—St Louis, 6; Cincinnati, 9. Errors
—St. Louis, 3; Cincinnati, 1. Gleason and Buckley.; Muilane and Murphy.
Saturday’s National League Contests.
Saturday’s games in the National
Leaugiie resulted:
At Boston—Boston, 8;
Brooklyn 7.
At Chicago—First game, Chicago, 6; St. Louis,
3. Second game, Chicago, 5; St. Louis, 3.

Per
Lost. Played, eent.
Boston.............. 18 ”5
23
78.3
Won.

Brooklyn-.....
Cleveland-,.

13
12

7
a

Louisville. 13

10

Pittsburg.

13

Philadelphia..

10
0
!i
7
4

11
11
11
12

S

Washington..

New York.

St. Louis.
Baltimore.

|

York

v*

dc!2

Canal

Depot.

118«

M'VV&Fnnnlypedlst.Kthor5t^.d^w9

IVIOMEY TO rOAN.
—-

"27 ‘O’ 353

—

GiMand Collateral Loan Go.
Negotiates mortgages on household furniture, piauos, organs, horses ami carriages,
farming stock and machinery; also pays up furniture leases, allowing the property to remain
witli owner. All loans may be repaid by installments reducing principle and interest.
Also
advance money on watches, diamonds. Jewelry;
stocks, bonds, goods in bond and warehouse receipts. ‘Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
by mail promptly attended to. Office, Room 1,
No. 478% Congress Street, (up stairs directly
opposite tlie Treble House) Portland, Me.

Manager.
ap!3_MW&Ftf
FIRST

CLASS

PIANOS
FOR SALE OR

RENT; ALSO

OH.C3rja.3XTS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

W.

AT

—

P. HASTINGS'.

declT

(lit

Annual Meeting.
rjTIIE stockholders of the Portland, Saco apd
X Portsmouth Railroad Company are hereby
notified that their annual meeting for the

choice of Directors and the transaction of such
other business as may legally bd presented,
will e held on the first Monday, the sixth day
ot June 1892, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon
in tiie company’s hall in Kittery.
F. R. BARRETT, Clerk of the Company,
Portland, May 14,1892.
myl4dtd

~

F

RJQ

E3

Portrait

Society

THE

Crayon

PORTLAND

will make for the next 30 days a life size crayon
of charge, In order to advertise our
new studio; fill wo ask Is the cost of framing.
Portland Crayon Portrait (society, 185 Middle
street,Room is.
maylolw

portrait free

The Season in

[Special to

li
12
18
16

I MANUFACTURED by WM. F. READ,
Philadelphia.

I

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS,
and do not confound these with the
GLORIAS that some parties are
as LANSDOWNS, thereby making themselves lla-

selling

Me to prosecution.

Figured India Silks I
one lot of Figured India H
Press Silks, 24 inches wide, in desirable colorings and styles.
Superior in texture to those offered in B
this market at 69c, at the low

price

—

to close

—

CARRIAGES & HARNESS.

of

ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO’.,
Elm Street, Corner

I

49c a,

Cr-^-rJand,

--BUILPERS OF-

2U
21
23
24
24
23
22
20
21
25

30

65.0
57.1
56.5
54.2

54.1
52.2

WILLIAM

COUTURE.

experience in back lifting, without
harness, the weight with which he practices turning the scales at 3,2001bs. Couture is also a clever performer with Indian
flubs, doing a pleasing aot with both
heavy and light implements,
some

A

FLYER

ON

THE

Sidney B, Bowman, One

Fastest

wrnrbnH

OMIJ^ST

STRICTLY FIRST CLASS VEHICLES,
——

I
guilts

lies
Extra Large

of the

B

Dealers in

The Dress Goods f-1*
Still Continued

factored by Portland skilled mechanics, and
guaranteed second to none.

I

Our “Dirigo” Harness,
equalled for the

1

day.

The horses Allerton and Delmarch will
for

East Indian Character.

Poor, conquered, degraded, there

can

be no people among whom it would be
harder to learn respect for human nature.
But yet the memory of the Indians, as it survives after a full consideration of all that is bad and sad, has in
it more of hope than of despair.
The
Indians stand out in the traveler’s mind,
not by their poverty or degradation,
hut by thesr affection, their patience,
their dignity, their capacity for admiration.
Their affection has been made notorious by many a tale.
The nurses devote
themselves, literally giving life, for the
English nurse child. The servants endure any hardships to follow a master
they love. Everywhere we seemed to
see among them signs of a will to be
clinging or affectionate, and their records are full of tales of loyalty and of
generous devotion.
If now there are not as many instances of such affection as there were
in the earlier days of the English occul>ation, it must be remembered, as a
missionary said, that India has now
fewer English graves, and that employers on their side more often break the
bonds when they, with light heart, take
their journey home, made shorter by
steam and swift vessels. Their patience
also has been told of again and again.—

Nineteenth Century.

full Rubber and Gilt Mountings, un*
have a full stock of Stable Goods,

|

j

rTubby,

i

Congress
myia

■

!

Street.

dft

||

|

<*

45.0
42.9
38.0
20.0

At Sanford, Saturday, the Sanfords defeated the Sacos, 20 to'lO.
The Yale freshmen nine defeated the
Harvard freshmen team. 13 to 2, Satur-

August,

adapted to the

nm

the unknown quantity, and is now near
the front ranks.
He has beaten from the scratch suoh
men as Taxis, Rich, Christ, Kluge, Van
Sicklen, Van Wagoner and the Murphy
brothers, but does not claim to be their
equals in the long run. In 1888 ha won
the one-mile State championship of New
Jersey, ran second in the National and
third in the Eastern championship of the
Amateur Athletic Union in 1889, and on
September 2,1890, at Syracuse, made an
official record of 2m. 41%s. on the high
wheel.
Ke won the two-mile Union
County championship at Rahway ia the
same year.

..—“*—

—7T~--—
We wish to call the attention of the public to another arrival of
very fine
HORSES at onr Stables on Friday next. This lot comprises some very fine
driving Horses and a number of single and finely matched pairs at draft Horses
weighing from 1000 to 1600 lbs. These Horses are selected with great care
from a large field of very fine Horses, and we feel confident that they will suit
the most particular trade.
These Horses are both young and sound and we
wish to make quick sales in order to make room for more that are constantly
coming. We invite pnhiic inspection of them at onr Sales Stable on York
street, just above High, on and after May 20th,

I

Notes.

in

of all grades,
wants of everybody.

Carriages

EAE3XTESS.
In all grades, Single, Double and Express Harness. All maun*

Rockland.

Moines, Iowa,

--

HAHISTESS,

Size,

$1.29.

ALSO

45.5

Press.!
Rockland, May 14.—Tlie base ball
season in this city opened this afternoon,
vvheu tlie Rockland High school nine defeated the Tliomastons in a well played
but one sided game, 22 to 4.
The game
was practically won in the first three innings, when the home team, by a succession of heavy batting, rolled up 12 runs.
Jenkyn of the Rocklands pitched a splendid game and led both teams in batting.
The Rocklands go to Bath next Saturday, where they play their first game in
the Maine Interscholastic League.

trot at Des

M

WHEEL.

Cyclers In the Country,
Sidney B. Bowman, who on account of
his wonderful speed has been christened
the “ Elisabeth Flyer,” is with exception
of champion Zimmerman, .probably the
fastest bicycle rider in New Jersey, and
one of the
speediest in the eountry. He
is a member of the Elizabeth, N.
J.,
Wheelmen, and the N. Y. Athletic Club,
and has been riding about four years. In

thllt. tilBB hfl hos

Please ask to be shown our Great
Bargains in GENUINE

the

$10,000._'

GEO. L. FISH,

r'inemmati

account of

National League Standing.

Cincinnati. 13
Chicago. 12

|

yes-

Cincinnati.0 0000030 2—6
St. Lputs.0 2 1 00001 0—4

|
|I

Liver Complaint,
and Female Ailments.
| Covered with a Tasteless & Soluble Coating,
J Of all
druggists. Price 25 centsSt.a box. J
New

of

AT ST. LOUIS.

The

(Tasteless—Effectual,)

|?

44.4
37.5
33.3

Played on Sunday.

rain.

|

9
8
9

following is the result
terday’s Natjonal League game:

(iSLQlttK at Xt*AV York. Vinltimnrp
and Cleveland were postponed on

e

0

66.7
55.6
60.0
44.4

The

We would remind the public that no
substitute (and there are many co-called
Foods and Food Extracts iu the market)
has a record in any way approaching
the results of the Murdock Liquid
Food in the past 12 years.
apr8
eodtf

I

Pink, Navy Blue, Tan, Gray,

SI

Errors-

England League Standing.

tion with perfect safety, its influence is permanent and without a

the New Silk and Wool Dress Fabric, in
Black, White, Light Bine, Light

We will offer

7

o
0

pleased
Innings.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
to give any inquirer the further Mancliesters-3 0
201203 4—14
Salems.2 00013200—8
facts, but the above is convinBase hits—Manchester, 16; Salem, 8. Errqrs
that Murdock’s —Mancliester, 9; Salem, 6. Batteries—Forcing
proof
sith, Garry, Maekie and Barry, Killen and
Food
not an artificial Moore.
is
Liquid
to

H

AT MANCHESTER.

We shall be

stimulant

Will Offer One Lot of

H

o

6

7; Loweli, 4.

IJ.
I Genuine Lansdown
I

H

prominent hospital
4.
Batteries—Lawson
and Ponahue; McCarthy and Guiuassp.
in this country, and by its use
AT WOONSOCKET.
the unprecedented record was
Innings.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 0 3 0 1 2 0— 8
\Voor.soekets
reported of a loss by death of Portlands.1
2 0 o 1 O 0 O 1—5
Base hits—Woonsocket, 10; Portland, 6. Eronly five patients in a thousand,
rors—^Woonsocket, 2; Portland, 6. Batteries—
and many of these difficult cases Been and Burrlil; Tobin and Piatt.
a

R. LIBBY

SI

Brouktons,, ,2 1 u 0 o o 2 1 0— 6
lawtnukets.0 0000120 2—5
Base hits—Brockton, 11; Pawtucket, D. Errors—Brockion, 4; Pawtueket, 5. Batteries—
Poe and Burke; Lynch and C'ounaughtoii.
Innings.1

/

Quebec, Canada,

Saturday's New England League Games.
The following games were played in
the New England League Saturday:
_*

MISCELLANEOUS

Country.
William Conture, who by his wonder*
ful feats with the dumbbells, has taken
rank with the most powerful athletes of
the country, was born in tha Province ol

AT PAWTUCKET.
use.

MISCELLANEOUS.

the

o
Keynolds, o.f. 5
1
Lombard, cf. 4
0
Jack e, SS. 4
Purlagsob, p.301I020
1
0
0
1
1
0
Barnes, p. 2

Totals.38

MI6CEJXANJSOUS.

SIDNEY B.

BOWMAN.

Last year he showed the best form of
bis racing career. For some time he held
the ten-mile American road record and
rode in practice with paoe-makers in 2m.
27 2-5s. He won the E. W. V. U. C. B.
road race, the Associated Cyoling Club’s
championship, and wound up the season
by winning the two-mile handicap at
Staten Island. At the same meeting he
rode in the N. Y. A. C. team in the Middle
States’ team championshipSeme

Our patent spiral spring attachment is without a rival, as its
method of application renders the adjustment of the screens perfectly simple and easy, and experience has fully proven that ip
durability and retention of spring power it leads all others.
Measures taken and estimates furnished for orders of any size
large or small.

PORTLAND
::: Office ::

93 HANOVER

ST.,

Austrian Method of Execution.

The Austrian method of execution, to
use the words of a famous humorist, “is
fatal if persisted in long enough,” but it
is by no means in keeping with the enlightenment of the age. The Austrians
swing a halter over the neck of a murderer and string him up, while the executioner in chief, wearing white kid
gloves, calmly beholds the victim wriggle, and two ponderous assistants pull
him down by the legs.

myl4

dlw

CONUNDRUM.
SCREEN CO.,
oi Warld-Which is the Bigger?
Quarter
PORTLAND,

and

::

Factory

-

ME.

eodlm

LADIES’ DEPARTMENT.

Shoes, Surely.

An idea may be formed of the growth
of manufacturing in the United States
by an examination of the statistics of
the boot and shoo business. Twenty
years ago New England factories produced 80 per eent. of the footwear made
in America. The New England product
has largely increased, yet it is now but
Bo per cent, of the total value, the industry having been established in other
parts of the Union. Since 1880 importations of hides and skins have increased
about 45 per cent. During the same
period exports of manufactures of leather have increased more than 125
per
cent.

CUMMINGS BROTHERS.

Elegant P. L. Oxfords. Many styles, Hand Sewed
Ladies’Boots in Common Sense and Opera Toe. Hand
Sewed Oxfords in many styles.
Our stock of $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 Boots are the

best on earth for the money. All widths A A. A. B.C. and
D. If you cannot have your feet perfectly fitted in your
locality take your feet to SIGN OF COLD BOOT and have
your feet perfectly fitted.
Order you Boots by mail, postage prepaid.

You cun hold u quarter so close to your eye us to shut the whole
world out.
By giving uny thought ut ull to the cost of oil, you ure likely to
miss the larger share of the benefit of it.
We have put a good deal of oil.wisdom into a pamphlet “Cubi-ication,”
Shall we send it to you !
VACUUM OIL COMPANY,

Rochester, N.Y

myE<ltju7

Will Be the

Next President

If lie will only improve the opportunity. You can not be president
only sold at Sign of but
you can improve the opportunity to purchase the best Carriage
by leaving your order with F. 0. Bailey & Co., their own special
designs are elegance on wheels, built from best material by exBlucher cut Lace Boots.
(SEE SHOW WINDOW, perienced workmen under personal supervision of one of the best
mechanics in America, they cannot fail to give perfect satisfaction.
MOTHBHS
It will cost you nothing to examine these Carriages before purtake your children to Sign of Cold Boot and have their chasing. Remember we can furnish you with everything needed
about Horse, Carriage or Stable, of the best quality and at lowest
feet perfectly fitted.
Boyd’s fine stylish N. Y. Boots
Cold Boot, wo keep the goods.

are

price.

BRAKTCH
Union Station,
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Fancy

j
There lire Thousands of

HANDSOME

havUustTeceived

we

People

Furniture

Another consignment of handsome Sideboards. They are chiefly
of Oak and Mahogany in all the pleasing styles and we can fit any
Dining Room. Another thing that we would call your attention to
is our Wheeled Chair for invalids. This can be adjusted to any
position for the needs of the occupant and can be easily wheeled
about. Some fancy Parlor Sets have j.ust been received that will
the eye. They are upholstered in Brocatelle and are parplease
a
Our regular line of Parlor Sets,
ticularly neat in appearance.
Chamber Sets, Dining Room Furniture, Baby Carriages, Sewing
which we shall offer in our Clothing Department Machines and
everything in the furniture line is complete. We are
We will sell
offering some great values in Capets and Draperies.
Men’s Cheviot Black Suits,
$7.00
7.00
A Good All Wool Business Suit,
Some Broken Sizes In $12 and $14 Suits for 10.00
Men's $2.00 and $2.50 Pants, former price $2.50
and $3.00.

who will not read an advertisement unless they
are Inveigled Into It.
We believe, though, that
a plain statement 01 lacts backed up by the bargains themselves will prove equally effective.
For this reason we shall simply call your attention to these

Bargains for Few Days Only

A SEASONABLE NECESSITY.

HEN’S FURNISHINGS.
Some 50c Neckwear in choice patterns for
29
25
25
40
47

Men’s Underwear

Outing Shirts

The Atkluson Shirt ...
The Farrington Shirt
Children’s Outing Blouses

25

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

PLEASE REMEMBER

catch their eye, another will.
present herewith a few of the
bargains we have prepared for
and trust they will interest
Hoping for the favor of a visit
you, we remain

Children’s Furnishing Department.

“No,

this is not a Cab-i-net Or-gan ; it is a Re-frigerain-tended to pre-serve food.
Some Refrig-er-a-tors will do this. Oiir’s will. It is a New Per-fection and
The prices range all the way upwards for it is a
Jim dandy. It is charcoal lined and e-ven has a trap in the
larger boys, and our three piece suits with long
are especially nice.
waste pipe. The cir-cu-la-tion of cold air is perfect and keeps the
A Sailor Suit always
pants
looks well on a boy.
We have a large assortThe ice-cham-ber is large and this e-con-o-inizes in
ment of them,
we are also selling a line of in-te-ri-or dry.
Beefers and Light Weight Overcoats for boys the use of ice.
The prices range from
that are very nobby.
A

tor.

And

my

child,

Re-frig-er-a-tor is

they

are

THE ATKINSON
ISAAC C.

Just

and should you be

now the

We have p urchased

ples and special lots

a

of

large line of

sam-

Japanese Goods

from the manufacturers and will offer
them for Monday and Tuesday only at

about half the usual price.

THE LOT INCLUDES
100 Blue and White Teapots, wicker
handles at 10c. each.
400 Blue and White Oatmeal Nappies at
6c. each.
500 Decorated Individual Butters at 1
l-2c. each.
50 Beautiful Decorated Cake Plates at
10c. each.
Vases, Cracker Jars, Nut Bowls, Trays,

in favor. We also carry a fine line of the popular Flanges in
various colors. Soft crush hats and driving hats in every style and Teapots, in large Variety.
Tete-a-tete
Sugar and Cream
color. Bicycle and Yachting Caps a specialty. A full line of G. A. Dishes and oddSets,
novelties of every sort.
R. Uniform Hats. Silk Hats at lowest prices.
Japanese Screens in many designs.
These goods arc very tasty and should
be seen early, as they will be closed out
quickly.
are

shapeTy

shoes.

Our special sales in fine foot wear are making this department
The special prices in Ladies’ and Childknown to every one and the fact that we are so particular in comFast Black Hosiery will be continfortably fitting difficult feet, and children’s feet is bringing us into ren's
ued for
and Tuesday.
The lot
favor.
This week we shall continue a run on Russian consists Monday
of the Popular Silver crown
eather for ladies and men in all prices.
We also will ran a few brand and the prices are too tempting to
be passed over.
specialties for a few days.

fiublic

The lot includes Ladies’ Fast Black

Hose, never sold below 37 l-2c. now 25c.
Ladies’ Fine Black Hose, never sold
below 02 l-2c., now 37 l-2c.
Ladies’ Black Hose, finished feet, always 25c., now 10c.
Ladies’ Black Hose, finished feet, always 22c., now 15c,
All sizes in opera lengths, 50c.

The ATKINSON $2.00 Shoe for Men and Women.
The ATKINSON $3.00 Shoe in Russia Calf.
The ATKINSON $4.00 Shoe, hand made, equals custom made.

We
many
you,
you.
from

Have you

seen

them ?

Call and examine.

CHILDREN’S HOSE.

OUR LADIES’ OXFORDS

Very Respectfully,

$1.98

Open Evenings.

i

complete,

Harrington, Strand,
Cambridge, Youmans,
Dunlap, Boston Derby

on

account of its push and lively enterprise. You are interested in our operaWe want
tion for the same reason.
hound to have it
your trade and are
by
for you to visit us.
making it profitable
No matter whether you purchase or
not we are glad to see you and our
main object is in getting you to visit
Yon will see someus the first time.
thing then that will be recalled at a
later day and then you will come to us
again, not as sightseers but as
customers. Our policy is to appeal to
our lady friends for their taste for the
beautiful will be abundantly satisfied
by what we can show them. Of course
we have not the only stock to be found,
We have the
but our. point is this:
latest stock of any store in the eitv.
for our entire stock is new.
We purchase in such quantities that we can
afford to unsell our competitors and
you will see by a glance at our prices
Our many
that we do this.
ments give our friends much to interest
them, and if one department does not

We have a special department for our Children’s Clothing, and here the mother can bring
the boys and at the same time do her own shopping. This week we are running some special
bargains in suits.

2.50
3.00

DEAR PRESS READERS:
You all enjoy reading the Press

depart-

that we make a specialty o£ Fine Suits for dress
wear; they cost a bit more than the others but
In finish and appearance they equal custom
made suits. Bemember the special bargains in
our Clothing Department.
We desire to call
your attention to our

A Good Suit for common wear, well made,
A Neat well-fitting Suit, excellent value,
A Nice All Wool Suit, in Colors or Mixtures,

Onr styles in Men’s Hats are most
in need of one you should see our line.

Middle, Pearl & Vine Sts.

mT

HATS. CHOICE

Fine

price,

Black, regular price, 37 l-2c.,

our

25c.

Black, all sizes, regular price,25c.,
our price, 12 l-2c.
Boy’s Double Knee and Toe, reduced
from 30 to 21c.
These goods are of standard manufacture and are being offered at prices that
cannot be equaled.
We offer them for
Fine

COMPANY,

the finest that money and skill can produce and the prices are
low as you have paid for common goods. We have extra values at

are
as

ATKINSON, Gen. Manager.

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and $2.00.

inspection.
The Sale Will Continue

your

OUR CHILDREN’S SHOES
Heels, Patent Leather, Cloth Tops, Dongola,

in Heels and Spring
Kid and Calf.

the best Re-frig-er-a-tors in the market.

Through

the Day and Evening.

Open Evenings.

THE ATKINSON
ISAAC c. atkisso.v General
THE

HOME.

COMPANY,
Manager.___Middle,

Pearl and Vine Streets.

oftener than every six months, and
real saving.
Place dishes of charcoal or quick lime

ing

WAYS

OF

THE

HEATHEN.

are a
IN HOUSE-CLEANING DATS.

Carpets

wear

in sink cupboards
longer if thoroughly ners.

..shaken once a year as the dirt which collects under them grinds out the threads.
A carpet should be beaten on the wrong
6ide first, and afterwards more gently on
the right side. If badly soiled or exceedingly dusty, spread out on the grass after
it is thoioughly beaten and clean with
tepid water, to which ox-gall or borax
has been added in the proportion of a
teacupful of the former or two tablespoonfuls of the latter to a pail of water.
Use a scrubbing brush if necessary, and
/rinse and wipe dry afterwards. Ammonia is good to brighten colors, but it also causes some colors to run, and should
be used carefully, if at all.
Carpets wear much longer if heavy carpet paper is laid under them. If this is
not convenient, two thicknesses of newspaper is far better than the straw or layling next to the floor.
Never relay a carpet until the floor is
perfectly dry, or the tacks will rust and
injure the carpet.
Carpets in daily use should have the
breadths ripped apart and reversed, to
bring the most wear on different parts.
In mending a carpet by patching, let
the pieces extend across a breadth from
seam to seam, and they will show far
less, as they need not be caught down at
the edges.
The durability and brightness of oilcloth are increased by a coat of varnish
semi-annually, or by rubbing over with
kerosene once a month.
Never put down stair carpets without pads underneath. They wear much
longer, and are much easier to use. An
old ‘‘tack” or heavy bed-quilt, cut in
proper sized pieces, answers the purpose.
Zinc is best cleaned with soap ana hot
water, and then polished with kerosene
ana a wooiien

cioin.

Beware of cheap soap and soap powders in cleaning woodwork, unless you
are

going

to

repaint.

Sapolio, or a little borax or pearline
added to the water, will not injure unvarnished paint.
The latter, if darkcolored, should be cleaned with tea,
wiped dry and polished with a wollen
But do not use tea on lightcloth.
colored or oiled woodwork, lest it stain.
Before commencing to wash the wood
finish of a room, dust it thoroughly,
especially on the top of windows, doors,
Then clean
picturerail and baseboard.
the floor first.
Windows are easier cleaned and have a
far higher polish if a little alcohol or
ammonia is added to the water, and no
After rubbing dry with a
soap used.
cloth, polish with chamois or pieces of
newspaper.
Laee or other drapery at windows
should be changed from top to bottom
or from one side to the other, to prevent
the sun from shining on the same place,
as it is this heat that causes them to be-

tender and break.
Raw linseed oil is much better than
kerosene for oiling furniture, but it
must be rubbed perfectly
dry with a
woollen cloth.
If you take down auy stoves, remove
nickle trimmings, scour and wrap eacli
piece separately in paper and lay in a
come

dry place.

Do not wash and
put away blankets
until June, and when you do, use borax
and plenty of hot water and they will
clean easily and look well.
Feather beds and pillows slionld be
thoroughly aired and the ticks changed,
if necessary.
But do not hang or lay
them in the hot sun, for this will draw
out the oil and make them foul rather
than pure.
All mattresses and pillows should have
covers made of unbleached
muslin, and
tied or buttoned at the end, to
protect
the ticks. These do not require wash-

or

other damp

cor-

If a cellar bottom is of earth and has
boards laid down to walk on, have them
all carried out of doors and thoroughly
cleaned and dried.
After thoroughly
cleaning the floor sprinkle it with a solution of copperas, and open doors and
windows and let the sun and wind reach
the farthest comer.
If a cellar is damp and musty it is well
to add a little
copperas to the lime
which is used in whitewashing the side
walls.
If there is no wire netting over the
cellar windows, neglect it no longer, for
damp, foul air in a cellar will quickly
permeate through the entire house and
endanger the health of the inmates,
POTATOES IN

THE LAUNDRY.

To wash cloths without fading them,
wash and peel Irish potatoes; then grate
them into cold water. Saturate the article to be washed with soap without any
running of the colors. I have taken oil
out of carpets with this potato water
when simple cold water would make the
colors run ruinously. Have also set'the
color in figured black musljns, in colored
merinos, in ribbons and other silk
goods. Often the potato water cleanses
sufficiently without the use of soap; but
the latter is necessary, I find, where
there is any grease. In such cases (without soap) I take the grated potato itself
and rub with a flannel rag. In woolen
strain the
goods it is necessary to
water, else the particles will adhere, but
this is not necessary on goods from which
they can be shaken.—Cor. Detroit Free

Press.

EARTHERWARE IN COOKING.

The flavor of food baked or boiled in
earthenware is said bv those who have
made tlie experiment to be tar superior
to that of vegetable
or
animal food
cooked in the same
way in iron vessels,
for the reason that iron is a conductor of
heat, while earthernware is a non-conductor; consequently, food cooked in
the latter is rarely ever burned, the degree

of heat

not

during the

varying perceptibly

process of cooking, thus preset ving the flavor of what is cooked, as
well as uniformity throughout the substance of the meat, vegetable or grain,
until the process of cooking is completed.
So earthenware takes the premium, as
it deserves to, and those who have found
out how much better they can do their
cooking in these vessels than in ironware give pots and kettles a cold shoulder often.
WHEN CREAM

WILL WHIP WELL'

how cream can be whipped to increase it to three times its original volume ?
A very thick cream will not increase
much in the volume, and a very thin,
A

lady asks

quality will have such large and frail
bubbles that they break as soon as touched.

A cream so thick that it will hardly
pour should be diluted with the same
volume of milk; this will give good whipping cream. Such cream as is sold at
the creamery as “heavy” cream will ad
mit of this amount of milk. The tliin
cream, as a rule, has not body enough
for whipping. If one has her own cream
particularly if from a Jersey cow, it will
be apt to be solid, and must be strained
after being thinned.
The cream should bo
very cold. Put
it in a large bowl, which place in a
pan
and surround with ice-water. It can be
with
a
or
with
whipped
whisk,
any of
the patent egg beaters; but while the
cream can be whipped to a solid,
light
mass, it will not increase in volume as
with a whip churn, which is a tin cylinder
with the bottom and about an inch of the
sides perforated. A tin dasher inside is
also perforated. In whipping the cream
tip the churn very slightly, and let the

down stroke be heavy and the up stroke
jight and short,

Change Their Costumes
as Interpreters.
When a Chinaman acquires a thorough knowledge of the English language
his services become almost indispensable to the government authorities as an
interpreter, and he receives liberal compensation for his labor.
There are two or three Mongolians in
this city who do a large business in this
line, and axe very frequently employed
where their brother countrymen are
charged with opium smuggling or even
with trying to smuggle themselves
across the Canadian border.
A short time ago I was present at a
hearing before Commissioner Shields in
the case of a young Chinaman who had
been arrested while stealing across from
Canada in the northwestern part of the
state. The testimony in this city was
being given by a Chinaman who claimed
to be the father of the arrested man. In
order to take this testimony it was necessary to employ an interpreter. The
government officials not only had their
English talking Chinaman present as
the recognized interpreter, but another
and equally as well English talking
Chinamen sat near by, whose duty it
was to keep the officials informed as to
the fullness and correctness of the inter-

How Chinamen
When

Hired

pretations.
The Chinaman who officiated as the
official interpreter was a rather good
looking Mongolian, with well trimmed
hair, a standing collar and well fitting
American clothing. In one hand he held
a new pair of tan colored kid
gloves,
while his derby hat hnng on his right
knee as it crossed the left leg. He was
a natty fellow and evidently one who
was
making a success of life.
While th^ fellow was translating the

“gle, glaw,

swon, ding dong ding,”
as it sounded to my uninitiated ears in
mon

the rising and falling inflections of the
witness, one of the government officers
took a seat beside me and called my attention more particularly to the inter-

preter.
“Say,” said the official, “yo’ ought to

that fellow up in his Mott street
store. Yo’ wouldn’t know him."
“Why?’ I asked,
“Because he don’t wear them clothes
nor that hair when he’s among his own
people. That is only his ‘interpreting
get up.’ He keepS a grocery store, but
he talks English splendidly, and so we
nse him a great deal and have to pay
him well. When he’s attending to his
grocery store he’s a full fledged Chinee,
and make no mistake, and swishes one
of the dandiest cues in the settlement.”
“But you don’t mean to say that’s a
wig he is wearing ?’ I said as I looked
at the slickly brushed hair that gave no
indications of hiding a wound np cne.
“That’s just what it is, and one of the
finest ever worn, too. See how it fits
his ‘noddle!’ Why, it’s perfect. Just
as soon as we
employ him he throws
aside his tunic and all other Chinese
flxins and makes up as you see him.
Oh! he’s a ‘Jim Dandy’ now.
He's a
good interpreter, but the other fellow
here is just as good, and he lets us know
whether we’re getting all that’s said and
tame. There’s nothin like protection.”—
New York Herald.
see

Humors of the stomach, salt rheum, and blood
are cured by Ayer's Sarsaparilla,

'““orders,

CUT THISTICKET OUT STiiiiflpjf m.

A fine CRAYON PORTRAIT enlarged to 16x20 from any good
Picture or Photograph you may present to us when the amount on
this ticket has been cancelled.
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______
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PREMIUM PURCHASE TICKET.
When all the amounts on the margin of this
ticket have been conceded, we will present the
holder Free one of our Fine Crayon Fortraits, enlarged to 16x20, from any good pictnre or photograph you may present; to be
framed at wholesale price.
(3F“Present this ticket to the salesman and
nave the amount of each purchase punched out.
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IRA F. CLARK &

Clothing,
482

10

60

60

CO.,

Hats and Gents’ FurnishiRgs,
CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.

60

60

60

60
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25
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15

15

25

15

25

15
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15

25

from $5.00

:

:

from 4.50
from 3.50
from 1.50 up
from 1.00 up
from
.75 up

:

from

:
:

.25 up

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

$25.00
20.00
18.00
12.00
7.00
5.00
2.00

Look which way yon will, it is to your interest to look our way.
see the best line of Clothing for the money in the
city.

Drop in and

A

COW HORN

is given to every purchaser of

BOYS*

$3.00

worth of goods from the

DEPARTMENT.

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,
The Reliable

Spot Cash

482

Trade, Excite Business,

Congress St., Portland,

and to increase our sales,we propose to share the profits
of some of our large purchases of late with
our patrons and the public during the above days.
We propose to sell some good Clothing cheap and we
can afford to.
We propose to reduce our stock by making some extraordinary low prices that the people will appreciate.
Mentioning goods and prices does not convey much to
your mind, but we mention a few that you may
realize the extent of our determination.
A lot of All Wool Spring Overcoats, sizes 33 to 44, that have been $10 and $12, now
$6.50.
A lot of Men’s fine Dress Suits, in Black Whipcord Frocks, $20, $22 and $28, only

$15;

sizes

as

large

as

46.

A large consolidated lot of Young Men’s Suits, our regular $15, $18 and $20
goods
$12 per suit. REMEMBER, we have been selling Spring Goods for two months^
and new Spring Suits at this price are very rare.
Boys’ Long Fant Suits, sizes 35 to 36, fifteen or twenty styles and patterns, $10 per
Suit. Many of these Suits are worth $15 and $18 per Suit.
Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, sizes 4 to 14, $3 and $3.50.
150 School Suits for Boys, sizes 5 to 13, only $1.05.
Boys’ $2, $2.50 and $3 Knee Pants, sizes 4 to 14, put in at only $1.50 each.
Boys’ Wool Long Pants $1.
A lot of Wool Knee Pants that are good value at 75c, going at only 45c
per pair, all
sizes.
Small lot of Boys’ All Wool Reefers, sizes 9 to 12, only $2.50.
Boys’ Cadet Caps, 25c. and 40c.
Boys’ $2 White Flannel Blouses at $1.
Boys’ “Star” Blouses, best quality, $1.50.

Reductions in prices and additions to our stock made
daily. Tall and Slim Men, Large and Fat Men,
Small and Short Men fitted easily.

LARGE SALES MUST RESULT OF THIS ANNOUNCEMENT.
STHICTIjY 03NT3ES PRICE.

CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS,
my 13

To Stimulate

DAYS.

100

;

:

TRADE DAYS::..

25

The reason our store is crowded day and night is because the
people know that what we advertise from day to day is the simple
truth, without any effort to display our power for word making.

Men’s Suits,
:
:
Men’s Spring Overcoats:
Boys’Long Pant Suits, :
Children’s Knee Pant Suits,
Men’s Odd Pants,
:
:
Boys’ Odd Pants,:
Children’s Knee Pants, :

Friday, May 13th,
Saturday, May 14th,
Monday, May 16th,
Tuesday, May 17th.

Me.
diw
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PRESS.

undoubtedly ratify those nominations; and in the other districts the
selection will undoubtedly bo left to the
choice of the delegates representing
will

AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

those districts.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $0 per year; *3 for six
months; *1.60 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of *7 a year.
Maine State Tress, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, *2 per year;*l for six months;
CO cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Rates.

IN Daily Press *1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, *1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements *1.00 per week,
first week; half price- each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, *2.00 per
or less
square each week. Three insertions
*1.60 per square.
Heading Notices in uonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type
26 cents per line each insertion.
"A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Waid, To Let, For Sale and similar adTertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—*1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
senptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co.. 07 Exchange Street,
PORTT.AXT). MR.

THEY NEED A C2AR.
Democratic
gress

Incompetency In This ConVindicates the Work of the Last.
[St. Paul Pioneer-Press.]

The

unwieldy Democratic majority

in

Congress, big enough to swallow the
whole Republican vote, finds itself utterly powerless to do anything but sit
around and look silly.
To read the
papers, no one would have the least idea
that the House is in session. There is a
daily record of work done in the Senate
speeches made, bills passed, and all the

customary activity
the

of a

political body

of business.

is at a standstill, and the change is
all the more noticeable after the remarkable record made by the last House in
legislation accomplished. Before Mr.
Reed assumed the Speaker’s chair, the
country had become accustomed to congressional dilatoriness and was content
to accept it as a marvel of industry if
one or two measures of the first importance, in addition to the appropriation
bills, become laws. But the work done
by the last House set a new standard, in
comparison with which the failure of the
ness

Democrats

as legislators becomes painfully conspicuous.
It was and is the position of Mr. Reed
that members of Congress are elected by
the people to make laws for them, and

not to sit around and answer roll calls
and respond to their names when dilatory motions are proposed. The Republican party, under his leadership, boldly
rescued the House from the snare into
which it had been enticed by a fictitious
reverence for antiquated traditions of

It asserted
parliamentary procedure.
the right of the representatives of the
TIME
people to transact business for the
people, and demonstrated that this could
be exercised without infringing upon the
MOKDAY, MAY 16.
rights of the minority. The practical results of his position were seen in a larger
Two of the aldermen of Lawrence have amount of valuable
legislation than is
been indicted by the grand jury for ac- found in the record of any other Congress
cepting bribes to grant liquor licences. assembled in a time of peace. The
Democrats were just foolish enough to
Yet we have been frequently informed
protest against Mr. Reed’s necessary
by some of our esteemed contemporaries rulings, simply because they were those
that the license system of regulating the of a Republican, not forseeing the time
liquor traffic did away with all corrup- when they might find these rules indispensable. They made the country ring
tion.
with cries of “usurpation” and “tyranny”
and the rule of the “czar,” and chose
The action of the granite manufactur- this so
distinctly as a campaign issue
ers of this city in closing their works
that to disavow itwould be to cover
Saturday, is part of a concerted move- themselves with confusion. The present
of popular
ment affecting nearly all the granite man- House, elected in a moment
discontent and revolt, was committed to
ufacturers of New England and about
nothing else so definitely as to a reversal
30,000 men. A big battle seems to be be- of the policy of Mr. Reed in the Speaker’s
chair.
gun between labor and capital, and Maine

PRESS.

is interested

in

it to

a

considerable

ex-

tent.
The Anson Advocate declares

that it
does not believe that the Democratic
State convention will undertake to commit the party for or against prohibition,
but if it does, it says that nobody will be
bound by it. The Democratic free rum
campaign, which started out so briskly
in the cities some time ago seems likely
to get badly chilled before the convention
meets.

Though Gov. Boies of Iowa will go to
the Democratic National convention
with but one state behind him, he will
have that state enthusiastic in his support an advantage which none of the
other dark horses are likely to enjoy.
Illinois will support Palmer but halfheartedly if at all, Gorman will not have
his own state on the first ballot, neither
will Campbell. Boies has also the great
advantage of having carried his own
state at the last election, notwithstanding it is normally Eepublican. If it was
not for his free silver record we should
say that in the event of the defeat of
Cleveland he would be more likely than
auy ot

the men so tar

mentioned to

get

the

He couid ask
than events have

better vindication
given him. In the first
place, the new House found it necessary
to retain one rule which had been most
This is the profiercely denounced.
vision authorizing the committee on rules
no

tion

explains

First, divides the state into ‘‘s'ate and electoral districts,” so tar as the making of nominations is concerned; second, it provides substantially, that nominating conventions, hitherto not known to the law. shall henceforth have
a legal status, ana not only that, but that party
candidates to be voted for by the party voters
of the whole state shall be nominated lu a convention representing the party voters of the
whole state.
Party candidates to be voted for by the party
within a county or an “electoral district" shall
he nominated in a party convention representing the party voters of such county or “electoral district,” and proper certificates, under
oath, must precede the printing of all names of
candidates upon the official ballot.
It is this section which works the
it

day.

—a—b

I. SUM t Sis Ci.
Ilie largest Piano House in the World.
Wholesale and retail represen.
tatives in the New England States tor

STEINWAY,

HARDiyiAN,

CABLER,

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

Catalogues mailed free*
Tuning,
Repairing

Living In this

Average Wages and Cost
Country and Europe.

and

Polishing

Portland Brandi 540 Congress

Street,

T. O. McGOUXiDRIO,
The Hon. Carroll D. Wright, Commissioner of Labor has transmitted to
the President his annual report.
Ill bllclli

piXl

b UJ. LlitJ

icputu

xcxaiuug

w

living, facts are given from 5,284
families representing 27,677 persons.
These families are distributed through
the cotton and glass producing States of
the United States, Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, and Switzerland,
and constitute the most extensive collection of data relative to the cost of living
that has ever been published.
The total average income of families
for which budgets were obtained in each
country, was: For the cotton industry,
$657.76 in the United States, $365.94 in
France, $302.11 in Germany, $556.14 in
Great Britain, and $358.56 in Switzerland. In the woollen industry $663.13 in
the United States, $424.51 in France,
$275.99 in Germany, and $515.64 in Great
Britain. In the glass industry, in the
United States $859.64, in Belgium $627.65, and in Great Britain $501.69.
cost of

Bringing
son

with

these averages into comparithose of incomes in other
as
reported in the sixth

industries,
annual report, the Commissioner finds

that in the United States the total average income of families engaged in the
pig iron industry was $591.61, in Belgium
$374.63, and in Great Britain, $456.86.
The bar iron workers are a well paid
class, and their incomes per family were
as follows: For the United States, $784.-

11, for Belgium, $359.37, for France,
$464.74, for Germany $292.20 and for
Great Britain $519.99.

Looking at some of the items of expenses of families in different countries,
and for different industries, it is loarned
from the report that in the United States
the average cost of rent for the families
reported in the cotton industry was $72.5S; in France, $34.76; in Germany, $27.58
in France $34.76; in Germany, $27.96 and
For families
in Great Britain, $51.24.
engaged in the woollen industry, in the
France
in
United States, $90.87;
$33.25,
in Germany $25.45 and in Great Britain

tute

interesting points

of

comparison.

The average cost of books and newspapers for families engaged in the cotton
industry in the United States was $5.35;
in France. $3.79; in Germany, $1.48, and
in Great Britain, $5.86. For families engaged in the woolen industry: In the
United Staies $7.66; in Erance, $3,33; in
Germany, $1.37; and in Great Britain,
$6.47. For the families engaged in the
glass industry: In the United States,
$9.14; in Belgium, $3.82; and in Great

rip.i»9

A STARTLING FACT!
Thousands, who AH an untimely
grave, through some form of KID*
ney 6isea.se, might be saved
by the USE of a timely REMEDY.
When the Kidneys fail to perform
their duty, the Whole System becomes diseased, and DEATH surely follows.
No more CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE, of the WONDERFUL
SKO-

Made

UNDER THE FALMOUTH.eodtl

apria

WM; McALENEY &

Having had 40 years practical experience we
guarantee to suit the most fastidious in
style, price and workmanship.
FOUR FACTS.
1. Nothing but first-class stock used.
2. None but skilled workmen employed and
day labor.
3. Every Harness warranted and hand made.
4. Our prices as low as the lowest, stock,
style and workmanship considered.

HORSE FURNISHING GOODS.

j; Guaranteed
■To Cure You.

a

First

Class

constantly kept on
band, front a Blanket Fin up.
Thanking our old patrons and soliciting many
more new ones, we will endeavor in the future
as in the past to merit yonr patronge.

•

-

•

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Water Supply Co.
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway
Merchants National Bank Stock
•

•

6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
7’s
41-2’s
6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
Stock

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 Per Cent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARANTEED.
Por Sale tov

Adjoining Adams House,

SURPRISE.

GENUINE

Prices for above attractions 86.60,75. Seats
now on sale.
may!3-dtf

Elk Benefit
CITY HALL, PORTLAND,

dtf

Little T
And the following well-known talent:
Bowdoln Minstrels, assisted by W. H. Stockbridge, H. F. Merrill, Frank H. Pierce, W. H’
Barnard.Jobn C. Stevens, H. W. Shurtleff, F- L.
Gray, H. G. Parkman and others; Miss Marion
Van Buren, Dramatic Reader; Mr. Bob Fisher of “The County Fair” company in specialties;
Miss Hattie Connors, Whistling Soloist; Mr.
John F. Welsh, Basso-Cantante: Miss Beatrix
Hamilton, in Pleasing Specialties; Imperial
Quartette; Miss Mina Van Buren, Contralto
Soloist; Mr. James B. Mackle (of the “Gaines’
Cellar Door” company). In his Inimitable Parodies ; Arbuckle Brass Quartette; Mies Louise
Sanford, in Swell Songs; Miss Alice Montaand Mr. J. Koyer West, in their Refined
usical Act.

Ste

_

THEATRICAL

EVENT:: OF:: THE

::

Reserved Seats $1.00;

bridge’s music

IN

now on

::

SEASOl

sale at Stock*

mylddtd

Portland.

store,

FAIII

TZZXS
—

AH) OF THE

—

PORTLAND NATIONAL W, MAINE EYE AND EAR

XNJE'XXU&X.A^Et.'Sr,
WILL OPEN ON
FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
a£OKri>A.Y, MA.Y 23,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
and Continue Through the Week,
C. 6. ALLEN, Cashier.
mayio
_dtd
—

—

BY

Deposits

in

our

R E

Another

one

Q

U EST.

of those delightful

SAVIN6S DEPARTMENT

Assemblies by the Montpmeries,

in smaif or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

TUESDAY EVENING. MAY 17.
Tickets admitting gent and lady 50 cents.
..

dtf

jly25

Repairing Fromptiy Attended To.
dtf
may2

—

THE

my!4d3t

PORTLAND CAMERA CLUB,

—

Second regular exhibition of Club Work,

Society of Art Building, May 16-21,

■will reopen

Open 10

a.

in. till O p. in.

Admission 10 cents, including Souvenir Cata-

Sat., May 14.
M.

C, CLARK,

THE WOMAN
Who would be beautiful
must develop her beauty by
scientific and intelligent
methods. “Half the differ*
ence between the homely
woman and the beautiful
one is the method of care.”
Bathe the skin thoroughly,
rub vigorously.
Friction
stimulates the circulation.
Then apply FRYE’S AMANDINE with QUINCE,and the
skin will be nourished and
the freshness of youth will
returu, and the more often
applied the more beautiful
will be the skin.

Proprietor.
tl3t

myl4

HOSE!
Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best
quality, lowest prices.

-SOLD BY-

CHASE & SOIS & CO.,

J. M. DYER.
maylOeodtf

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
MAINE
d6m

PORTLAND,

Janl9

JOHNS

Mr. C. B. Sunders, so long and favorably known as the steward of the Cumberland Club, has taken the fine estate
known as Cliff Cottage, ou the Shore
miles from this city. The
Road,
house has been elegantly refitted and
will be kept as a first-class summer
resort.
All applications for board
should be made to
C. B. SAUNDERS,

Cumberland Club,

may9_

Portland,

unHUEOi

EQUITABLE

;

MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

PROVINCETOWN, MASS.
INCORPORATED, 1845.—MARINE RISKS OSXY.
old and reliable Company is now writing Marine Risks on the most favorable
terms.
If you desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
LEWIS NICKERSON,
L. N. PAINE,
President.
Secretary.
d6m
may2

j

__

TO CONTRACTORS.

50 Cents.

All

Druggists.
;
Allen's Sarsaparilla Go., Woodfords, Me.
Boston Office. i25

on

time

deposits.

Broad St.

nmv

I

_St

R. Small,
Stephen
President.

Marshall R. Coding,
Cashier.

dtf

COOK COUNTr, ILL.
—

usl:n’x>

THE FOURTEENTH ANNIVERSARY
-OF THE-

Gospel Temperance Mission
will be duly observed each evening from

—

mat
my!4

erecting a house located on the town farm.
New Gloucester, Me. Plans and specifications
the
office of the selectmen.
can be seen at
Rights reserved to reject all bids.
New Gloucester, May 11, 1892.
'L'V TRUE,)
Selectmen
G. W. HATCH, 5
of
P. A. COLLER,) New Gloucester
d6t
raaylS

xetix to aa<,
d3t

CHESTNUT ST. M. E, CHURCH.
Wednesday Evening, May 18.
LECTUEK BY

Rev. tl. R.

Day,

D.

D.,

of New York City. Subject, “The Times We
Live In.” Admission 25 cents. Lecture at 8
o’clock. Tickets on sale at Stevens & Jones.
d3t
mayl6

COMMENCEMENTS.

THE HAYDEN QUARTETTE.

Bonds duo May 1st, 1892,

Mias Florence Knight,Soprano: Miss Katharine
Eicker, Contralto; Dr. H. M. Nickerson,
Tenor, Mr. Harry F. Merrill, Basso.
A very strong quartette arousing enthusiasm
wherever appearing. Also Mr. Fred A. Given,
Violin Soloist.
For dates, terms etc., address

CRESSEY & JONES,
Piano Warerooms at New Store

538
apr21eodtI

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE BINES BROS.
Portland, Me.

Investments.

THIS

proposals will be received by the
SEALED
undersigned until Saturday, May 21st,
| 1892
for furnishing materials and labor, and

—rri—l’T

Interest allowed

EXCHANGED FDR OTHER

21 Monument Sq.
mar36dtf

|

Doses,

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

56
QU«nr«

OF PYTHIAS.

mayl4

FOR

largest

,

KNIGHTS

Tickets, admitting gent and ladles. $1.00; to
be obtained of members or at the door.

W. W. WHIPPLE & GO.,
[

PORTLAND UNIFORM RANK,
CITY KAIL, TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 17TH.
music by Gilbert.

Incorporated 1824.

Have the

the World.

Cured him of rheumatism and :
kidney disease. He tried everything else without success. Two |
bottles of Allen’s cured him. He
says he felt benefited in three
days after beginning its use.

i28

MS.,

PORTXiAKTS,

ASBESTOS PAINTS

any mixed
Paints in

Me.

_2m

SECOND ANNUAL BALL

-OF-

feb!4

CLIFF COTTAGE.

f

i

to

Harness Store

ST., Boston

ALIEN’S
SARSAPARILLA,

}i

City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

tnarll

can

Everything pertaining

A

Presenting the wonderful Child-Artist

Harness and Collar Manufacturer.

REOPENING
Clark’s Hotel,

Don't Fail to See the Old Fawrite.

dft

H. M. PAYS©A A C©.,

PRACTICAL

GO., BELFAST, ME.

Of worthless medicines can’t
conceal from William Ricker, of
Kennebunk, Me., the one medicine which he knows is good.

i

SON,

26 PREBLE STREET,

Flood Tide

\
i

Notice.

Stevens£JonesCo„

much ema-

THE PLAY THAT HAS MADE MILLIONS LAU6H.

180 LAUGHS IN 180 MINUTES.

•

The

Under the conviction that the plumage
of canaries can be altered in color by
varying the food, Dr. Beddoe thinks that
the color of human hair must eventually
be influenced by particular diets.
Mrs. J. R. Green, the widow of the
eminent historian, is described as a thin
pale faced woman, with curly auburn
hair, closely cut, large eyes, and a mouth
indicative of great tenacity of purpose.
She suffers from writer’s cramp, an affection which she contracted by her as-

Short

TAGS AND LABELS.

Dti ■ ■ E.r% elated.
All this
time, I was suffering with SEVERE
PAINS In my BACK, continually growing worse, frequent passing water
mi a n mm and often passing
V U ft SM BLOOD in consider■ ■
able qnantltles. Have
advised with, and taken mediciDe from,
the best Physicians in this section,
without any benefit, they telling me I
lad BRIGHT’S BISmas
disCOLU EASE. I became
couraged, and hardly
cared to live.
After using 3 bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, with SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS, the PAIN has ALL LEFT my
BACK, 1 pass my water naturally,
appetite good, have gained much in
flesh, and am PERFECTLY CUBED.
SKODA’S REMEDIES did it all.
ALONZO C. DOW,
Monardo, Aroostook Co., Me.

XN-

—■»

1906.

St. Croix E. I. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

•

Fall!

577 WASHINGTON

at

DENNISON’S

Britain, $3.44.

The total average expenditures per
family for all purposes in the cotton industry in the United States were $610.61;
in France, $383.70; in Germany, $282.58;
in Great Britain, $502.13; and in Switzerland, $346.68. The families in the woolen industry in the United States expended $394.09; in France, $3S4.05; in
Germany, $281.59; and in Great Britain,
$481.64. The families engaged in the
glass industry in the United States expended $769.06; in Belgium, $492.42; and
in Great Britain, $460.44.

Order

to

CHAS. L DAVIS'S COMEDY CO.,

Wednesday Evening:, May 18th,

A FULL LINE OF

Skoda Discovert Co.:
Gents:—For the past four years, I
have
been losing flesh, running
_down, and be-

SKODA DISCOVERY

Saco 4’s due 1901.
Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
Bangor 6’s due 1894.
of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 6’s due

Porttf

n CT-Air*

ACCOUNT BOOKS

BRIGHT'S DISEASE CURED,
AFTER

came

City
City
City
City

Another appearance ol

Portland 4’s due 1902-4912.
Portland 6’s due 1907.

ALL KINDS OF

severe

MONDAY, MAY 16th,

Sale,
of
of
of
of

decSd

monial :

RPTYF P

to

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

forms of KIDNEY DISEASE,
could be given, than the following testi-

Physicians

n

Subject

-AND-

PROPERTIES, of

SKODA’S DISCOVERY and
DA’S LITTLE TABLETS, in

TVT

We Offer,

__

Last Night of the Season.

&BARRETT,
OFFICE SUPPLIES SWAN
BANKERS,

ALONZO C- »0W.
Itonardo, Mo.

CURATIVE

P°S?MHP THUftSS.

®of

WEBER,

promptly attended to.
of

AMUSEMENTS._

pianosT BONDS.

—-•

■

CARROLL D. WRIGHT’S REPORT-

prizes highly,

siduity in committing to writing her huschange in the long established method o£ band’s works as he lay on his deathbed.
electors.
It
cannominating Presidential
She sometimes wrote to his dictation for
not bo said that this change is at all eleven hours a day.
The German Emperor’s imperal train,
likely to result in inconvenience, or work
any diminution of the autonomy of the which has just been completed, cost
For the duties of a Presi- £150,000. There are twelve carriages, all
districts.
dential elector are merely perfunctory, connected together by corridors. The
and the nomination is usually tendered library saloon is hung with Gobelins
tapestry from the palace of Charlottenas a compliment to some man of standburg, and the dining-saloon is furnished
ing who merits well of his party as- and pannelled with oak, while there is a
In those districts which have drawing-room furnished entirely in white
sociates.
already nominated tlieir electors, the satin, and two nursery carriages; a resecond and fourth, the state convention ception saloon, which contains several

FINANCIAL.

aUSCEEEAN ECUS.

_

$52.24. For families in the glass industry in the United States $107.57, in Belgium $38.95 and in Great Britain $50.73.
The sum expended for amusements
u> report at any
tune, reeommenuing a
indicate very clearly the
of the and vacation
measure to the consideration
of the families of working men
House and fixing a date at which debate tendency
the families in the United States in
shall cease and a vote be taken. If any For
the cotton industry, the average cost was
of the machinery adopted to facilitate
in France, $16.02, in Germany $19.the transaction of business might prop- $9.36,
and in Great Britain, $36.20. The
33,
an
enbe
or
considered
erly
arbitrary
workers in this country, however,
croachment on the freedom of debate or glass
of any
the rights of the minority, it is this. But spent more money than those
amusements ana vathe fai less important rule directing the otner country tor
cation. In tire United States such exSpeaker to count a quorum when one is
amounted to $28.66 per annum:
actually present, ana members refuse to penses
and in Great Britain,
The in Belgium, $11.40
answer to their names, is rejected
House will and can have none of it, be- $22.56.
on
The comparisons
intoxicating
of
cause it is part of the abused policy
For the families
Mr. Reed. And the consequence is that liquors are as follows:
in the cotton industry in the
it is dawdling away day after day and engaged
so far as considered, $15.week after week without accomplishing United States,
in
$15.08; in Germany, $11.anything. The leaders find that, al- 98; andFrance,
in
Great
Britain, $19.47. In the
though they have more members than 41,
in the
United States,
they know what to do with, it is a hope- glass industry
less task to secure the attendance of $54.84; in Belgium, $45.09, and in Great
$32.74.
enough of them to make a constitutional Britain,
The
for food by the famThe Republicans are quite ilies ofexpenditures
quorum.
the cotton workers in the United
right in refusing to vote on a measure to States was on the
average $287.06; in
which they are opposed, because this
in Germany, $142.22,
issue was made before the people, and France, $164.02;
and in Great Britain $246.50. For the
the Democrats claim that they were
in the woolen industry:
elected partially because of it. If that is families engaged
the United States, $202.85; in France,
in
to
show
the
is
it
country
true,
proper
and in
that the rulings of Speaker Reed were $186.78; in Germany $150.27,
Great Britain, $223.80. For the families
necessary, if all business is not to cease of
gla^s workers: In the United States,
whenever a baker’s dozen of members
in Great
decide that nothing shall be done. Mr. $294.75; in Belgium, $237.22, and
Reed’s party is giving the opposition and Britain, $220.96.
The reading propensities of the famithe country a splendid lesson in the proof the old
and lies comprehended in the report constiand

But whether the convenwould dare to run the risk of
nominating so strong and avowed a free
rules,
necessity
priety
silver man as Boies may be doubtful. the Democrats will waste a long session
If it acted according to its convictions it without accomplishing anything except
would, but Democratic conventions are the vindication of Republicans from the
made against them when they
much more likely to be governed by charges
adopted these rules because they found
than
policy
by convictions.
that legislation could not go forward
without them.
Attorney General Littlefield has dePERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
cided that under the new ballot law the
Presidential electors in Maine must all
Queen Natalie of Servia has written a
be nominated in the state conventions.
Hitherto the state convention has nomin- play, in which the scenes and incidents
ated two electors at large and the four are based upon her stormy experience as
wife of King Milan.
district conventions have nominated one
The growth of the bicycle habit is ineach.
Already the Bangor convention dicated
by the fact that Indiana manuhas nominated two at large, so the Portfacturers alone expect to produce 75,000
land convention can add four more.
new wheels this season.
Chairman Manley has issued a circular
Queen Regent Christina of Spain has
explaining that the new ballot law has conferred upon Mrs. E. Burd Grubb, the
made an important charge in giving the
wife of the United States minister, the
party convention a legal status, whereas insignia of the order of Maria Louisa for
before it has existed upon the “basis of noble ladies.
Sara Bernhardt, who has just returned
unwritten law.’’ Section 3 of the ballot
act accomplishes two very important ob- to France, is enthusiastic over her recent
jects, which the state committee circular tour in America. She took with her a
box of American soil, which she says she
as follows:
nomination.

each of which is iitted with a bath.
There is a large kitchen, and accommodations for the suite and the servants.
Those who have lost all faith in the
“weather forecasts” are recommended
to try a very simple experiment with a
cup of coffee and a lump or two of loaf
sugar. Having dropped the lumps into
the cup of coffee carefully, watoh the air
bubbles that rise to the surface. If they
suddenly rush from the centre to the
side of the cup, be sure that it is going
to rain very hard. If the air bubbles assemble in the centre and then pass to the
side of the cup in a deliberate way, you
must still be prepared for what the
weather forecasts would call “some
But if the bubbles refuse to
showers.”
stir from the center of the cup you may
go forth to your labors assured of a fine

in

But there is
no more mention of the House than there
would be if it had adjourned or had
never met.
The fact is that public busi-

discharge

pieces of statuary, a luxurious^ ..w-u
smoking-room,and three sleeping-saloons

WOODBURY &

MOULTON,

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle and
ap26

Exchange

Sts.
dtf

WILLIAM A. GOODWIN,

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK UNO JOB PRINTER,
No. 37 PLUM STREET.

“LAWSON HOUSE,”
South Harpswell, Me.

pleasant seaside hotel has
THIS
improved,

been greatly

and is now
supplied with ail the
modern improvements,
hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed: good

including

(Late City Engineer.)

bathing, boating ami fishing. Open for guests
June 15th, 1892. Special rates tor parties.

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS

57
apii

Exchange

Street.
eodtt

For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. POORER, Manager, Portland, Me.
mai'24-tf

REPUBLICflfTNATIONflL
N\

~~

CONVENTION.

To the Republican Electors of the United
States:
In accordance with tlie usage and the instructions ol the Republican National Convention of 1888, a National Convention of delegated representatives of the Republican party
will be held at the City of Minneapolis, Minnesota, on Tuesday, the 7th day of June, 1802, at
12 o clock at noon for the purpose of nominate
in* candidates for President and Vice-President
to be supported at the next National Election,
and for the transaction of such other and further business as may be brought before it. The
Republican electors in the several States and
Territories, and voters without regard to past
political affiliations who believe in Republican
principles and endorse the Republican policy,
are cordially invited to uuite under this call in
the formation of a National Ticket.
Each State will be entitled to four delegates
at large, and for each Representative in Congress at large, two delegates, and each Congressional District, eacli Territory, and the District
of Columbia, to two delegates. The delegates
at large shall be chosen by popular State Conventtons, called on not less than twenty days’

thirty d'ays

published notice,

and not less than
meeting of the National

Convention.
before the
The Congressional District delegates shall lie
chosen at conventions called by the Congressional Committee of each such district in the same
manner as the nomination for a Representative
in Congress in made in said district; Provided,
That in any Congressional District where there
is no Republican Congressional Committee, owing to re-districting the State under the new Congressional apportionment, the Republican State
Committee snail appoint from the residents of
such district a committee for the purpose of
calling a District Convention to elect district
delegates. The Territorial delegates shall be
chosen in the same manner as the nomination of
The delegates
a Delegate in Congress is made.
from the District of Columbia shall he chosen
at a convention constituted of members elected
in primary district assemblies, held under the
call and direction of the Republican Central
Committee of the District of Columbia, which
said committee shall be chosen one from each
assembly district on the first Tuesday of January, 1892, at the hour of 7 o’clock p, m.,at a
plaee of meeting in each assembly distinct to be
ueaignaveu uy a joint c;ui. wiuu nut less tiiail
t#n Says’ notice, signed by the member of the
National Committee for the District of Columbia and the chairman of the Republican Central
Committee of said District.
An alternate delegate for each delegate to the
National Convention, to act in case of the absence of the delegate, shall be elected in the
same manner and at the same time as the delegate is elected.
All notices of contests must-be filed with the
National Committee in writing, accompanied by
printed statements of the. grounds of contest,
which shall be made public. Preference in the
order of hearing and determining contests will
be given by the convention in accordance with
the dates of filing such notices and statements
with the Notional Committee.
.Tames S. Clarkson, Caairman.
Jacob Bloat Fas sett, Secretary.
New York. Jan. 20,1892.

SUPERIOR COURT.

May

rags, and they also found another bottle liid in
a rubber boot.
On other occasions they found
glasses smelling strongly of whiskey. The defendant claimed the liquor found belonged to
her husband, that he hid it in that room so she
wouldn’t find It and destroy it. Verdict guilty.
Motion in arrest of jugment filed.
F. W. Robinson, county attorney. C. P. Mattocks for deft
In the case of David P, McGlinchy and William J- Robinson, for liquor nuisance, the jury
■was out all the forenoon.
They finally brought
in a verdict ofjguilty against McGlinchy but disagreed as to Robinson.
MUNICIPAL COURTBEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Saturday.—William D. Rooney, intoxica30 days in county jail.
James F. Welch, intoxication; 15 days in

tion;

county jail.

Michael H. Hyde, assault; fined $10 and
costs.
Walter P. Lee, assault; fined $5 and costs.

City Government.
A special meeting of the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen was held Saturday
afternoon at 5 o’clock, and this business
transacted:
The

following special policemen

appointed:
rant;

were

Adam W. Barbour, Deering

jl'hik; oonn
Western Promenade; John T.

isaau

jl.

wyer,

uocoin

Conlon,
Gallagher, Pastern Promenade.
Alderman Gallagher introduced the
following order: That the St. Luke’s
church be, and are hereby permitted to
enter Park street sewer upon payment of

$70. Referred.
The following petitions for

woodgranted subject to the
new

buildings
approval of the committee on new wooden Ruildings
and the usual restrictions:
John Bradford, addition to rear 101 Danforth street; Thomas A. Foster, addition
to blacksmith
shop 302 Cumberland
en

were

street.
Memorial Day,

The following comrades have been appointed by Bosworth Post to solicit flowers for Memorial Day:
Ward 1.—Rodney Sparrow, John Davis, E. H.
Greeley, Chas. F. Dam, Leroy H. Tobie.
Ward 2.—Beni. Gribben, M. J. Sullivan, H. B.
Greeley, John Gooding, Jr., D. B. Wescott.
Ward 3.—W. K. Gribben, W, O. Carney, S. H.
Gammon, Joseph F. Colley, W. H. Wentworth.
Ward 4.—Seth B. Day, John G. Turner, A. G.
Grover. W. M. Hanson, D. D. Hannigan.
Ward 5.—John Williamson, E. G. Thorne,
John R. Dimock, J. E. Foster, F. C. Johnston.
Ward 8.—Geo. H. Pierce, George A. Brackett,
Lora H. Collins, M. A. Kermard, John W. Marston.
Ward 7.—Geo. E. Andrews, George w. Richards, Seward Field, Geo. A. Deceue, Geo. H.

Colby.

Beal Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:
Portland—Rollinsford Savings Bank to John
Quinn.
Margaret S. White to Stuyvesant T. B. Jackson.

Patrick

Duffey to John Corridon

et al.
P. Skillings to William H. Winslow.
Deering—Hiram Knowlton to George T. HanWarren

son.

Brunswick—John W. Peterson to Charles E.
Hudson.
Peaks Island—Elizabeth H. England to Hannah R. Newall.

dry if
made with most baking powCake

a

_(CONTINUED FROSI FIRST PAGE.)
and entertainments
Fifteen lectures have been delivered.
and
Mr,
Mrs. Pearson have made 1,520
visits among the poor and sick, and Mr.
Pearson has conducted 45 funerals and
solemnized 26 marriages. Employment
has been found for 179
persons and
55 lodgings have been furnished for poor
and unfortunate strangers.
Twelve have
been sent to their homes, Messrs. Payson Tucker and John B.
Coyle assist-

ing

week old is

ders ; fresh if raised with

in this.

was

most

pleased

with the “Sounds from the Old Planta-

tion,T given

evening for an encore,
which delighted so much at last
in the

THIS

will offer h “plum”;
a veritable plum of which
ones will have
you early
Its
the
store

picking.

nothing

bargains here,

find

to

new

you and
but this

know that,

we

offering is a bit
advance of anything

in

we’ve

done

before,—
prices, rubbed

ever

knifed the

profit

out the

loss

a

and in

some

put in its place

instances

of the
newest and most
some

on

cleanest,

goods

desirable

coiuuciy.

.•..uvsjuul*

Auumco,

(>ua< A.

McGowan, Florence McCarthy.
Ward Three—Chas. H. Chase, Geo. Tolman,
Thos. J. Feeney, Robert E. Ahern, A. L. Farns-

worth, Oscar R. Wish.
Ward Four—Wm. Adle. E. C. Swett, Jos. W.
James H. Tobin, Wm. McAleny,
Peters,
Chas. P. Merrill.
Ward Five—R. A. McClutehy, J. H. Bradley,
Stephen C. Perry, A, D. Sweetsir, Lewis L. Ernbree, Edgar S. Fossett.
Ward six—Hanno W. Gage, Arthur H. Gould,
L. B. Roberts, E. Coolbrotb, Jos. H. Carlton, F.
E. Haskell.
Ward Seven—Geo. L. Swett, Nathan Clifford,
E. W. Hunt, Aug. R. Wright, Chas. A. Cushing,
Jas. A. Pinkerton.
It was voted in the different wards to

instruct the delegates elected to the state
convention, to use their influence for the
nomination of Hon. Nathan Cleaves, as
delegate to the National convention at
Chicago, June 21st next.
The

Death Bate

The number of deaths in this city
for last week was 20, from the following
causes:

in

the

12

Bladder, mai.di3.of
Brain, soft, of.
Cancer.
Cerebral hem.
Convulsions.

Diphtheria...,_

Heart disease—
Inanition.

Meningitis.

3

4

5

7-T

6

l
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y

y~
y

1
y
y
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2
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2
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20

_

_

-------

_

_

_

_

Old age.
Peritonitis.
Phthisis.
Pneumonia.
Rheumatism.
Rupture of aneur.
o! com. iliac artery.
y
Total. -84341

-----_

_

2
y
y

y
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and Ear

Infirmary Fair.
The fair for the Maine Eye and Ear
Infirmary will have a very large number
of contributions and a great variety of
articles on sale.
Letters are being received daily advising the officers of articles donated for the fair to be sold for
the benefit of the infirmary.
All the
committees will meet at the Falmouth
Hotel this evening at 8 o’clock.
Aiie roruana

camera

Club.

The Portland Camera Club gave a fine
exhibition of California views at the Art
Club rooms Saturday evening. The lecture was interesting and the views well
thrown on the canvas. This week a fine
exhibition of prints will be shown at the
Art rooms from the Hartford and Waterbury Clubs of Connecticut, and the Medford, Mystic and Springfield clubs. Tickets of admission can be obtained from
the members.
Newspaper Tlilef Captured.
The newspaper thief has come to grief
again. For the past three mouths or
more ho has been
depredating on Cumberland street near Myrtle. Driver Hassett of the patrol wagon was
put on

guard and yesterday arrested a boy whom
he caught in the act of
stealing a paper

doorstep.
of

the W. C.

Free

Baptist
Centre, Wednesday
The opening session will be

at 10 a. m., and the afternoon session at
2 p. m. Miss Lucia E. F. Kimball of
Chicago will give a Bible
from

reading

11 to 12 a. m. and a

evening.,

Get tickets at
choice seats in the centre of the hall may
be obtained at Swett & Co.’s.
Alvin Joslin.

“Alvin Joslin” is

old

acquaintance
of the theatre going public and tonight
the Charles L. Davis Company will prean

sent it at Portland Theatre.

Mr. Davis

with the company, but the
character of Alvin does not suffer in any
respect on that account This performis no

ance

longer

will close the regular
oAneAn

aF

1 CflO

season.
DO

colors and

sold anywhere for less than 25c.—
our price for
today only
never

19c.

Notes.

public address in the

Five hundred boxes of
Tourist Ruching, two
kinds in
lace

musical

lessuvai

givcu

iu

x^asu-

ville recently; yet the lady manager
of the enterprise is $1000 out of pocket.
Stockbridge course tickts must be ex-

changed

a

box, plain and

edged,

3

yards

of

each—19c.
EMBROIDERIES COUNTER.

A thousand yards of
wide and fine Hamburg
C>

Edgings at 14c. our reguquality—great as-

lar 25c.

sortment of

patterns.

LACE COUNTER.

Twenty-five pieces

of

linen Torchon Laces, all

widths,

at

7c.-L$aturday’s

price

10,

This

department

sell

12

and 15,

1-2

will also

lot of Black French
Escurial Silk Laces, Vana

dyke Points,
-*'■'*-*

J'-'J

12

mark-

1-2

/ J

#>1.

LINENS COUNTER.

Fifty dozen pure linen
honey-comb bath Towels
size
very

20x42 at

Day’s lecture.

There will be a lecture at the Chestnut street M. E. church on
Wednesday
evening, May 18th for the benefit of the
Junior Epworth League by Lev. J. R.
Day, D. D., a former pastor of that
society. Dr. Day is now pastor of the
Calvary M. E. church of New York city
one of the largest
churches in the
denomination.
His subject will be the
“Times we live in.”
The tickets have
been placed at the low price of 25 cents.

HOSIERY COUNTER.

A

superb quality of

Onyx dye black Cotton
Stockings, (women’s) with
spliced heel and double
sale at 39c for today—all
other days 50c.
A lot of boy’s ribbed
wool stockings, large sizes,
for boys 6 to 14 years at

SPECIAL SALE OF

Two hundred

cups and saucers, Tokio,
Satsuma and Owari decorations at 7c, and a hundfine

red

Pot-

Japanese

pourri Jars filled with
famous

wild

pourri at 48c.
mon prices for
alone

are

ference
come

many

pot-

The

com-

the

jars

early
these days.
cases

you
In

the lots

are

COTTON UNDERWEAR COUNTER.

Smoke and Water

THURSDAY, May 18th. from 0 a. m. to
6 p. m., we shall sell at private sale in brick
building corner of South and Spring streets, a
large lot of furniture, desirable, for furnishing
cottages,etc.,consisting of sideboards.Extension
Tables, Lounges, Easy Chairs, Hookers. Sofas,
&c., &e. This furniture is but slightly damaged and will be sold at a great bargain.
F. 0. BAILEY & CO.
may 10<ltf

ON

PORTLAND

BANK.

SAVINGS

ANNUAL MEETING.
annual meeting of the Corporators of
fflHE
A the Portland Savings Bank will be held a

the

banking

room,

on

WEDNESDAY,

tile 25th

of May lust,, at 10 a. m.. for the purposes
specified in tire charter and required by the
Statutes of Maine.
EDWARD A. NOYES, Secretary.

May

mylO-td

10.181)2._

NOTICE.
All persons forbidden trusting;
anyone on my account after tliis
date.
C. J. FOSTER.
dlw»
mayld
__

midday shop-

too

are

Slightly Damaged by

material dif-

a

how

small and
pers

our

rose

48c, 62c and 75c.

It makes

FURNITURE,

Japanese

Maine citizens generally should insure in their home company—the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., of Maine, not only because it is a Maine institution in
which they should have pride, but
because it offers them the best to be
found in life insurance. Get particulars about this by writing the Comat its Home Office, Portland,

late.

__...-1_:__

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Night Gowns trimmed
with linen lace and tucked

pany

One lot of Swiss embroidered and hemstitched

Handkerchiefs

white
12 r-2c

worth

at

25c—Twen-

RIBBONS COUNTER.

A lot of

Watered, Moire

and Nacre Silk Ribbons,
all extra quality, widths
40 and 50—at 25c, never
sold before for less than

38c and 42c, all colors.
YARN COUNTER.

Best

quality Knitting

Cotton, colors and white,
a

ball.

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

White Satteen

Table

Covers, thirty-six inches
square, the design printed
in colors for embroiderincr

11

O

t.oc.

An assorted lot of 50c

Corsets, white and colored
at 29c, all sizes,
GLOVE COUNTER.

*

V_»

of

quality Biarwalking Gloves at

79c for

today only.

TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

An assorted

lot,

Printed, Hemstitched, Embroidered and
Lace Handkerchiefs,
Tuesday and Wednesday, SVSay

our

best dollar

doz-

a

kinds of fancy metal
pearl dress buttons
at 25c for today, the sort
we’ve always sold for 48c.

en

and

O'. M. DYER dta CO.

mayisdtf

“Lilly” Dress Shields,
largest size and best quality, 21c. This is the best
shield made and is never
sold regularly for less

CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

than 30c.
INFANTS-WEAR COUNTER.

Silk
Hats,
Baby’s
white, cardinal, tan and
brown at 67c today, other days $1.

PHOTOGRAPHS. Mr. J. If. Damson informs bis old
friends and patrons that he has repurchased the wellknown DAMSON STUDIO, and has added many novelties
to the already very complete appointments of this famous
Photo establishment.
Having visited most of the leading
studios of our largest cities, during his absence, and beeu
actively engaged in liis profession in California, he feels
better prepared than ever before to insure liis patrons the
most satisfactory work, especially as lie will give every
sitter his personal attention. STUDIO, No. 5 Temple Street,
opposite Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Mr.
maylfi
dtf

UMBRELLA COUNTER.

Lots of fine quality
Gloria Umbrellas with assorted fancy handles at
other

$1.12 today,
$1.50.

days

MEN’S HOSIERY COUNTER.

fine

special bargain in

MAINE TOWNS.
Items of

middleweight EngMerino

lish

half

regular 36c

hose,

quality

MEN’S UNDERWEAR

COUNTER.

weight

FURNISHINGS COUNTER.

The

whole stock of
quarter Neckties at 19c
for today only.
LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

basketful

big

of

purses and pocketbooks,
all colors, sizes and kinds
at 19c.
STATIONERY COUNTER.

Two hundred boxes of
paper and envelopes, fine

heavy quality

st 12c,

sold

1

siures

at

NORTH GRAY.

The farmers have generally got their
sowing done and some of their potatoes

shirts
and drawers, colored and
white, extra dollar quality
at 75c for all sizes
today.

A

La Parisienne

Thirty-five pieces of
regular 50c quality Satins
yard, all colors,
you pick from the entire
at 25c

ine

Soap,

25c.

of

fancy

Silkoline, all the best and
freshest patterns 9c a
yard,

Saturday’s price 15 cents.
goods are of the
proper sort for draperies,
These

curtains,

Glycer-

cake in 1-4

FANCY
A

GOODS COUNTER.

lot

of

handsome

Feather Fans with carved

DRAPERIES.

Forty pieces

a

dozen boxes.

a

stock.

7c

cushion

DEATHS.

Gray.

at

Tans.

25 c.

Interest Gathered by Corres-

ivory sticks, pink, white,
blue, yellow, etc. at 94c—
Saturday’s price $1.50.
PICTURE COUNTER.

p'ifty Artotypes 22x28
copies of famous paintings
and engravings at 33c.

Ill Norway, April 29. Paul H. Howe of Norway and Jennie A. Merr 11 of Waterford.
In North Norway, Maiy 2. Solonias T. Arno
and Flora A. Brown.

pondents of the Press.

planted.
Pon Andrews eaught a trout out of
Webster’s mill pond measuring 18 inches
in length and weighing 2i pounds.
Mr. Beatty expects summer boarders
through July and August.
Samuel Weymouth and Horace Foster
are talking of going to Rumford Falls
to establish a mill to get out finish.
Sam Cummings and Scott Doughty are
going to North Gorham to work on foun
dations.
Mr. C. E. Libby is making an addition
to his box mill on account of increasing
business.
Mel Frank does Horace Foster’s plant-

ing

on a

share.

Fannie

Symonds

of this

place

is teach-

ing school in East Raymond.
The fire in Gray two weeks ago burned
over about 1000 acres, a great deal of it
quite lightly.
John Sawyer caught 120 trout the
other day and sold them to a city man
for $1.25 and after that caught 53 more.

In this city,
52 years.

May 14, George W. Eddy, aged

[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 3.15 o’clk,
at his late residence, 67 Gray street. Members

of Bosworth Post are invited to attend.
In this city, May 15, Edward A. Walker,
aged 23 years, 7 months, 12 days.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from 82 Myrtle street.]
In this city, May 14. John Toole.
[Funeral this Monday morning at 2.30o’clk,
from his late residence, No. 225 Danforth street
High Mass of Requiem at St Dominic’s Church
at 9 o’clock.
In this city, May 14, Thomas Leo Niles, aged
1 month.
In Seai sport, April 21, Mrs. Mary A. Porter,
aged 81 years.
In Freedom, April 24, Mrs. Ann E. Billings,
aged 64 years.
In Dayton, April 22, Zebulon G. Staples, aged
78 years.
In Norridgewock, April 30, E. Fairbanks Stevens, aged 82 years.
Ill Pittstietd, April 16, Mrs. William Spaulding, aged 92 years.
In Monroe, April 25, Alonzo R. Crowell, aged
75 years.
In Troy, May 1, Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell, aged
44 years.

At Kent’s Hill, May 1, Miss Sarah Wight,
aged 85 years 2 mouths.
■

:-

■
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Mr. Soule has gone to Broekton in pursuit of work.
Mrs. Silas Leighton is quite sick with
a cold.
Aunt Thirza Dolley remaings in comfortable health.

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.
SILKS COUNTER.

17 and I®,

Black and white Lace, Thread, Valenciennes, Torchon, etc.
Nottingham Lace Tidies and Pillow Shams, Thursday and Friday, May 19
and 20.
All this week we will give you better bargains than we have ever offered
in any sale, as we Want to close out the entire stock. IVrapper Flannels, Vases,
Jewelry, Fancy Goods, Silk aud Gloria Umbrellas, Cloakings, Dress Trimmings,
Buttons and Dress Goods at half price and less.
Misses’ Fancy Cotton Hose, 8c., former price, 50c.; 12 l-2c., former price,
60c.; 15c., former price 75c.; good 9-4 Unbleached Cotton, 15c.; good 5-4
Unbleached Cotton, 16c.; 1 case wide Printed Cambric, 8c., marked down from
10 cents.
Come and secure some of these great bargains before they are all gone.

NOTIONS COUNTER.

ai uuuk

6oc.

sash

dozen

Thirty

1

recrnl 3,1*

SALES,

CORSETS COUNTER.

Medium

ty patterns.

BARGAIN

formerly 81.25.

79c,

A

cheap.

for Herrmann. The course tick-

ets are not good unless exchanged before
the 19th and 20tli.
Patrons of the “Pops” can get a reduction on Herrmann’s tickets.
Give
Stockbridge crowded houses at his closing entertainments.

12 1-2C—

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

5c

Dr. Nickerson will not sing at the Elk
benefit as was erroneously stated in the
Sunday papers.
Strange as it may seem, there are localities where even Theodore Thomas is
not appreciated.
Mr. Thomas and his
orchestra were the star attractions of a

sizes.

ritz
RUCHING COUNTER.

The

Magician Herrmann, the prince of conjurers, assisted by Madame Herrman,
and Abdul Khan, an East Indian necromancer, will be the attraction at the City
Hall next Thursday and Friday.
Every
trick performed by Herrmann is accomplished so deftly that it inspires a feeling akin to awe in the audience, especially among the little folks. As a matter of
fact his least elaborate tricks are the
most difficult to explain, for the very
reason that they cannot he attributed to
outside agencies, but must be accredited
to the marvelous dexterity of the conjurer.
This season his programme includes, besides his wonderful slight of
hand work, “Strobeika,” his new illusion, which has created sucli a sensation
in New York City, at his own theatre,
during his recent run of 100 nights, Abdul Khan, the oriental fakir, the poetical
and allegorical illusion, “A Slave Girl’s
Dream,” “New Black Art,” “Florine.
Child of the Air,” and other mystic novelties.

jersey ribbed
medium weight Vests,well
shaped and of superior
finish, the right sort for
present wearing, 29c, all

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

lin

the

first
counter at the entrance.
There’s a hundred dozen full size silk Windsor
Neckties for women and
children, all the newest
on

Begin

«.!11_

August 6th with Gorman’s Minstrels.
The regular season will begin August
26th, with Vernona Jarbean, followed byThomas Shea, the “Two Sisters,” Lewis
Maragon’s “Faust Up to Date,” “Gloriana,” etc.

Dr.

County Convention

May 18th.

specialties.
A few
Stockbridge’s.

A lot of

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BASEMENT DEPARTMENT.

etc.

panels,

Twenty dozen fine mus-

store.

in refined musical

Herrmann.

<-Wards.-—,

Diseases.

Eye

West,

screen

NEW

WOMEN’S KNITTED UNDERWEAR.

Portland, May is, 1892.

morning
every
department in this big

Elk

The following talent will appear at the
Elk benefit in City Hall next Wednesday
evening: Little Tuesday, the child
dancer' and entertainer; the Bowdoin
Minstrels, assisted by Messrs. W. H.
Stockbridge, H. W. Barnard, Harry F.
Democratic Caucuses.
Merrill, F. H. Tierce, H. W. Shurtieff, F.
The Democratic caucuses were held at L. Gray, H. G. Parkman and othqrs;
the different ward rooms Saturday eveMiss Marion Van Buren, dramatic rea 1ning for the purpose of selecting six er; Mr. John P. Welch, basso-cantaniji;
delegates from each ward to attend the Mr. Bob Fisher, of “The County Fair”
Democratic state convention to be held company;.Miss Hattie Connors, whistin Bangor Wednesday, June 8th.
The ling soloist; Miss Beatrice Hamilton, in
delegates chosen will meet at the Demo- pleasing specialties; the Imperial Quarcratic city committee rooms at 2 o’clock tette; Miss Mina Van Buren, contralto;
today. The following were he delegates the Arbuokle Brass Quartette; Mr.
James B. Mackie, of “Grimes’s Cellar
chosen:
Ward One—Chas. F. Guptill, James Connel- Door” company, in his parody successes;
lan, Asa B. Russell, iThomas B. Harper, Frank Miss
Louise Sanford, in swell songs, and
J. Simpson, Geo. F. Mountfort.
Ward Two—Daniel Gallagher, V. C. Wilson, Miss Alice
Montague and Mr. J. Roger

from a

covers,

The weather todav
be
is likely to

fair.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NETV

manner.

T. U. will be held at the
church at Windham

heaping spoonful of others

audience, however,

“God be with us till we meet again”
was sung by the chorus and
congregation with instrumental accompaniment,
and the audience was dismissed with a
benediction by Rev. Mr. Pearson.

The

a

There was not as large
the Gilmore concerts Saturday as they
deserved, but the audiences were extremely enthusiastic. The band never
played better nor was Sir. Gilmore ever
more generous in the matter of encores.
The “Voyage of Columbus,” a descriptive fantasia, was warmly applauded and
made a most favorable impression. The

About 700 articles of wearing apparel, and
averaging $1 each in value,have been dis- year's concerts. The solos were all beautributed among the poor. Mr. Pearson
estimates that he has furnished 2300 tifully rendered and encored. Mr. Whitpounds of cooked and uncooked provi- ney’s illness detained him at Rutland,
1
sions this last year.
During one single Vt., but Scnor Claudio delighted with
day 300 pounds of food were given to his
spirited singing and fine voice, and
those needing it.
Aiic,
received a double encore, as did Miss
iwwiuiwuuui, ureeiy ana maiuc
General hospitals and
municipal court Emilie Sclmecloch, the soprano.
have been visited, and consolation, aid
At the close of the concert Mr. Gilor advice given.
Through the kindness
of Judge Gould Mr. Pearson has been more said the band would go to the
able to help many before the court for world’s fair next year and not be here.
drunkenness.
They would number 100 musicians withUpon tlie whole this report shows a out
counting vocal soloists, and in [
most useful work done during the last
year, for which Mr. and Mrs. Pearson 1893 a subscription book would be opened
deserve great credit.
and if enough subscription coupons were
At the conclusion of Rev. Mr. Pear- taken the
great hand will appear here in
son’s report and supplementary remarks 1894.
an appropriate selection was sung and a
Portland Theatre.
collection taken to defray the expenses
The attaches’ benefit at Portland Thea- !
of the meeting.
tre Saturday night was well attended
A pretty
dialogue entitled “The and much pleasure derived. The various
Reapers and the Harvest” was then features of the evening, as published in
given by Mrs. Pearson and scholars of the Press, wore carried out most accentthe Mission Sunday School with a charmably. The comedy of “On the Rio
ing chorus “Reaping in the Sheaves,” Grande” and the farce of “Love in the
and many other sweet snatches of music Kitchen” were
very neatly rendered.
in which the voices of the children were Professor Lee’s club
swinging, the fencaided by the instruments. It was quite
ing by Messrs. Randall and Pierce, Mr.
charming throughout, and closed with Carey’s song and dance, Mr. Hovey’s viothe children circling about an imaginary lin
solo, the phonograph exhibition by
May pole bearing hay rakes aloft.
Harry Mason, Rich and Griffin’s negro
Mrs. Xettie Blake gave the sweet solo
sketch, and Master Sullivan’s ballad sing“The Gates Ajar” in excellent style and
ing created great applause, while Grimvoice.
mer’ orchestra earned warm marks of
Mrs. Pearson gave a select reading, the
approval.
poem “The Last Hymn” in a very afTalent for the
Benefit.

W. C. T. U.

and a rounded spoonful of
Cleveland’s does as much as

attendance

at

temperance meetings

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

The Gilmore Concerts.
an

fecting

BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.
Saturday.—State vs. Mary J. Frasier.
An indictment for keeping and maintaining a
common nuisance between September 16tli,
10,1892. The defendant owns and
1891,and
at that time lived in Stafford Block on the corner of Franklin and Fore streets. At one time
the officers went there and caught the defendant
trying to hide a bottle of whiskey in a pile of

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

A GOOD WORK.

^FOR ALL PURPOSED.

North Yarmouth.

Kev. Hannah T. Pratt, of Oakdale, Me.
has been for a few days past laboring
with the church and pastor of East North
Yarmouth with good results.
Many
people have been at the altar. The
church has been revived and the indications are that the future prospects for
this church are better fhan for many
years. Miss Pratt is one of the ablest
speakers, earnest in her appeals and
strong in faith.
MARRIAGES.
Bowdoinham, May 12, bv Rev.

P. Merrill. Geo. E. Brown and Miss Adeline G. Higgins, both of Bowdoinham.
In Boothbay, April 23, Llewellyn C. Carter of
Boothbay and Martha J. Brewer of Boothbay
Harbor.
In Palermo, April 30, Cela R. Nelson and Miss
Stella A. Cain.
In Bradford, May I, Beniamin Matheson of
Greenville and Miss Mabel E. Hanson of Bradford.
In Dedham, April 30, George IV. Blood and
Miss Calla A. Rowela

W.

KNABE.
Thig piano

used at

is

NISS NEALLY
and is commended

lights in

the

as

all

concerts

by

STEVENS,

FIRST, by such great

musical firmament as

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,
and

a

host of

others.

The

general agency

THURSTON'S PIANO HOUSE,
Block,
St.,Portland.
3 Free St.

12 Free

S.

aprll

THURSTON,
dt!

MISCELLANEOUS.

Ihe Tab-let Showing the last Step
Pickett's Charge.

RHEUMATISM
BOTH ARMS.
—IN-

Thought Disease Incurable.

No Other Remedy
Coaid Do the Work,
Keene, N. H.
Gentlemen:—I deem it my duty to in-

King Man’fg Co.

form you of the great benefit I derived from
the use of Strout’s Rheumatic Elixir Improved.
I suffered with Rheumatism in both arms for
several years and tried about every known
remedy, both internal and external, without

effecting

a cure.

TO Spruce street,containing

in

A scheme to honor the Confederates
with a combination monument at Gettysburg inscribed to American valor
was killed in its inception, and the
southerners haven’t a memorial on the
actual battlefield and no prospect of
securing one. But a tablet will be dedicated on June 2 to denote the “high
water mark” of the lost cause, and it
will be inscribed to the men who
marched in Pickett’s charge as well as
to those who repulsed them.
Colonel J. B. Batchelder, the government historian of the field, is the projector and promoter of this memorial.
It will be unveiled in the presence of
President Harrison and his cabinet and
the governors of eighteen northern states
that contributed to mark the battlefield.
The tablet stands on the east side of the
famous copse of trees toward which
Pickett’s column aimed in its march,
where the survivors rallied and from
which point the retreat began. Webb’s
Philadelphia brigade met the enemy
there and the monuments erected by his
regiments will keep the tablet company.
The unique memorial is an open
bronze book resting mooiWi pyramid of
cannon balls, the balls beSg supported
by a plinth and base of polished granite.
The cost was $7,000 and is borne by the
northern states whose troops took part
in the repulse of Pickett.
One page of the hook tells the story of
the charge and the other of the repulse,
naming the commands that grappled
with Pickett’s men as they attempted to
cross the line.
On the south side of the
plinth a bronze tablet gives the name of

a

and severe

Solid

Comfort

in

Every Plug.
_

Tobaccos.
It Leaves

a

Pleasant Taste.

Luscious

and

Waxy.

Je8

MAV&Fnrmly

Ask your doctor what happens to cod-liver oil when it
gets inside of you.
He will say it is shaken
and broken up into tiny
drops, becomes an emulsion;
there are other changes, but
this is the first.
He will tell you also that
it is economy to take the oil
broken up, as it is in Scott’s
Emulsion, rather than burden yourself with this work.
You skip the taste too.
Let us send you an interesting book on CAREFUL LIVING

;

free.

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue,
w York.
V .itr druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-live*
-all druggists everywhere do. $1.
A

WM. M.

Book,

MARKS,

Card

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

97 1.2 Excliauge St., Portland.

FINE JOB

PRINTING A SPECIALTY,

All orders by mail
tended to.

or

telephone promptlv at
novlleo'dtf

Where Shakespeare Wooed.
The sale of Anne Hathaway’s cottage
to the trustees of Shakespeare’s birthplace for the sum of $15,000 has aroused
a very animated discussion in England,
many persons stoutly claiming that the
price was extortionate, while others
with equal vehemence assert that the
money has been well invested. One of
the latter class is a writer who, in the
course of a long argument in support of
his view of the matter, says:
The quaint old building of wood and plaster,
with the thatohcd roof, heavy cross barred
timbers and beetling eaves, with their four
tiny casements beneath, is of course worth
little enough; but when one remembers that it
was here that the stripling of eighteen wooed
his wife, and that the greatest English genius

of all time found rest and welcome in the
homely parlor, with its wide hearth and cozy
inglenook, and that therefore the little cottage
atShottery is unique in all the world, the
question oz price is swallowed up in the feeling
of satisfaction that it has fallen into reverent
hands. It was in 1582 that Shakespeare married the sweetheart eight years older than
himself, and four years later when he came to
London to make a fight for fortune; and as it
was not until 1597 that he had prospered sufficiently to buy New Place, Anne Hathaway’s
cottage was intimately associated with our
greatest poet for at least sixteen years or so of
his life. It is pleasant to think that it has
come into the hands of the trustees of Shakespeare’s birthplace instead of into those of
some professional showman on this or the
other side of the Atlantic, who might have reerected it as a side show for a dime museum,
or turned it to account in conjunction with a
switchback railway and military band, butchering its unique associations to make a cockney

holiday.
The Title to

an

Earldom.

An interesting and complicated case,
involving nothing less than the legal
succession to the earldom of Stamford
was recently decided by the British
house of lords, before whom the matter
had been for some time. The decision
was in favor of the present holder of
the title, who is the ninth earl pf Stamford.
The eighth earl, who died in
June, 1890, left a son, whose mother
was a negress of Cape
The
Colony.
earl married the negress, but this son
was

born nrior to tho

mamam

Tho

house of lords’ decision declares that
this son is illegitimate, and therefore
has no claim on the title. The son
made no contest to establish his legitimacy. The earldom of Stamford is
among the oldest peerages in England,
having been created in 1628. The earl
also has the title of Baron Grey of
Groby, which title was created in 1603.
The present earl is William Grey,
brother of the eighth earl. He was
bom April 18, 1850, and from 1878 to
1883 was professor of classics at Codl-lngton college, Barbadoes. He is unmarried.
A Kemarkable Society.
In these days of societies of all sorts
for all kinds of objects it is difficult to
lind one which i3 so unique as to excite
more than passing comment, but the
Mauasseh society, of Chicago, is certainly entitled to the palm for originality. Its membership is confined to colored men who have white wives.

No better remedy for gray hair has been dis
covered than Hall’s Hair Eenewer,

WIT AND WISDOM.
"Small and Early,"

—Life.
Eczema,

severing

or

use

persons
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. D.
and 558

LET—Lower tenement. No. 50 Brackett
street, four rooms, $8; six rooms No. 24
Newbury street, 86; five rooms No. 41 Newbury
street, $9; upper tenement No, 62 Smith street,
five rooms, $9; six rooms No. 41 Waterville
street, $7. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Vi Ex13-1
changc street.

Two agents to canvass. Agents
are making from $5 to S10 a week.
Apat
186
Middle
street, Oxford Building, room
ply
18.10-1

The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., are giving away a beautiful illustrated
book, “Guide to Health and Etiquette.” Ladies should send their address and stamp, for
copy.

Privileges of Friendship.
Yabsley—Now, Mudge, you know I am your
friend, or else I should not speak so plainly to
you of your faults.

Mudge—But.

if what you have been

saying to

is true, I cannot see how you can be my
friend and retain your self-respect.—Indianapolis Journal.
me

Gilhooly—I can’t possibly make out what's
going to become of our boarding house. I
wanted ham and poached eggs the other day,
and couldn’t get ’em.
Gus Do Smith—Ah! and I wanted credit there
he other day, and could n’t get that!—Texas

Siftings.

WANTED—To

Apply on premises 22 HOWARD
W. BURROWES, loot of Preble

room.
or JOHN

ST.
St12-1

10-1

RENT—Furnished cottage at Great
to make and care for,
FOR
Chebeague Island, opposite the Waldo. WANTED—Gardens
by good English gardener, will work
Terms
a

day. Call or address MORTON’S, 615 Congress St.6-2

for two dollars

6 to 7 p.

TO month.
call there
or

from 0

street.

rooms on
a line to

one

street, city.11-ltf
highest

price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 07 Middle street.
auglOtf

TO

a

office.

a

NISHING COMPANY, Middle,
streets.

608

at

|

small

Call on L.
>. HURLBURT, from 2 to
91 Franklin street, for one week only.

CONGRESS

Street

A

or

14-1

small

boarding house;

terms must be

Address,
11-1

PICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
would do well to call on us.
Pictures framed
to order; mouldingfor sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak
and Con gress streets.10-1

PICTURES!

LET—Some of
the best summer cottages in Portland harbor to let.
Imquire of A. M. SMITH, Portland,
Me.
lG-tf
UMMER COTTAGES TO

resi-

large

fruit orchard, two-story house, large barn,
stable and poultry houses, both spring and well
Inquire of
water, very
healthy location.
EDWINS. MERRILL, 467 Congress street

SALE—Dry and desirable house lots;
also gravel and loams for filling. Inquire
of A. L.*RICHARD80N, Deering Centre. 5-3

FOR

Island,
FOR
most desirable locations for
consisting of Vi acre of
SALE—On Peak’s

of the

one
a

summer

land, a 1 Vi story
place,
house,situated directly opposite Diamond Island
landing; property runs to low water mark; nice
This
beach for bathing; fruit trees iu bearing.

property must be sold at once and is ottered at
a bargain.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.14-1

Exchange St., Portland,

FREEMAN,

___12-1
SALE—At West Falmouth a pleasantly
located farm of 46 acres, cutting 25 tons
of hay, good set of buildings, with excellent
water privilege, nice orchard, 7 miles from
Portland, terms easy, price $2000. Apply to
11-1
N. S..GARDINER, 185 Middle St.

FOR

SALE—A

IjtORyears’

well bred Franklin colt, five
1060 pounds, very

old, weighs

no use for him during the summer.
Call at
247 COMMERCIAL ST.11-1

has

FOR SALE—Five years old, sound,
reliable in all particulars, and a cheerful
driver. Not afraid of steam, horse or electric
cars.
Safe for a lady to drive.
EBEN HOWE,
N- J. Wilson’s stable, 198 Federal street. 11-1

HORSE

SALE—One of the finest cottages on
Peaks Island, within ten minutes’ walk of
Jones’ landiug, all furnished ready for occuAny one wishing a fine summer resience on one of the best situated spots on the

FOR
Sancy.

Island, will do well to look this property over.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42y2 Exchange street.
11-1

__

SALE—1% story house containing 7
rooms with two acres of land, nicely situated on Main street in Fryeburg. Me. Price
$750. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42y2 Exchange
street.11-1

FOR

SALE—On Munjoy hill in a quiet neighborhood, a house ancf lot; house has five
rooms; size of lot 1361 square feet; price *600.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61% Exchange street.
10-1

FOR

FOR SALE—A second-hand
in good condition;
cloth lining, and extra high soft back; can
e seen at ROBERT FARRAR’S. 46 Portland
street. Call or address F. A. PENNELL, 57
Washington street.10-1

CARRIAGE
pheaton, newly painted,

freen

SALE—A double seated cut under exMartin & Pennell
carriage.

FORtension top

Call at 90 PREBLE ST.10-1

GORHAM VILLAGE—FOR SALE—
ATThe
J. I. Stevens place
High street;
of
on

large, roomy house; large lot; plenty
wafer;
convenient location; veiy pleasant residence.
Will be sold on favorable terms. Inquire of
Judge N. Cleaves or BenJ. Shaw, Portland, or
John A. Waterman, Gorham.7-2

SALE—In Windham; containof excellent land; good
from Maine Central Debuildings;
pot. Inquire of C. G. IRISH, 52 Market street,
Portland, Me., or GEO. SPEAR, near Duck
Pond.
6-2
for

FARM
ing forty
two miles

SALE—A French roofed house situated
FOR
in
of the best parts of the city, contains
10

one
rooms in

first class repair, hot and cold
bath room; a large stable with good
sized lot goes with same; price reasonable. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42y2 Exchange St. 5-2

water

the

of

SALE—In
village
Alfred, Me.,
FOR
five minutes’ walk from depot, desirable for
French roof house with

residence,
containing ten rooms;
summer

ell,
fine stable, hen house
and ice house; all in first class repair; good
water, apples and small fruit. Also, adjoining
the above. 15 acres of land in good state of cultivation, cuts ten tons of hay. Good boating and
fishing. Will be sold very cheap. Inquire of H.
5 2
C. LORD, Biddeford, Me.
SALE—A three

house on Long
around it;
land. Wil
rooms,
make a first-class boarding house or a nice resi
dence. Inquire of M. B. CHASE, Long Island"
story
FOR
Island, with double verandah
of
12
with
one acre or more

3-2

ffl* O K REWARD will be paid for proof
that will hold the person that took
from my house, at Dry Mills, last February, a
Hopkins & Allen self-cocking revolver, 32 rim
fire, guttapercha grip, piece ofrubber under the
main spring. For further particulars write C.
J. FOSTER. Dry Mills, Gray, Me.10-1

ft Steam Launch with comShe is lust
pound engines, very fast.
suited for cruising or passengers; also 21 ft sloop
yacht, both will be sold cheap for cash, for full
particulars address L. W. LOMBARD, Saco,
Me.29-4

postpaid on receipt of 15 cents.
HENRY H. DRESSER, Treasurer Libby Dry
Plate Co., Portland, Me,10-1

state of cultivation. Good orchard of about one
hundred trees, all In bearing; the best in town
of its size. Also a plenty of other small fruits.
For
address C. G. R., Press Office

FOR

SALE—35

LET OR FOR SALE —A nice Cottage
for SALE—In Cape Elizabeth,
2.10 3-4—A fine cabinet picture of
TO
of 5
at Trefethen’s Landing.
Best
FARM
three miles from Portland; contains thirty,
this celebrated horse, by Saveli, Boston, five
location
the Island. A bargain for
ARION
one.
acres, about twenty under high
will be sent
Furnished
will allow the
rooms
on

some

furniture
throughout;
remain in cottage one season. Address, C.
A. Sloinan, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.
marl Gtf

to

Floor space with

heat

sale at a bargain if sold
CALIFORNIA—For
at once, 500 acres of prime Tulare County,
California, land, eminently adapted for the
growth of raisins, grapes, etc., and all kinds of

California fruits, wheat, 50 bushels per acre;
Alfalfa, 10 tons per acre; adjoining land valued
at $260 per acre. A portion of this land is in
wood, about 12,000 cords, worth on the ground
$2 per cord; running water on the premises;
one-fourth of a mile from railroad, iy3 miles
from county seat. Would suit a colony to divide into small farms; only $100 per acre if sold
within 30 days; one-third must be cash. GEO.
W. F. VERNON, 108 St. Paul St., Baltimore,
Md.
6-10t

and

power. Apply to GI ANT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25
and 27 Commercial Street.
marTdtf

TO

J.ET.

.15

one
of
HENNESSY,
WILLIAM
oldest Harness Makers, has reeovered
from

our

the Grippe and will be pleased to see his
friends at 113 Center street. Harnesses at low
prices. Repairing a specialty.
5-4

The

,25

or more

particulars

SALE—Farm of 100 acres In City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; known as
Hussey farm. Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills, Me.14-8

FOR

For Sale

Cheap

CLOSE AN ESTATE-The Dalton House
at Old Orchard Beach, Maine.
HENRY I. LORD,
Apply to
95 Main St., Biddeford. Me.
mylOdlw

TO

FOR SALE
The lot of land in rear of Deering, Milliken Ss
Co’s store, lately occuied by Clark & Chaplin
Ice Co. Apply to
JOSEPH DROWNE or)
FREDERICK FOX,
} Executors,

meas-

ure

fund in state treasury, relatively largest
association in the State; responsible
management; only 26 single assessments total
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
pot necessary. Correspondence invited. 26-8

reserve
of any

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
dtf

1

mar31

LOST AND

MADE HELP.

WANTED—By

man

A

who is

LOST—A

WANTED—Immediately.
good reader. Best of references must be
given. Call at

145

man

DANFORTH ST.

ation with plenty of work
dress, DAN, Care Janitor,

eod2m

a

have found the
FOUND—I
Earth, for Rheumatism
their worst

|16-1

competent book-keeper,
WANTED—A
ried, with good ability, would like

a

mar-

situ-

and fair pay. Ad98 Exchange street.
10-1

hindrance,
Inexperience
Said.
usiness is easily learned.
Apply
&
no

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

as

at

WANTED—Man
with
small
family, who understands farm work, and
of stock. Address BOX 1095 Portland,

a cure.

care

Dr. Reed will not ask yon any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your ease he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strlckiy pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks lie can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person
There
an entranced medium.
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from y a. m., to 1) p. in. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, $1.00.
niy22dtf

Me._____9-tf
TMTANTED—General agent for Androscoggin
T T
County; position worth $2000 per annum
two local
at

ton, Mass.

SALE—One of the best dining rooms
Boston, right in heart of city; daily in$75, price $850 cash; rooms connected if
desired. STEVENS & CO., 3 Tremont Row,
Boston, Mass. Room 15.
13-1

piOR
in

-w

good thoroughFORfareSALE—Dining
; price 8425; this will net $20 a week;
room on

only $1.60 a week; well fitted up, and will
stand an investigation; must be seen to be appreciated. STEVENS & CO., 3 Tremont Rowe
Boston, Mass. Room 15.
13-1

rent

WANTED.
Boiler makers of all

and Loans.

my

13__d 1 w

Portland people are taking great
interest in the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY because it is a Maiue institution which
has no superior iuallthatisdesirable
in life insurance. The Home Ofllce
is located at Portland.
Write or call
there and learn what this
Maine
Company can do for you.

BOARD.

to

Loan

amounts. Parties wishing to
huild can be accommodated.

COMMERCIAL

|

l>y a lady,
WANTED—Board
T?
of the
One

in the western
city.
part
two
large or
small sunny rooms desired. Address P. O. BOX
1390.

Rooms

3 and 4, Jose Building:,
9S EXCHANGU STREET

eodly

10-1
_

PAPER.

ROOMS.
LET—Pleasant

In suites'
single
TO with board at 110rooms,
PARK ST. MRS. H. M.

RICE.

or

28-tf

S

ASSIGNEES’ SALE
OF

valuable water power at Kennebunk,
WITH
the Mousara River, being the
Maine,
Estate of the “DAVIS
on

SHOE
sold on the premises, Wedin
I
o’clock
the
afternoon
nesday, May l8tli,at

following ReaJ
CO.”, which will
as

j

be

follows:—

1st. The large four story Mill, 35x160 ft.,
with two large ells, 75x50 ft. each, brick boiler
house, 25x36 ft. and the parcel of land 185x
85 feet, corner of Mam and Storer streets.
This Mill is run by water-pow er, considered to
he one of the best in New England. The Mill
has a 120 horse-power water-yvheel, and the
water-power has never yet been known to fail.
The building Is thoroughly equipped with the
Walworth Sprinkler System, making a low Insurance rate This factory has a capacity for
80 cases per day, if used for shoe manufactur-

"’•iiid.

classes, steady

employment. Apply at once to CUNNINGHAM IKON WORKS CO., Congress St. Cor. of B., So. Boston, Mass.

A. R. & E. A. DOTE 5^,

or small

Room 15.13-1

come

to right man. Also
agents
$10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
day, March 22d, at office of MUTUAL
■RESERVE, Room 1,17G1/” Middle street, cor.
Exchange, Portland.11-tf

becoming

on

SALE—Variety store, seven years esFORtablished,
rent S3.50 per week; took $10
yesterday, its a real mint; on line of three deunusual
opportunity; price $250; easy
pots ;
terms. STEV ENS & CO., 3 Tremont Row, Bos-

the

once

FARMER

I

Cure

the “City of Richmond,” 600 tons,
and having 61 staterooms, now running between Portland and Machias,
on the route of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Company, is
offered for sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
next.
She may now be seen on her
For description and
resent route.
>rms apply to PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
Machias Steamboat Company, Portland, Me.
may3-dft

BUSINESS CHANCES.

CO., 23 Pemberstating age. E. G. CHASE
ton Square, Boston,
Mass.__29-4

No 399 1-2 Congress Street, Portland.
Kor tlie treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make

Greatest

and Neuralgia in
chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S,
ORE East Harpswell, Maine. aprl6d&wlmo*

Vl; AHixu-Honest, energetic men to sell
TT
Nursery Stock—salary or commission

Dr E. B. ReedL.

FOUND.

black cashmere bag, containing
purse and spectacles, on Monday afternoon, either on Boston train arriving at 4.45 or
in UntonStation. The finder will be rewarded
by leaving the same with E. C. Hersey at Room
11-1
8,191 Middle street, Portlond, Me.

who is strictly
young
temperato In habits, a situation in office
or store, who has had six years’ experience.
Address “R,” this office.
16-1
a

__

iul

shore farm near

spacious second
WATERHOUSE* SONS are Still
maylldlw
floor over our store, with SAMUEL
making those all wool suits to your
for $12, $14, $16, $18, $20, and
.20
at
upwards
steam
3-2
central 3b7 and 369 Fore street.
heat,
Steamboat For Sale.
Aid Society of Portland, Me.
]
PROVIDENT
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
taking Ice location, very light.
The sonnd and serviceable steamer

aprll

NO.

or

moderate; dinner at night prefered.
IMMEDIATE, Press Office.

TO

CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE CO.,
BURNHAM & CO.,
LIBBY & CO.,
C. S. BATES,
CUMMINGS BROS,

large

5 p. m.,

GENTLEMAN and his daughter wish to
find a desirable home, either in a private

family

TO

ness, or any other cause, if made at the
Office, will be attended to px-omptly.

$50,000

MISCELLANEOUS.

High St’ -\\rANTED—Ladies and gents wanted to can10-1
▼ ▼
vass for a novftltv.
KyoIiisiva terrltorv

BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 Va Exchange street,
Gtf
Portland, Me.
LET—A furnished cottage
on Peak’s
Island near Jones’s Landing. Call or address C. I. KIMBALL, 219 Spring street.
30-tf
LET—Two newly finished rents at the
Peak’s
homestead.
Island.
Sterling
Apply
to Seth Sterling, Deputy Sheriff’s office, Port19-4
land, Maine.

Customers can commence
at any time they desire, and delivery
will be continued until Notice to Stop
is received at the OFFICE.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at the OFFICE, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report any neglect of our drivers
in leaving Ice: complaints for careless-

in

Pearl & Vine
10-1

-——--

TO

Inquire

HELP.

once
few carpet sewers.
WANTED—At
Apply at the ATKINSON HOUSE FUR-

LET—Two furnished Cottages, each containing nine rooms. Situated in Cape
Elizabeth and near Cape Cottage Hotel. A fine
beach for bathing in front of the premises with
abundance of pure spring water. Price reason-

able.

myl4-tf

FEMALE

10-1

a

sea

acre

a

acres

Cumberland Foreside, a partly
furnished two-story house and stable,
pleasant grounds, good water; ten minutes
walk from Grand Trunk Station. Beach with
fine facilities for bathing and boating; $75 a
year. Address, “House,” 258 Yaughan street.

LET—Upstairs tenement for
TOfamily
at $13 per month, No 31

cash

WANTED-With capital in
PARTNER
well-established business.
Address L.,
this

LET—In

TO

SALE—36

valuable summer farm
FORPortland;
minutes drive from City Hall;

dence ; 15

make, in good repair and will be sold cheap.

to buy from 81000 to $15,NOTICE—Wanted
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the

flat. $9 per

Woodford, Me., or
any time before nine in the morning
to 10 p. m. J. J. GILBERT, 19 Ocean
Drop

11-1

if

■

Real Estate

of all kinds. If
have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B.
WISH, 131 Green

you

LET—Seaside cottage, on Cape Elizabeth
shore, three miles from Portland, with
and
exclusive grounds from highway to
large
ocean, can have stable, omnibus to ferry handy.
Pure sprmglwater, rent reasonable. G. VY. VERRILL191 Middle street, Portland, Me. 10-1

$

50 lbs.
100 lbs,
BY THE CAKE, per 100 lbs.,

iron, rubbers, bottles, metals

in., or
11-1

m.

RENT—Five

Prices for Families and Offices:

ii

or

or

-1892,- -ICE- -1892.-

ii

call at your store
house
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,

furnished chambers, separateTO lyLET—Two
Inquire at No. 6 GREEN
together.
from 9 to 12
a.

to know that we do
nickel plating, pol-

ishing, bulling, etc. Silver plated ware repaired
reilnished ana enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
fist. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore
ana Union
janl8tf
Sts._

TO

ST., opposite City Hotel,

a

public
WANTED—The
flue gold, silver and

LET—A desirable room on second floor;
Terms reasonable
gas and steam heat.
to right parties, 437 CUMBERLAND ST. 11-1

One of the phenomenal points connected with the invention of the Cotton Picker is the short time that elapsed between
its conception and perfection,—less than
seven years.
As simple as the electric
telegraph is now considered it took twice
as long after its conception to bring it
into practical use. The path of Angus
Campbell is strewn with roses as compared to that of Morse, which was strewn
with thorns. The first sketch of the telegraph was made in 1832. Five years
later Morse was giving exhibitions of its
work through wires strung around a room;
a year later he was advertising it by sending messages through coils of wire aggregating three miles—no capital could be
enlisted. Applications to Congress failed.
When hope was almost dead Congress
$30,000, March 3, 1843. In
appropriated
of it later, Professor Morse said:
writing
“
My personal funds were reduced to the
fraction of a dollar, and had the passage of
the bill failed from any cause, there would
have been little prospect of another attempt” A vFar later, $27,000 of the
$30,000 had been expended, practically
without results, and not until May 24,
1844, was the historic message, “What
Has God Wrought?” sent.
Campbell
used only one-half the time to bring out
the Cotton Picker that Morse used to develop the telegraph, and only one-fourth
the time McCormick used on the reaper.
And the procuring of funds to place them
upon the market is also proceeding with
speed. Stock is rapidly bephenomenal
ing sold at 31 Milk St., where a full-size
machine can be seen. Call and examine
it and learn the facts.

He Was Experienced.
Wife—0, George, the water pipe is leaking,
and the water is spoiling the new hall carpet.
Go and get a plumber, quick.
Husband—Tliat’s all right, my dear, let it go:
it’s cheaper to get a new carpet.—Harvard
Lampoon.

Store Teeth.
“Be you the dentist-man?”
“Yes sir. What can I do for you?”
“Waal, I want tew git a par o’ teeth. They’re
all the style out our way.”
“Sit down, sir, and I’ll take the impression of
your mouth.
"Oh. you needn’t bother measurin’. Jest pick
out a pretty good-sized pair.
They hain’t fer
me, anyhow; they’re fer mother.”—N. Y. Judge

lease or buy a medium sized
house in Oakdale or Woodfords; no children. Address CARRIER No. 8, Portland, Me.

DOR RENT—A pleasant summer home on
I
high land in Stroudwater village near terminus of horse railroad, has garden and orchard, or would lease the entire farm to a good
person. BENJAMIN SHAW, BIV2. Exchange
street.11-1

■

verdict for Inflammation and Pain. Do not
be deluded by spurious preparations.

or boarding house.
private family,
Apply at 67 Pearl street, Miss M.10-1

or
car-

Castoria!

mous

IMMEDIATELY—A position
or week to cook in a

to go out by the day
WANTED
restaurant

reasonable. Apply to T. E. THOMP
SON, C. A. Weston & Co., 1, 2 and 3 Central
Wharf.
12-1

if

656

WANTED—

LET-A pleasant lower rent with
TO without
stable for three horses and

§

trunks or

REYNOLDS’,

_10-1

pleasant furnished room at 43
MYRTLE STREET. Ring right hand
12-1
belt._

rH

in want of

Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom nrices; trunks repaired; open
evenings until 9.

1.

at

Asa specific for rheumatism neuralgia, sciatica
etc., Ath-lo-plio-ros is a strictly scientific, rational1 and successful preparation. It is not a nostrum made to humbug the sufferer.

WANTED.

house of fourteen rooms
near Cape Cotr
if desired. Address C. J. WATERHOUSE, 235 Commercial
street.13-1

riio let—A

*0

*

Concentration.
Wool—I generally move on the 1st of April
instead of the 1st of May.
Van Pelt—Why is that?
Wool—When 1 make a fool of myself I want
to do it all at once. No use making two bites
of a cherry.—New York' Herald.

_14-1

TO

o
oc\

lbs.
Daily,
” per month,
ii
ii
ii
r(i

Was Consistent.
“Before he married me John said he would
love me too well ever to see me build a fire.”
“And does he?”
“Yes; he never looks at me when I am building it,”—Washington Star.

grays; also, some nice
nice driving and family horses, single, weighing
from 950 to 1150, and they will bear inspection
by anyone in want of a good horse or pair. Can
be seen at stables 697 Congress street.
FERr
NALD & SAWYER.

partly furnished; situated
tage; may be used as two rents

o

“J9

FOR

H. Lewis 18 11-100

sorrels,

TO LET—Summer

O
O
O

SALE.

SALE—In city of Deering, °n®
from Portland, on street car line, two
finished
houses; two-story andstoryana
newly
half, with large stable, all painted and blinded,
acre
and half an
superior land, beautiful street;
93500. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle street

for SALE—Several pairs closeSALE—Schr. Mary
tons. For particulars Inquire of JOHN M.
HORSES
ly matched acclimated horses, in bays, FOR
Me.
chestnuts and
11

TO

salt-rheum, yields surely to a pre-

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed:

FOR

LET—A completely furnished cottage
on Little Diamond Island
containing seven
rooms, four chambers with woven wire spring
beds and five hair mattresses.
Inquire of
ABNER W. LOWELL, 613 Congress street.

of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Delsarteau SKclple.
Mistress—Norab, how does it happen I find
you idling away your time in that rocking
chair?
Domestic (with languid majesty)—I am not
idling, mem: I am reposing. I’m a Delsarsheen
mum.—Detroit Free Press.

SALE—Carriages. One new express
wagon, 2 second-hand, 1 beach wagon, 2
seats, 3 side-spring box wagons, 2 extension top
carryalls, 1 coupe carryall, several sets harness
single and double, 2 square hacks, 1 clarence
coach, 1 coupe. Can be seen at stable G97 Congress street. FEKNALD & SAWYER. 14-1

rooms

t\iigc«
Picker.
t\e&t The Cotton

eod&wlynrm

14-1

___14-1

Noge
Sud>

ap4

be bought at a very low price. Apply 10
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block. 14 1
Can

minute’s walk from hotel.
Address P. W.
CHASE. Poland Spring, Me.14-1

riage

MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.

IjlOR

one

C3

_13-2

SALE—A farm situated in Westbrook,
7 miles from Portland, on the Brighton
road, containing 40 acres; 10 acres in tillage
and 30 acres m wood and pasture; will cut
about 505 cords of wood. Buildings consist of
lVs story house, ell, etc. Good barn connected.

Poland Spring, Me. A furnishTO edLET—At
with stable,
boardifig house of 18

rJl
H

(Send

Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having tho
NONE SUCH brand.

street.__

TO

£

sun;

gas; all modern improvements; $3700 cash. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42'/a Exchange

LET—On Maple street. Deering, a twostory house and stable; is sunny, convenlentgenteel rent of seven rooms in nice repair.
Inquire at D. W. HAWKES, next door, or of
A. C. LIBBY, 42V2 Exchange street.
14-1

S

two 2-cent stamps for Mrs. Pinkham’sX
beautiful 88-page Illustrated book, entitled «
"GUIDE TO HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE.” I
It contains a volume of valuable Information. B
It has saved lives, and may save yours, r
Lydia E. PinMtam Med. Co., Lynn. Mass,

and

$366 per year; bath room, cemented cellar and

or

BAINE HOUSE. No. 69 Spring street.

2

WHERE THE TIDE TURNED,

lu-i

LET—Fine room and table board for
TO man
two gentlemen. THE
and wife

CONDENSED

every southern regiment in the charging
column, and a similar one on the northern side gives the names of
every Union
regiment and battery that assisted in
the repulse. The troops included in the
last showing represent the following
states: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Delaware, Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Ohio, Michigan and Minnesota.
The oration on June 2 will be made
by General H. H. Bingham, of Philadephia. General Bingham was a staff
officer of Hancock’s suite, and was
wounded at the time of the battle very
near the spot where the “High Water”
tablet stands. The Confederate general
Armistead, who fell inside of the Union
lines, was befriended by General Bingham in the name of his chief, Armistead and Hancock had been friends before the war.
The dying soldier intrusted his valuables and messages to
his family to General Bingham.

88Vs Exchange street,

room

TO

<D

suffering.

A friend recommended Strout’s Rheumatic
Elixir Improved, and although I had no faith
in it I consented to try a bottle, and I commenced to improve immediately, and in a short
time I was able to go to work. I continued its
use until I had used two bottles, and it drove
the disease entirely from my system.
In my estimation there is not another remedy on the market that will do the work as
quickly and effectually as Strout’s Rheumatic
Elixir lpaproved, and I do not hesitate in the
least in recommending its use to all who are
Buffering from Rheumatism. You may use this
testimonial for the benefit of suffering humanity and I will back up my statements oy credible witnesses. Will also answer any inquiries
from doubting parties. I remain

HOPKINS,

_

After years of suffering, the expenditure of a
sum of money and my whole stock of patience, I had about reached the conclusion that
the disease was incurable. I was rapidly growing worse and my arms were almost useless. I
could not use them without excruciating pain,
could not comb my hair or dress myself. Had
a severe attack of Rheumatic Fever, with the
run

LET—Lower rent of 6 rooms, sunny and
Pleasant; corner of Sherman and Grove
streets, $15; upstairs rent of six rooms and
bath on Cumberland street near Caseo, *20;
nve rooms No.
6 St. Lawrence street, $12;
whole house No. 96 Winter street, ten rooms
and bath; steam heat. L. 0. BEAN, &
CO., 40
Exchange street.14-1

<D

possesses those health-giving properties so
important to both mother and child. It is
the only Legitimate Remedy and Positive Cure for tlioso peculiar weaknesses and
ailments incident to women. Every Druggist sells it as a standard article, or sent
by mail, in form of Pills or Lozenges, on
receipt of $1.00.
Mrs. Pinkham freely answers letters of
inquiry. Enclose stamp for reply.

sale—Two

for

rH

ness.”
What picture can equal that of a
young
mother and child in perfect health? and
what a rare sight it is.

press
Will he sold cheap if applied for soon. Apply
to K. MORRILL, corner of Preble and Oxford
16-1
streets.

one half
No. 20 Gray street. Has
TO allLET—House
HOUSE
story wooden house of 12 rooms; built for
modern conveniences. Inquire ol GEO.
has the
two families; every
rents for

ao

We are happy because of our glorious
health; for Health, my boy, is Happi-

SALE—Two new first class Light ExWagons, one tw o-seated Beach Wagon.

FOR

each,

C-

fl
•rH

LYDIA E,PINKHAM’Scvo”Crd

seven rooms

separate bath rooms and steam boilers, laundry
etc.
Apply at once to JOHN F. PROCTOR,
Real Estate Agent, Centennial Block.
16-1

rH

FOR

FOR SALE.

LET—Two very desirable rents at No. 69

large

prospect of a long

LET.

TO

“HIGH WATER MARK."

The Estate on Water street, consisting
of a lot of land 75x about 115 ft., large dwelling
house, known as the ‘‘Kennebunk House,” containing 15 rooms, and two other small buildings.
3rd. The Estate corner of High and Pleasant
streets, consisting of a large parcel of land, a
building 26x28 ft., occupied for retail stores and
a two story aiul
basement tenement bouse
31x24 ft. at present rented to good advantage.
These properties will be sold to the highest
bidder without reservation, and the sale deserves the attention of all manufacturing concerns desiring a country plant
having availabla
cheap labor and unfailing water-power. Furthbe 1111,1 by
to
applying
BEN.f.l*. SPIN S, EV I
Assignees
MOSES WILLIAMS j 89 StaeSt., Boston.
Boardman & Ingalls or
Baker, Marshm & Baker,
Lynn, Mass.
_,
®y7
dat

New York

MEMPHIS, May 13. 1892.—The
steady; middlings 7c.

Stock and Money Market.

ket is

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, May 14, 1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:
May 13. May 14.
New 4’s reg.117
117
New 4’s conn.117
117
United States 2s reg.100
100
Central Pacific lsts....107%
1.07%
Denver & R. G. 1st ....116
115

of Staple Products in the

Quotations
Leading Markets.

Erie2ds.....109(4

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy

Kansas Pacific Consols.110
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Kansas Pacific lsts.....108%
Closing quotations of stocks:.
Adams Express.144
American Express....118%
Central Pacific... 30%
Ches. Hi Ohio... 23%
Chicago & Alton.148
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 160
Chicago, Burlington® Quincy.! 05%
Delaware Hi Hudson Canal Co.. 143
Delaware. Lackawana & West..157%
Denver 6: Rio Grande. 17
Erte. 30
Erie preferred. 71%
Illinois Central....103%
lnd.. Bloom & West.
Lake Erie (i West. 24:8
Lake Shore.133Vs
Louis & Nash. 70%
Manhattan Elevated.128
Michigan Central.109
Minn. & St. Louis. l is/a
Mum. Si St. Louis pfd. 27
Missouri Pacific. 68%
New .Jersey Central.138
Northern Pacific common. 18%
Northern Pacific pfd. 55%
Northwestern. .120Vs
Northwestern pfd.145%
New York Central.114
New York. Chicago & St’ Louts. 17%
do pfd. 73%
Ohio & Miss. 20
&
Ont.
Western. lOt/s
North American. 14%

Sterling

Exchange Quiet and Steady-Government
Bonds Bull and Steady—Kailroads Active
and Firm—Stocks Closed Fairly Active
and WeakNew York, yesterday, money was easy,
with no loans, closing offered l Vj.
Prime mercantile paper was quoted at 3@5 percent.
At

Sterling Exchange

was

quiet

and

steady

with

actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 80% for
60-day bills and 4 87%for demand .posted rates
atJ4 87@4 8812. Commercial bills Were 4 8644
@4 8744. Government bonds were dull and
steady. Railroads active and firm.
SThe stock market after 11 o’clock was quite
irregular, but some further declines of note oc
cqrred, while prices in many stocks rallied materially. Manhattan after selliug, at i 29Vj, retired 2 per cent. Union Pacific went below 40,
and all the leading stocks showed further losses
on a large volume of business. The rallies were
feeble in most eases, however, and the market
closed fairly active and generally weak at or
about the lowest prices of the day.
Transatactions atrhe Stock Exchange aggregated 171,600 shares.

Mail

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND, May. 14.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand, 104 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads iffe cars.
(

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, May 14,1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of GrainProvisions, Produce, etc.:

The

Stocks

roller-$4%®6

bag

23
148
160

105%
142%
157%
17

29%
71
103%
24%
133%
75%
126%
108

11*4
26%
57%

138%
18%
55Vs
119%
146%
114
17

73%

20

19%
13%

Oft

$26827

Oft

190

68%
81%
77%
123%
113

48%
13 8
10

4034
46

11%
26%
92%
.91%

to-day’s quotations of

n

Stant'a Fe R. 3414

Bangor, Me., City 6s, 1905...,__,. ,121V*
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.127V*
New York

(By Telegraph.)

Ontario.,.36 00
Quicksilver. 3%
do pfd.17
Mexican.,.

Deliveries.208,000
S tock..

®14i-i

Grain

Quotation*.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.
Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

•Tulv.
0114

Opening...

Highest.91 %

May.
no

90V4

Lowest.

90 »b

89 M>

Closing.......

91%

9014

Julv.

Mav.

50%
50%

54%

CORN-

Opening.

Highest.
Lowest.

Closing,

50

5o
Saturday’s quotations,

..

54%
5814
54%

WHEAT.

Opening.

Highest.
Lowest.

Closing......

July.
91V*
9lv*
90%
91 Vs

May.

Julv.

Maw
54»4
54V*

uo
90

89%
90

CORN.

Opening.

5o%
6014

Highest.
Lowest.
Closing..

50 V*

50 %

54

54V4

CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.
Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
..82%
......... 82%

July.

July.
44%
Closing. 43%
Portland

Brokers,

■

_

--—■

10 00.

Hams at }0%c; small do 11c; pressed
hams
r

11c.

Lard—Choice at 7.c up lb in tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails in cs 7% c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c ^ lb; country
do 5 >/« c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 20@21c:
fancy higher: firsts ana extra firsts at 16®19c;
extra imitation creamrv 16317c; factory cnoice
16®—c; Northern creamery, choice 21®22c:
New York ana Vermont dairy, good to choice
17@19c; Eastern creamery, good to cnoice at
18®2Qc. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strlotiv wholesale lots.
Cheese—N ortnern cnoice full creams 3nd
twins at lll/2®ll%c; fair to good 9-311; Western choice at lli®liy4c; lair to good"at 9® 11;
sage

—c.

Eggs—Eastern extras at 18®16V2C: Vt and N
H extras 10316WP; Mich, extra at I6%®16c;
Southern choice 15%; Western firsts at 16%®
16c.

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkevs,choice

;do chickens at 28®26c; fowls 14® 15c ;Wesat 1S 3; 13% c;Westeru dry packed cnickens at 18 S20n; do fowls 143] 5c.
Beans—N York hand-sicked pea, 1 8031 90:
mar-row pea 1 75;choice screen nea.l 50(al 60:
hand-pickea med at 170] cnoice- yellovveyes,
—£l 80; California pea Deans' at 2 30®2 40;
hand-picked. 2 6(132 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 50.31 70; Western red top
1 50:3:82: clover, 126l3c;Hnngarian, 80390c.
Hay—Choice, at —®20 00; some faucy higher;
fair to to good at S173$18; Eastern line, $14®
$17; poof to ordinary' $14®$16.
Potatoes—Choice (natives and Maine stock at
90c@l 00 Wbbl: choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 40c bush;
rose 35340c; Houlton Hebrons 40o; Aroostook
Hebrons 405,1—o.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 3 25®3 75;Greenngs 2 2 5®2 76.
—c

terniced fowls

48%

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
May.

Mav.
47%
481/2

Daily
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
Canal National Bank.100
128
Casco National Bank.100
115
117
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
-10V/ 42
First National Bank.100
100
102
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
115
117
116
ns
National Traders’ Bank....lOO
103
105
Portland National Bank.... loo
114
Portland Trust Co.100
lit:
loo
Portland Company.100
80
Portland Gas Company. 50
8/,
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
115
120
Portland Water Co........ 100
110
115
Maine Central R It.100
115
120
BONDS.
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
110
Portland 6s, 1907.123
125
103
Portland4s, 1902 -1912 Funding. .102
104
Bangor 6s, 1894, it. K. aid.'... 103
llo
Bangor6s. 1899, R R,aid.,..108
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.120
121
Bathes, 1898, R. It aid.105
107
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
104
Bath 4Vas, 1907, Municipal.100
102
Bath 4s, 1921. Refunding..
98
100
Belfast 6s, 1898.R. R. ajd.106
108
Belfast 4s, 1892-1922, Municipal
98
100
Calais 4s, 1901 -1911. Refunding* 100
101
Lewiston 6s, 1901. Municipal
112
114
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
102
Saco 4s, 1901. Municipal..106
102
Maine Central K. K. 7s.i898.lsk intpllS
115
7s. 1912, cons. mtgl34
136
v
105
"103
Dloo, extens’nlio
112
Bs, 1895—1905 l)’b 102
103
Leeds & Farmington R. R. rs. igog. j,,.j06
Portland ft Ken. R. R. (is. 1895.... 1 u.8
105
Portland & Ogd’ggds. 1900, lstmtglOH
llo
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
110
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. y<3
ys
Prose Stock List.

1SOO _Th. fr.11

to-clav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, etc.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00(314 25: short cuts at
00 00{Li 4 60; backs at 14 50®00 00; lean lends
at uO 00(314 50; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

48

CORN.

Opening...

I

AT.,v 11

May.

88%

WHEAT.

Opening..82
Closing. 815/8

Boston Produce Market
ROftTfVV

Chicago Hog Market.
CHICAGO, May 14, 1892.—Hogs weak and
lower:
6@10c
light hogs at 4 35®4 75; mixed
packers at 4 30®4 70.
Cattle receipts 5000; market steady
Sheep—receipts 2000; market steady.

Mav
82%

CORN.

July
Opening..44V!j
Closing.44
Saturday’s quotations.

36,000

Spots. 36,000
Futures.. ...163,000
Prices, 3%e for 64x64s; 2%c for 60x56s;
market very firm.

---

iSage.14

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
FROM

NEW YORK. May 14, 1892.—Flour—receipts
27,S97;packages: sales 12.860 .pekgs. Wheat—
receipts 246.750 bush; sales 610,000 bush;
closed steady at 96c casli.Corn—receipts 38,425
hush; sales 1.110,000 hush; cipsed steady at
eash. Oats—receipts 55.350 bush; sales 35,000
bush; steady at 3514 0 May.Beef dull.
Pork quiet and firm; Lard is dull
and unchanged: Buttef in good demand and
firm. Cheese steady and fairjv active. Sugarraw in fair demand and steady.
Petroleum is

steady.

Spirits Turpentine quiet

Molasses dull.

and

steady.

Freights steady.
CHICAGO, May 14. 1892.-Wheat rather
steadyfto-day at 82%(®83c for May.
Corn steady at 47%®48c for cash; 47% hid
May; 43%®:4404C for July.
Oats steady at 30V«c cash; 30%c for May;
SOVic for May.
Pork was! easy to-day at $9 77VS for May.
Lard steady at 6 25,for May.
Short ribs at, 6 87% for May.
Receipts—Flour. 10,000 bills-, wheat. 27.000
corn. 133.000 bush: oats. 122.000
0.000 hush: barley 29.000 best.

busli;

rve.

bush;

Shipments—Flour 9.000 bins; wneat, 142.000
bush; corn. 168.000 bush; oats 166.000 bush;
rye, 3,000 bash; bailey, 11,000 bush.
ST LOUIS, May 14, 1802—Wheat closed
steady at 86e for cash.
Corn closed steady at 46c cash; 43c bid for

May.

Oats closed steady at 33c cash: 31%c bid for

May.

DETROIT. May 14, 1892,-Wheat firm; No 1
White at OOV-i.n 91c asked cash; ‘JOVyaoio for
No 2 Red.
Cotton Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. May 14.
1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet and steady; sales 008
bales;
good ordinary uplands 4 he; do Gulf at5>4c;
good ordinary stained at 4»-ae; middling uplands at 7Vie: do Gulf at 7'Vtic;do stained at
613-lGe.

NEW ORLEANS, May 13. 1892.—The Cotton

steady; middling 7c.
CHARLESTON. May is. 1892.-The Cotton
market is steady; middling 7c.
SAVANNAH. May 37. 1892.-The Cotton
market is dull; middling 7e.
MOBILE. Mav 13. 1892.—Tile Cotton market
is steady; middling 7c.
market is

POR

TIME

Yucutan .... .New York. .Hav&Mox.May
Arizona.New York. .Liverpool. .May
Servia ...New York. .Liverpool. .May
Elbe. .New York. .Bremen
.May
Wieland.New York.. Hamburg.. May
Obdam....... New York. .Rotterdam.May
.New York. .Antwerp .May
Belgenland
l.a Bourgogne New Y ork.. Havre
May
Chilian.New York.. liio Janeiro May
Nordland.New York,, Antwerp
May
Niagara .New York. .Hav&SaguaMay
City New York New York.. Liverpool.. May
Britanie.New York. .Liverpool. May
Santiago .... .New York. .Cienfuegos May
Normania-New Y'ork. Hamburg'. .May
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos.May
City of Para.. .New York. .Colon.May
New York. Liverpool. .May
Etruria
New York.. Liverpool.. May
Wisconsin
Alvo.New York. Kingston
May
Circassia.New York..Glasgow ..May
Aller.New York.. Bremen
May
....

..

......

T.H. fidQPAnmO

\’our VapIz

14
14

14
14
14
14
14
18
18
18

18
18
19
19
19

20
21

..

21
21
21

...

21

....

Philadelphia

14

Uovpo

Alolr

Ol

York..Laguayra*. May 21
Orizaba.New York.. Mexico.... May 21

Maasdam

..

.,..

New

New York

•.

Rotterdam.. Mav 22

Tr&ve.New York.. Bremen
May 21
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool. .May 25
Capulet.New York. .Rio JaneiroMey 25
City of Chicago New York.. Liverpool.. May 25
Friesland-New York.. Antwerp
May 25
•. .New York..Liverpool.
Aurania*
.May 28
...

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 16.

f-116
\ 51
j
tide
■'
Moonrises^fyf ill 47l^e*^t j;;

MABINE
PORT OF

....

NEWS

PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, May

14.

Arrived.
Steamer State o£ Maine, Colby, St John, NB,
via East Port for Boston.
Barque Fayson Tucker, Oakes, Boothbay, in
tow of tug L A Belknap. To J S Winslow &
Co.
Sch Florence E Tower, Hamilton, VineyardHaven.
Sch Chas H Trickey, Fickett, Boston, to load
for Porto Rico.
Sch Railroad, Simmons, Boston.
Sch Highland Queen, Dobbin, Boston.
Sch Viola W Brewer. Brewer, Sag Harbor,
NS—live lobsters to J W Trefetben.
Sell Alida, Bragdon, York.
Sch Cora C Header, Meader. Boothbay—fertiltilizer to Cumberland Bone Co.
Sch Annie L Green, Cousins, Bath for Danversport.
Sen Unison, Bath for Boston.
Cleared.

Sales.229,000

..

Limed.

market is easy: middling 3 15-16d: sales 6,000
bales: speculation and export 600 ba.es.
LIVERPOOL, May 14, 1892.—Quotations—
Winter wheat at 7s»7s O'/ad; Spring wheat at
7s 0%d@7s Id. Mixed American corn 4s7%d,
Cheese steady.

1892.

Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER,Mass.. May 14,1892.—The following is the print cloth statement for the week:
Pieces.
Production.
200,000

..

Held.:.

ending May 11,

good polarization,

out 12th,
CAPE HENRY—W9s*d
ship J B
for 1Sani b rauciseo.
Walker, from Bah more
DC—Cld
14th, sch Calvin F
GEORGETOWN,
Baker. Darling. Portlana.
M Golder,
BALTIMORE—:Ar V£« A
l
Garfield, Marchaut,
Hanson. Kemiebee; Jas
Green Turtle Cay.
T
h.M
Old 14th, soli Geo & Tamen, Higgms.for Port-

J

Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—
B Coyle.

Sch Sarah C Ropes, Kreger, Kennebec and
Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Viola M Brewer, Brewer, Cape Sable—W

C Rich.
Sell F & E Given, (Br) Melvin, Brewer Harbor, NB—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Chaparral, lJearson, Port Clyde
J H
Blake.
Sch Railroad, Simmons, Friendship
J H
Blake.
Sch Rienzi, Condon. Brooltsvills—J H Blake.
Sch Yulan. Look. Machias—J H Blake.
Sch Maud S, Robbins. Roekport—J H Blake.
Sch Gamecock, Wallace, Millbridge —J H
Blake.
Sch Altai*, Seavey, Ellsworth—J H Blake.
SAILED—Barque Romance.
SUNDAY, May 15.
Arrived.
Sch Nettie Champion, Marshall, Philadelphiairon pipe to Portland Water Co.
Sell Nellie F Sawyer. Willard, New York—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sell Mary Willey. Williams, Boston.
Sch Emma, Littlejohn, Windsor, NS, for New
York.
Sch J R Atwood, Barrington, NS—lobsters to
J W Trefetneu.
Spli

.T W

Hawthnrna

TTnffcoc

Pnr!!'s' .Portland;

sch Geo M Adams, Staudish, Portland.
Ar 14tl),sells Mabel Rose,Barrett, Kennebec;
Marcia S tends. Kelley, *to.
Cld 14th, barque Rtliel, Hodgkins, Portland;
sch Brauihall. Dnnkwater, Norfolk; Millie R

Ar

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Liverpool 14th inst, steamer Labrador,
MeAuley, Portland.
Ar at Hong Kong prior to 14th inst. ship Wandering Jew. Nichols, New York.
Ar at Singapore 12th inst, ship Danl I Tenney, Wilson, Madras.
Passed the Lizard 1st, ship Charles E Moody.

Havre for New York.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Apl 17, barque Allamvilde.
Keys, Fernandina.
Sid fm Manzanilla 13th Inst, barque Geneva,
Eaton, Delaware Breakwater.
Memoranda.

Ship R R Thomas, Nichols, at New York from
Hong Kong, reports, May 11, had a gale from
S to SW, lasting 12 hours, In which lost foresail
and main upper topsail.
Bangor, May 13—Sch Mark Pendleton has
chartered to take the cargo of schr Fanny Butler

(at Belfast) to New York.

Baltimore, May 14—Sch Jennie S Butler, Butler, lienee for Boston, went ashore yesterday, off
Sparrow Point, 10 miles below this place. She
was

assisted off this

13th, sell Wilhe

morning and proceeded.

Nassau, NP, May 9—Sch Kennebec, Wall, fm
St Domingo for New York, which arrived here
April 28 leaky, has discharged and will go on
the railway for repairs.
Domestic Ports,

NEW YORK-Ar 13th, ship R R Thomas,
Nichols, Hong Kong, 102 days; schs Charles L
Davenport, Watts. Cienfuegos 14 days; Alice
McDonald, Dukeshire, Zaza 13 days; 'Sarah Eaton, Hopps, Norfolk; Osprey, Crowley, Apple
Ellen Morrison, Gross, Bangor;
Rtver, NS;
Paul Seavey, Kimball, Deer Isle; H Curtis, Haskell, do; Hattie Godfrey, Strout, Bristol.
Ar 14th. schs Annie L Palmer, Lopez, St Vincent, 30 days; Norombega, Armstrong. Apalachicola; schs Minnie C Taylor, Quinlan, from
St John, NB; Angola, Dyer, Franklin; Madagascar. Rich. New London.
Cld 13th. snip Bohemia, Hogan, tor san Francisco; soils Lizzie B Willey. Elvers, Pascagoula;
Josephine, Carl, Mobile; Morris & Cliff, Torrey,
Bath.
Cld 14th, barque H J Libby, Brown.Brisbane;
brig E T Campbell, Nelson, Ponce; Jas Boyce,
Duncan, New Orleans.
Passed Hell Gate 13tb, sch Silas McLoon, fm
Kondout for Boston.
Passed Hell Gate 14th, sch Sea Spray, NYork
for Eastport.
BOSTON—Ar 13th, sch N Jones, Perry, from

Jas Barrett, Augusta;
1'asld“l*3th, schJacksonville.

J B Holden. Haskell,
ATLANTIC CITY. NJ-At 13th, sch Jeremiah Smith, Tryon.'fallowed.
FALL RlVElt-Sld 13th, brig Ellen M Mitchell, for Port Royal. SC; Leha Smith, for Satllla
River; Magnolia, for Rmbport.
VINEYARD HAY KN—Ar 12th, sch Catalina,
Anderson, Portland torCNew Haven.
Taylor, in tow for New
Sid I3th, sch Minnie
SALEM—Ar 12th, sells Mary E Crosby, Nantucket for Belfast; Mary Hawes, Boston for
Ltaeohmlle for New
Roekport; B D Prince,Perth
Bedford; Albert Pliaro,
Amboy for Saco;
tor
Sullivan.
Georgietta. Weymouth
Ar 18th, sch Carrie G Miles, Post, Rockland.
Sid 13th, sch Addie Fuller, Amboy for New-

bPCtRT SMOUTH—Sid 13th
V, ct1 a 19

V nicyttl u,

;

,,

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Hong Kong Apl 13th, barque Jennie
Harkness, Ainesbnry, Manila.
At Hong Kong April 13th, ship Iceberg,Treat,
for Manila; Wm H Smith. Brown,and Josephus
Smitliwiek, for New York.
Kid fm Yokohama Apl 6. ship Belle O’Bnen,
Hodgman, New York via Kobe.
At Singapore Apl 8, ship Patrician, Sterling,
for New York; barque Edwin Reed, Fulton, for
Boston.
At Bombay Apl 16th, ship Samuel Skolfield,
Hall, for Calcutta,
Ar at Nanaimo May 12, ship Sea King, Pierce,
San Francisco.
At Mauritius Apl 11, barque Isaac L Skolfield
Skolfield, from Chittagong.
At Montevideo Apl 13tn, sch Edith L Allen,
Darrah, and Johanna Swan, Shackford. for New

York.

Vera Cruz 3d inst, barque Mary C Hale,

Ar at

Coggins, New Y'ork.

Sid fm St Thomas Apl 26th. sch Mary JenEaton. Huinacoa, to load for Delaware
Breakwater.
Cld at Cieufuegos Apl 28, sch Chas L Davenport, Watts, Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fm Kingston, 3d inst, sch Sadie Willcutt,
Brown. Pensacola; 4th, M B Milieu, Dyer, for
Sauta Crnz.
Sid fm Digby 10th, sch P Blake, Anthony, for
Rockland.
Cld at St John, NB, 13th, schs Comrade, Akerly, Rockland; Sultan, McLean, do.
Ar at Moncton 12th inst, sob Walter Sumner,
Read, Portland.
ness,

Spoken.
April 24. lat 2 N, Ion 39 W. barque Onaway,
from Caleta Buena for New York.
Mays, lat 27 42 N, Ion 66 33 W, ship Gov
Goodwin, Oakes, from Manila for Boston.
May 13, lat 40 30 N. Ion 71 n w, barque
Chas Lorlng, from Buenos Ayres for Boston.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE
is

au

zer,

a

of

the

Cardenas.

excel

PENSACOLA—Ar 13th, sch Cora Dunn, Harrington, Galveston.
FEKNANDINA— Ar 13tli,' sell Messenger,
Peters, Brunswick.
BITCKSVILLE, SC-Ar 14th, sell Alfaretta S
Snare. Smith. Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 14tli, sch Thomas G Smith,
Adams, Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Cld 12th, sch Etta M Barter,
Bulger, New York.
Sid 12th, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, New Haven;
Etta M Barter, New York.
Sid 13th, brig H B Hussey. AVeymouth.
WILMINGTON, NO-Cld 14th, brig Emma,
Doull, Trinidad.
RICHMOND—Ar 13th, sell Mary Freeland,
Allen, Kennebec.
FORT MONROE—Sailed £m Hampton Roads
14th. barque Leveuter, Gerry, (fm Demerara)
for Delaware Breakwater, in luw.

lent

Kid

neys, and

the

c

pels from

priuel

acrid

appeti-

for inactivity

remedy

i

rcu

ex-

lation

pies, produc-

tive of rheumatism and gout.

Eastern Branch, National Home for
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers.
Proposals

for

Subsistence, Quartermaster’s

Hospital Stores.

ami

Treasurer’s Office,
)
Eastern Branch, N. H. d. V. 8., [
Toqcs, Me., May 11,1892.
)
proposals, subject to usual conditions, will be received at this office until 12
o'clock m., June 1,1892, for furnishing and delivering at this Home the Subsistence and|Quartermaster’s Stores required for the fiscal year
commencing July 1,1892. and ending June 30,
1893, consisting in part of the following, viz.:
Tea, Coffee, Groceries, Flour, Fresh and Corned
Beef, Mutton. Fresh and Salt Pork, Smoked and
Corned Shoulder, Hams, Fresh aud Salt Fish,
Butter, Cheese, Lard, Onions, Potatoes, Corn,
Oats, Shorts. Coal, Household Articles, Plumbing Material. Hardware, White Lead, Oil, Farming Tools, Tobacco, etc., and Hospital Supplies
of ail kinds’
Proposals for«Hardware. iLead, etc., will be
opened 12 m., June 2d, and proposals for Hospital Supplies will be opened 13 m., June 3d.
Schedules upon which all bids must be made,
giving the kind and estimated quantities required, particulars as to conditions to be observed, will be furnished on application to the

SEALED

undersigned.

JOHN D- ANDERSON,
Treasurer.

Appproved!
maylSeod t31

LUTHER STEPHLNSON,

Governor.

America and Mexico,

Don’t be deceived if

M,W&F4mcd

aprU

^PORTLAND GOMPANY.
ANNUAL MEETING.
of the

office of the
coporation
their works, on Tuesday, the
twenty-fourth day of May, (24th,) 1892, at
three o’clock in the afternoon for the following
purpose:

1st,—To act on the report of the directors and

2nd.—To choose directors for the ensuing
year.
3rd—To see if the Stockholders will repeal
article 17th of the by-laws of the
Company.
Article 17th is: "A Director shall not be ellelblo to the office of Treasurer, or anv other subordinate office of the Company.
4th.—To act on any other business that may
1
legally come before the meeting.
RUFUS D. BEAN ueiK'
Clerk
Portland, May Oth, 1803.
my 10
eodtd

time

To Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Intermediate
Points than before.
For

South I reepoi't. at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16tli, 1893.
marl5dtf
H. B. SOULE, Manager.

Line”

Allan

Koyal Mail Steamships.
From

j"

I

From
Quebec.
15 May'
•'
2?

From

Liverpool | Steamships | Montreal
38 April I *Numidian, | 14 May
5 May
I Parisian,
| 21
12"
28
29
| Circassian
19 “_i «Mongolian |
4 June |
5 June
*£>. S. Mongolian and Numidian will only carry
on
to
the
voyage
Liverpool.
passengers
Cabin $45 to $80 according to steamer and
location of stateroom.
Steerage $20.

STATE

Second

cabin

UNE!ServloeofAshipsLln9

$30.

steain-

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $40 and upwards. Return $75 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; .intermediate
Apply to T.P. Me GOWAN Portland or
§30.
H. A:. A. aLLaN, Boston,
10
my
dtf
_

International
—

Steamship Co.
FOR

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova, Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to CampobeUo and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Spring Arrangement.
On and after May 2. and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf. Portland, Monday and Friday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. Johu, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John

Through tickets issued and baggage checked
destination. [^“Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or (or other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot, o£ State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
jefiO_
to

Boston & Maine R. R.
In

m., (51.00 p. m. daily) t6.00p. m.
Boston ter Portland, 7.30 a, m.. ({9.00
daily) 12.30 p. m., i*7.00 p. m. daily.)

Boston Jteanrn
FARE

OYLY $1.00.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
THE

STAUNCH AND ELEGANT

STEAMERS,

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY
Alternately

leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac,
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. F. LISCOMB,
J. B, COYLE,

Geneva! Agent.
sepl6

Manager.

dtf

PILE

A Guaranteed Cure for Files
whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding. Itching. Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. This remedy has positively never been
known to fail. SI.00 a box, 6 boxes for $5.00;
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
6
when
of
boxes,
at
purchased
one
purchaser
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by W. W. WHIPPEE &
CO., Wholesale and Ketail Agents, 21 Menu
ment Square, Portland, Me.
oct28eodtf

a.

m.

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
m.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West,
IConneets with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
“Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN.
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN, Geni. Supt.
D. ,T. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
GEO. E. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt. at Portland.

oct3__dtf

SLEEPING

m.
v
STAGE

CAR

jf

Are You
TROUBLED
With

I

INDIGESTION

if
J)

3;
;

|

Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble? (j \
TRY DR. BRONSON’S
OU PEPSI N TROCHES Si
They will relieve and cure you. 25 cents
per box, at druggists or by mall.
\
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I. <;

i 1C OH

Ir

C

declG

____eodOwtc

COMPANY.
PORTLAND GAS EIGHT
annual meeting of the Portland Gas
be
at
held
the office of
Light Company will
the company, 9 Temple street, Portland, Me.,
on Wednesday, May 18th, 1892. at 8 o'clock p.
m., to act upon the following articles:
1st. To receive and act upon the reports of
the President and Treasurer.
2nd. To choose Directors for the ensuing
year, and to act upon any other business that
wav
properly come before the meeting.
* 3 v
E. H. DAVEIS, President.
mayl2dlw
May 12, 1892.

THE

i tf

Je27

Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains* Quebec, Montreal
and the West.
On
and after
May 2,
1802, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
Foi Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and ill.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. in., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.

*

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta* 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and ill.30
p. nj.
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. in., 1.10 p. in.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p» m.;
and for Rangeley at 1.10 p. m., aud Monday
only at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop Read field and Oakland, l.lo and 5.05 p. m.
AVa&erville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15, ill.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta. 7.15 a. in., 1.15, +11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1,15 and 11.30 p. ui.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
m.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. in. ? via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and ill.30 p. m., and on

Sundays only

at 7.20

a. in.

Bangor A Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
auu 11.30 p. m.; ua Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
in.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
m.

p.

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and tll.30 p. m.
»*''I

»»

vuubiulbi oil

Aroostook at 1.15
drews, 11.30 p. m.

151C(>UGM

ami

isuiiu

and 11,30 p. m.; St.

An-

•Runs dnily, Sundays included. {Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, but not to skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.

Wlilte Mountains and Quebec Dine.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Duke. Bridffton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, amt Fabyans, 8,45 a. nr,, 1,45 and
6.15 p. in-; St. Jolinsbiiry,
Newport
and Montreal. 8,45 a. in.. 6.15 P- in.; North
Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.45
p. m.; Jefferson and Dancaster, 8.4» a. m.
and 1.45 p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont,
Chicago and
tile West; and with tile Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
Tho 6,15 p. m. train
has through sleeper for Montreal where connections are made with trains via “Soo'
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Angusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.: Montreal. Bridgton, etc.. 8.20 a.
m.,and 8 p.m.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. m.; Farmington. SKownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor Rockland, etc. 12.30 p. m.; Waterville. Bath, Augusta and Kockland, 5.35 p. m.; Kangeley, Farmington, Skowhegan. Watervilie amt Lewiston,
5.40 p. in.; Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans,
Bridgton, 8,00 p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a.
in.

•Sundays Included.

Portland, Ml. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.
Steamer

CITY

OF

RICHMOND,

(weather

permitting), leaves Portland—State Street
Wliart—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. m„
arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.
for Rockland. Bar Harbor and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. ». m„ arriving at Portland
about midnight same davs.
FAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH V. Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, May 2, 1892.
dtf.
or on

SERVICE Portland & Worcester Line.

MONTREAL
Commeneing Tuesday, May

a
sleeping car will leave Portland at 6.15 p. m.,
from Union station, running through to Montreal via the Maine Central and Canadian Faci.
fle railroads.
This servioe offers splendid facilities for persons desiring to go West via the
Cauadian
Pacific and '‘Boo” lines, as this train makes
connection, in Montreal, with through ears for
Minneapolis and St. Paul.aplSdtepSO

ISLAND STEAMERS.

Portland & Bootlibay Steamboat Co.
Arrangement.. On amt after Monday, May 9, Stmr. Enterprise will leave East
Bootlibay every Monday at 7.15 a. m. for Portland, touching at So. Bristol, ‘Heron Island,
Boothbay Harbor and ‘Squirrel Island. Every
Tuesday leave Franklin wharf, Portland at 8
a. m. for Round Pond,
touching at ‘Squirrel
Island Boothbay Harbor and ‘Heron Island.
Every Wednesday leave Round Pond at 6.30 a.
m. for Portland,
touching at ‘Heron Island.
Boothbay Harbor and‘Sqiilrre Island. Every
Thursday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for l'emaquld, touching at ‘Squirrel Island. Boothbay
Harbor, ‘Heron Island, So. Bristol and East
Boothbay. Every Friday leave Femaquid at e
a. m. for Portland
touching at So. Bristol. East
Boothbay, ‘Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor
and ‘Squirrel Island,
Every Saturday leave
Portland at, 8 a. m. for East Boothbay. touching
Island, Bootlibay Harbor ‘Heron
at‘Squirrel
Maud and So. Bristol, ‘Stearne {ouches from
June 15 to Sept. 15. No freight received after
7.45 a. m. oil day of sailing.
mylOdtf
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
Summer

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Go.

For Falmouth Foreslde and Diamond Island.
On and after Monday April 4. 1893 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing, Falmouth for Portland daily at 6.00 and 8.55 a. m.
1.00 and 6.00 p. m. Returning leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and JO.OO a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can lie made ou hoard the
steamer with B. M. SEA BURY, Captain.

apr3____tf_

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO,
and

after Nov.

2,1891,
MERRYCONEAG. will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
ON
m.. for Portland and intermediate

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 3.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
/1/»MrTtf

AI.„.

CASGO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.,

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passen’or
fer

trains will Leave Portland:

Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7-30 a.
ni. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m, and 12.30 p. m.
For Kochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. ni., 12.30 and
5.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12 30,
8.00, 5.30, 0.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. nv» 12-30, 3.00, 5*30 6.20 and
11.15 p.

in.

For Forest Avenue (Leering), 6.20 p. ra.
The 12-30 p. m. train from Portland conneet.fi

Ayer

at

Junction

Thursday, April as,

isoa.
LaudGreat
*10.30

For Forest City and Trefethen’s
ing*, Peaks Island, Little and
Diamond Islands, at 5.30, 6.40, 8.90,
a. m.. 2.IB, 4.20, 6.10 p. in.
For Evergreen
Landing, Peaks Island, and Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00. *10.30, a. m., 2.15 p. Hi,
KETUBN—Leave Forest City Landing,
6.20, 7.20, 9.15, *11.45, 3.30, 5.00, 6.25.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00. 11.30
3.15, 4.45, 6.45. Leave Little Diamond, 6.10,
7.15.9,10, *11.40. 3.25, 4.35, 6.35.
Leave
Great Diamond, 6.05, 7.10, 9.05, *11.35, 3.20,
4.40,6.40, Leave Evergreen, 8.55, *11.25,
3.10. Leave Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
8.45, *11.15, 3.00.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landings,
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 9.00, 10.30, a. in., 2.15, 4.20 p.
For Evergreen Landing, Peaks Island, aim
Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. ui.
2.15, 4.20 p. m.
*yot run in stormy or foggy weather.
C. W. T. CODING.
General Manager.
arp28dtf
~

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431
Congress Street*
iebSeodtl

with

“Hoosao

Tunnel

Koute” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence

ami W«ur Vnrk.
via ‘♦Providence
Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via ‘‘Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany li. B, for tlie YYest, and with the
New Y ork All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 j). m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. ill.,
1.30 anti 5,50 p. ill.; from Gorham at 0.40,
8.85 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 amt 7.35
p. m.

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORDWF.LL, Ticket

Agent, Portland. Me.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.
C. J. WIGUfN, Gen'i Ticket Agent,
dtf.

octo

Grand Trunk
On

Railway

and After

of Canada.

MONDAY. Dee.
Trains will run as follows:

7,

1891,

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
and
rn.,
l.to, 1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For Gorham, 7.10 a. in., 1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. in. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1J50 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m,.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, S.25 a. ra.,
13.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gor
ham, N. II., 8.25 a. m.. 12-10 and 5.50 p. ra,
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.t
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
50

TICKET OFFICE
and Depot Foot of In-

Exchange Street,

dia Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction am! Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $30 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and S24.00; St. Paul
$31.50 and $26.50; St, Louis via Detroit $23.75
and$19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.75; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$56.75. These rates are sublect to change.
L. J. SEARUEANT, (ieneral Manager.
dec8
dtf

ROYAL

WEEK DAY TIM*E TABLE.

Commencing

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

steamer

landings.

a.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

17th.

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

i

;

CONNECTIONS—Daily—From W.
Minot,for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dixtield and Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

FOR

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. In
suranee one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded flee ui
commission.
Passage 810.00.
Bound Trip 818-00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING
Agent, 70Xonc wharf, Boston.
E. B- SAMPSON, Treasurer and Geneva’
Manager, 80 State St., Fiske Building, Boston
Mass-octaadn

Effect October 4, 1891.

WESTERN DIVISION,
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
fiaarboro Beach, Pine Point. 7.On. 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5-15.6.15 p. til.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. m.,12.40,
3.30, 5.16, 6.16 p. Bl.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.43
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15, 6.15
p. ip.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. 111., 3130, 6.15 p. m.{North
Berwick, Great Ealls, Dover, 7-00. 8.45 a.
HI., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. m.f
12.40, 3.30 p. m.j Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Hav
erhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Bostun, t7.UU,
t8.45 a. nk, 512.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a, m., 1,00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and wav stations, 12.55,4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Capo Elizabeth,
8.00 a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. m.. 6.00 p. ill.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2-00 a. m. daily) 19.00 a.

BOSTONAND PHILADELPHIA.
From Bostoa every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

A. S. HANSOJi,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent.

may5c!2w

BETWEEN LIVERPOOL, QUEBEC AND MONTREAL

company at

treasurer.

India-

hourTbetter

two

Railway.

Effect November 16. 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Kailway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p.m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.

p.

i

stockholders
Portland Company
THE
are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting
will be held at the
of this

Cincinnati,

information, maps, time-tables and
accommodations in sleeping cars, apply
PHANTOM will leave Portland
STEAMER
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth to agents of the Company at its several
Foresule, Couseus’, Great Cliebeagueand Little- stations, City Ticket
Office 232 Washjohn s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave ington Street, Boston, or to

gallons.

good

to

In

For

Continent)

napolis and St. Louis.

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

of

dealer, for the sake
of larger profit, tells you ,ome other kind
is " just as good —ti$ false. No imitation,
as the genuine Hires’.
is as

the

Portland & Rumford Falls

ft. R. MAINE CENTRAL R. II.

5 P. IVi.

ielO

CURE

a

on

WILL LEAVE BOSTON DAILY AT

From Boston

For Japan and China,
CITY OF TARA.sail Friday, May 20. noon
From San Francisco, 1 st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF PEKING sails Sat., May 21, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.

combination found in

package

Albany

of Panama.

That’s the happy

makes five

&

(Finest Road Bed

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

mus

A Pleasure:

some, refreshing, appetizing,
thirst quenching drink.

Boston

—

JAPANESE

You drink it for pleasure, and
get
physical benefit. A whole-

VIA

California, Japan, China, Central and South VESTIBULED BUFFET SLEEPING CARS

and

One

City

Cottage

or

LINE FOR

—

A Tonic

Hires’

1892,

15,

Cincinnati and
St. Louis Special

PACIFlCMAlISTEAMSHIP COMPANY

Sold

by all Druggists.

Manhattan

leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Sat- i
urdays at 6 p. m., affording a splendid day
trip on Long Island Sound. Returning, leave
Pier 88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 p. ui. Fare $4.00:
Round trip, $7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager,
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
my-5dtf

frey, Young; Richmond.

__

,,

schs Hamburg, for

Steamers

owuvj-

BATH—Ar 13th, sch Geo Nevingar, Richardson, New York.
Ar 12tli, sch Annie & Reuben, Barter, from
New York.
Sid 12th, sohs S P Hitchcock, Philadelphia;
Bayard Barnes, Baltimore.
Sid 13th, sells Elm City,lor Washington; B W
Mdrse, Rodiek, Charleston; Lizzie ,T Call, Rawlings, New York; .1 W Morse, Jr, Hinckley, for
New York; E P Rogers, Boston.
Ar 14th, sch Celina, Murray, Philadelphia.
Sid 14th. Sell Oliver Ames, Handy, Philadelphia; Alfred W Fisk, Blakford, do; Sophia God-

Manillas.

Ar 14th. sells Chas A Campbell, Hall, Newport News; Jas Holmes, Kyan, Belfast.
Cld 11th. suh Tlios H Lawrence, Kelley, Kennebec and Philadelphia.
81d lltli. sobs Helen G Moseley, E S Newman
Medford, Westerloo, Eagle, Carrie L Hix, Mary
Willey, Petrel, James Freeman, 8 A Paine, AV C
Norcross, Highland Queen, Sunbeam, and Glendy Burke.
81d 14th, barque Stephen G Hart, for Pascagoula ; schs Julia A Decker, Tlios H Lawrence,
Marv Stamlish, T A Stuart, Telegraph, William
Thomas, Gamma, May McFarland, Jos Souther,
Ella M Watts.
POET GAMBLE —Sid 13th, ship Palmyra,
Kelley, San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 14th. ship Frederick
Billings. AVitliams, New York.
MOBILE—Ar 13th, sch Georgia, Gllkey, from

Newton, Coombs, Fer-

MAY

-THE-

bec; Chrorno, Gott, Eranklln
(it Day, Lewis,
Boston;
Cld 12th, sells Break
W Dresser, Parker, Cien-

GC!dUiftSh0"bmdmi"f
fuegos; steamer

RAILROADS.

ON AND AFTER

SUNDAY,

‘ThidadEPPHIA-Ar
Hart, Kelley, Boekpoit

VonnoViao

Baltimore.
Sch Bessie C Beach, Kennebec for Philaphia.

RAILROADS.

12tli whs samul C
Collin C
Baker, Kenne-

—

—

STEAMERS.

rASH"

Freights nominal._
Foreign Markets.
JBonhannan,Bath.
(By Telegraph.)
3uh Henry
Sid fm Delaware
LONDON, May 14, 1892-Consols at 97 13-16 Crosby, from Cujintananio for Isew York.
for both money and the account.
PERTH AMBOY-Ai 12th, sell Ida L Ray,
LIVERPOOL. May 14, 1892.—The Cotton Kenney, New York,
L

Print

..

..

Mining Stocks.

NEW YORK. May 14, 1892.-The following
are to-day’o closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Col. Coal..7,. 29
14
Hocking Coal.
Homestake.... .......14 00

For the week

to

regular

Telephone.206

....

..

simar

93% (&-•> 12% gold t> qtl; »i uscovado, fair to
reining, 85 to 90 degs polarization 1 87%
(0,2 06%; Centrifugal. 92 to 96 degs in lilids,
hags andbxs. at 2 69Va@290Vs.
stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matan2Ss 28 boxes. 1.098,000 bags.and 4200 hhds;
receipts from the 1st to lltli, 195,000 bags, and
854 lilids; exports for the same period 113,000
hags, of which 86,000 bags and all the United
States.
1

Sunrises .4 21 iHiah water
w<itet
Sun sets.7 oo

New York and New England E. 38
do pfd. 81
Wisconsin Central. 16%
Maine Central R.123%
Portland & Ogdensburg B. 6s, 1900_111 %

...

Molasses

49

Mexican Central. 17%
Union Pacific ..-.■ 40 %
Boston <4 Maine R.
179%
do pfd.
Beil

•
Havana Market.
HAVANA. May 14, 1892.—In the Sugar
market during the'week exports held aloof,with
only small business done; market closed quiet;

T%

C.B.SQ.10514

00

clear do.. $4%@4% ; Sacked Br’n
StLouls st’gt
carols.
$19820 00
rooler.$5® 5 12% I bag lots. $31822 00
clear do... S4%@47/s 1 Middlings.. $20522 00
Wnt’r wheat
! bag lots. $22824 00
Provisions,
patents... 5 25®5 GO
Fish.
i Pork. Bks.15 00,515 50
clear...
14 75@15 00
Cod—Large
Shore
5 50®6 00
short ctsl5 00®15 25
Small do. .3 60@4 60 Beef,extra
Pollock-3 60®4 50
mess.,. 18 00® 8 25
Haddock... 2 00®2 60
plate. .10 0081050
Hake.1 7S®2 00 ex-plate.10 50@11 00
Lard.
tubs. 5%@ 714
Herring, box
Scaled....
ll®15e tierces... 53/*®1 714
Mackerel, b)
pails- 6V2®11
Shore is..3
pure leaf.10 ®ioy2
Shore 2s..$
Hams
.1014810%
Med. 3s...l3 00®$14
docov’rd.ll <*11 Va
Oil.
Large 3s..
Produce.
Kerosene. PortCoe Cran's. bush .2 25
land ret. pet... fi$4
Pea Beans. .195@2 10
Llgonta. 6%
Medium do.
Centennial.
614
Ger. med... 1 76S2 10
Pratt’s Astral.. 814
Yellow Fyes.l 75®2 QO
Hevoe’s brilliant 814
Cal. Pea.... 2 50® 2 60 >
Raisins,
Irish Potat’s 35® 40c i Muscatel... 1 50®2 00
Sweets
3 50@4 00 l Loudon lay’r2 00153 50
Onions—Ber
:Qnpura lay’r.8 ®9y2
muda.. .1 65®1 75 I Valencia.
6ys®7
Egyptian do 3 00®3 25
Sugar.
Chickens.
I5®17ib lEx-oual’ty fine
Fowis. 13® 14c
granulated....
454
Turkovs
17® 19c
standard do.4 11-16
Extra C
Apples,
4Ms
No 1 BaldSeed.
wins.2 SQ'ftS 00 Red Top.
.1 75-5:1 85
ating.2 50®3 uo iTlmothy.. .1 6581 70
7
vgp e> ib..
@8c iClover... .32 ® 16
Lemons.
Batter-.
Palermo ... 3 0033 75 Creamery.22®24
Messina.... 3 50®4 00 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.20822
Oranges.
Choice.18830
Valencia—0 00®7 25 Good.17820
Florida_4 00®4 50 Store.14816
Cheese,
Sicily..3 7 5®4 00
N. Y. fct’ry.. 12513
Eggs.
Eastern ext... .16® 17 Y ermout.. 18 @i3Va

following

were

Boston:
Atchison. Toneka. &

XX. Spring $4%@4ys iOats,car lots.. -41 <.■42
Patent Sprng
:Oats, bag lots. 44a46
Wheat... 5 25@5 5C I Cotton Seed
Mich, str’ght
! car lots. 25 5(X»20 00
lots..

144
118%
30

Boston Stock Market.

Grain.

Superfine &
Corn, car lots. 67®58
low grades.$4% @454 iCorn. Dag lots. .58 559
X Spring &
Meat, bag lots. .55856

10

109%

..

•—-———-—

Flour.

110

Pullman Palace.107
Reading.
69%
Rock Island. 82%
St, Louts & Saji Fran.
St. Paul.•. 78%
do pfd.123%
St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.113%
St. Paul & Omaha. 49%
no pfd.119
Texas Pacific, now..... 10
Union Pacific...141%
U. S. Express. 46
12
Wabash, St, Louis & Pacific
do pfd. 261/3
Western Union. 92%
Sugar Trust. 92%
du pfd.
Ricnmona <s West Point.
8
do pfd... 60%

Retail Grocers' Sugar Bates.
Portland market—cut loaf 544c .confectioners’
7c j pulverized. 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3%c; yellow, 3c.

:■

109%

Colton mar.

Finest

BLUE

LINE,

and Safest Trains in the World
-BETWEEN—

New Fork, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD DF NF.W JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from ond to end, lighted bj
gas. TJnequaled dining ear service.
TIME TABLE April II, 1892.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.4B, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.SO
with dining car 4.00, 5.00, 0.00, 7.30 p. m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00. 10.30, 11.80
with dining car a. in. 1.3o, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 6.00, p. m., 12.15 night
For Baltimore and 'Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 with dining car a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining
car 5.00 p.m., 12.15 night
Parlor cars on' day tralns-Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

Fpgland.

Boston office, 211 Washington street
dec 2 2

dU

TBQD

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

TODAT.

THIRD PAGE.
The Atkinson Company.
AMUSEMENTS.
Lecture; Rev. .T. R. Day, D.D.
Elk benefit; City hall.
FIFTH PAGE.
X. John Little & Co.
Oth

New Wants, To Ret, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.
Summer Tours to Alaska.
Two grand tours of seven weeks’ duration
constitute Messrs. Raymond & Whitcomb’s
latest announcement. They will include the
magnificent scenic regions lying along the Canadian Pacific railway, a voyage through the romantic inland waters of British Columbia to
Alaska, a comprehensive round of the points of
interest in that famous land of mountains and
glaciers, a series of visits to the cities of Puget
Sound and Oregon, an ascent of the noble Columbia River, and a return eastward over the
Northern Facifie railroad, with a detour of a
week through that land of wonders, the Yellowstone National Park. The parties will leave
Boston July 9 and 23, and are to travel across
the continent in traius of palace sleeping and
dining cars. A book giving full particulars
about these magnificent tours may be obtained
of Raymond & Whitcomb, 296 Washington
strfifit. Rnsfcnn.

was

was a

sick, we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.

When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
decll

eod&wly

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
■sed over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfeot
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in everv part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. tv msiow’s
Soothing Syrup. 26o a bottle.

leb&MW&F&wly
Angostura Bitters, endorsed by physicians
and chemists for purity and wholesomeness.
Dr. J. G. B. Siegert & Sons, sole manufacturers.
Ask your druggist.
maylSFMW&wlw

For additional Local News
Fifth Page.

see

THE EXCURSION TO COLEBROOK.
A Very Delight Trip Made by Business
Men.

A party of some fifty gentlemen re
presenting the business interests of Port
land, other Maine cities and Boston,
visited
Colebrook, N. H., Saturday
through the invitation of Mr. E. G.
Ricker, manager of the Monadnock Hotel

There were 27 arrests last week; 13
for drunkenness.
Bright, but cold south winds Saturday.
Showers Sunday.
The Portland Club will give their last
clam supper of the season at 6.30 o’clock

will

Central

show

go to Boston today and examine the different makes of chemical engines. Exhi-

__.1

MU'O

The Brown estate

want

land of the

is valued at 15 cents a foot.

Spring Company.

by Receiving Her Friends.

On Wednesday, Mrs. Lydia H. Mitchell
will receive her friends on the occasion
of her 94th birthday, at the residence of
her daughter, Mrs. H. T. Plummer, No.

Tomorrow evening a lodge of Haymakers, the “outside degree,” I. O. R.
M., will be formed iu Portland, by the 189 High street.
Haymakers of Knightville.
Mrs. Mitchell is
The stock of Samuel Smith, Jr., was markable old ladies

damaged to

a

considerable extent Saturof a water tank in

day by the bursting
mo

luuuia

uvemeau, occupieu uy ruling,

the tailor.
The new casino

Diamond Island is
approaching completion, and the cottagers this summer will have a first rate
place in which to have entertainments
and dances.
A hay-fork fell from a loft in Wilson’s
stable on Federal street, striking the cap
of Mr. John Dunning, the hackman, who
was standing underneath and just
grazing his scalp.
Ivy lodge D. of R., entertained Queen
Esther of Bath, and Evening Star of
Brunswick with a fine banquet and the
working of the beautiful degree by Ivy,
on

Saturday evening.
The Portland Evangelical Ministers’
Association will meet at the Young
Men’s Christian Association rooms this
morning at 10.30. Rev. Dr. Dalton will
open the discussion.
The extension of the Portland & Rumford Falls railway is making good proIt reached Dixfield Saturday,
gress.
leaving but five miles to complete before reaching Rumford Falls.
Seaside Lodge, I. O. G. T., of South
Portland, will visit Harpswell Lodge
next Saturday.
Mystic Lodge of this
city will celebrate its 21th anniversary
with a

play Thursday evening.

They

■

adopted

of the most rein this portion of the
state. Her home is in Brunswick, in the
Hacker neighborhood, near the old
Quaker meeting house. Mrs. Mitchell is
herself a Friend, as one might infer
from her sweet, peaceful face and devotion to the Bible.
Last year, at her 93d
birthday, she read a Bible verse in the
finest type without the aid of glasses;
but this year she needs spectacles. Rheumatism has afflicted her somewhat, also,
in the last year, and she is not able to
take the long walks which she used to
enjoy last year. Her faculties are unimpaired, and she writes letters to her
friends readily.
She spends her winters
in this city, where she has three daughters, Mrs. Plummer, Mrs. H. K. Neal,
and Mrs. F. E. Lovell.
Summers she
passes at the old homestead in Brunswick. The birthday reception is a great
yearly event with her, and it is always
largely attended.
Mrs. Mitchell comes of a long-lived
family. Her maiden name was Hacker,
and she has now living in Vineland, N.
J., a brother, Jeremiah Hacker, who has
just celebrated his 93d birthday. Mr.
Hacker once lived in Portland, where ho
published a paper called the Pleasure
Boat.
He also was one of the earliest
agitators for the establishment of the
State Reform School.
one

A Beautiful

Hospital,
Society

as

well

as

for her devotion

for the Prevention of Cruto Animals. She has again added

to the

elty

to her

gifts

fitting

a

escort

to the former institution

by
the hospi-

beautiful room at
up
tal for the use of sufferers who

will enjoy its benefits. The room is situated on
the second floor of the main building and
commands a superb view of the mountains and the winding Fore river.
The
room is decorated in mode colors
brought
outmost effectively by Venetian red.
The floor, inlaid with oak, bears a Moquet square. The furniture, including
the easy chairs, are all of oak. The bed
is in white and gold with luxurious fittings. The walls are hung with dainty
etchings framed to correspond with the
furnishings. It is a most artistic apartment, creditable alike to the lady’s generous nature and capital taste.

Equal Suffrage Club.

Brooks and Mrs. X. S. Gardiner favored
tiie meeting witli readings.
High Street Extension.

Four Portland gentlemen caught 27
black bass weighing 62 pounds at Long
A
Pond, Shapleigh, last Thursday.
large party of Boston gentlemen passed
through Portland yesterday on the way
to Kangeley Lakes for sport.
A poker den was broken up by Officer
Horton last week.

The den is located

Granite Cutters Cocked Out.

manufaclocked out their employes, the
Portland Branch of the Granite Cutters’
National Union.
They were compelled
to do this, not because there was any
trouble between the parties, but because
the Manufacturers’ Association of New
England had ordered a lockout, and if
they continued to go on with work the
Association would not sell them any material.
There is no trouble as regards
wages in this city, and the best of feeling
exists between employers and employes.
The firms interested here are Hawkes
Brothers, Mannix Brothers, Union Granite Company, with John Bell and George
turers

»y

ey were seized.

The dealer

was

arrest-

Mayor Ingraham and the committee ed.
The owners of the McDongall patent
streets viewed the tannery awl
other buildings near the entrance to for the construction of iron whaleback
Deering Park and in the line of the pro- vessels, would like to establish a plant
posed extension of High street. The at Deering if exempted from taxation
If Deering doesn’t
committee seemed to be of the opinion for a term of years.
that the street should be at least put take them the plant will probably go to
through to property of the Casco Tanning Cast! lie.
The financial editor of tlio
Boston
Company, and such a report will probGlobe says; “I am told seiui-oflicially
ably be made to the city government.
on new

ueiguLuu

or

new

advertisements.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

TO ISDAYMORNING.

Spot Cash Transaction!

A Great

Becord.

When Mr. Stoddard closed his season
had delivered
two thousand lectures since he entered
the lecture field, and during that time
had never heen compelled to disappoint
an audience or to postpone a date at his
or his manager’s request.
During all
at Portland last week he

sickly

on

Central Labor Union.

A meeting of the Central Labor Union
held yesterday noon to make arrangements for the great mass meeting
to be held in June next.
There was a
good attendance but nothing of publio
interest transpired.
Another meeting
will be held at the same place, Painters
and Decorators’ hall, tonight.
was

lyn Jockey Club,

bought

Morning.

lenge

offering

Dry

offering

ble prices. Doors open at 8 o’clock. Twenty-five
taught us to provide for those who
sales girls wanted ; best of references required. wish
to dress becomingly and
yet not
extravagantly.

SMALL WARES.
Children’s Tooth Brushes
....
5c, value 10c
“
Ladies’Tooth Brushes
25c
10c,
“
Gents’ Pocket Combs
.....
5c
3c,
“
One lot Celluloid Combs
.....
18c
7c,
“
Best quality Spool Silk, in colors, at
3c a spool,
10c
“
.....
Spool Twist at
4c
ic,
“
Good quality Pins at
5c
2c,
“
One lot Belts at
.....
25c
5c,
....
Agate Buttons
6c a gross,
“121-2c
.......
Safety Pins at
5c a card
«
Castile Soap at
10c a cake
Witch Hazel
...
15c a bottle or two bottles for 25c
.....
Century Cream at
24c, value 35c
•
Goodyear Rubber Combs at halves,
5c to lOc
Fine Combs at
......
40c, value 25c
“
Leather Combination Purses at
...
lOc
25c
“
Knitting Cotton
5c a ball,
8c

UNDERWEAR AND CORSETS.

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT.
DamasV,

red

bordered,

Bleached Damask at
Bleached Damask at
Bleached Damask at

39c, value
50c, value
33c, value
39c, value
68c, value

....
■
«

«

■

»

■

■

...

62 l-2c

75c
50c
50c
75c

After

Cotton and Wool Dress Goods at
All Wool Bunting, worth 37 l>2c, at

«

■

ioc
12 l-2c

■

REMNANTS AND ODD LOTS.
About 2000 yards of all kinds of Wool Goods at

12 i-*»c yard

WHITE GOODS.
Mr. S. G.

the usual

service Mr.
Crosley spoke most beautifully and feelThe
ingly of Mr. Deering’s character.
music was of a high character and furnished by Shaw’s quartette.
The pall
bearers were from the order of Odd Fellows and Knights of Pythias.
There
were many beautiful floral gifts.
At the
close of the services in the churcli the remains were taken to Gorham, where the
burial service was performed by the Odd
Fellows and Knights of Pythias.

Of Providence,

house. The child that died was about
three years old and the other child, who
was in bed, was about six
years of age.
The physicians who looked up the case
took all the sensation out of it by
saying
the child died from bronchitis. The suspicion of poison came from the child’s
mother, who said she thought the child
must have picked up something on the
street and eaten it, and thus became

Wheeling Notes,
The Portland Wheel Club have tendered the use of their rooms to the executive committee of the Portland Athletic
Club for 1 lie latter’s meetings. The committee are having great success with their
subscription list.
The Maine Division of the L. A. W.
will hold a meet in Bangor next Monday.
It is expected that about fifty will attend
from Portland and twenty from Lewiston.

Derry
R.

I.,
Widely known as proprietor of Derry’s Waterproof Harness Oil, tells below of his terrible
sufferings from Eczema and his cure by

HOOD’S
"

Sarsaparilla

Gentlemen: Fifteen years ago I had an attack of Inflammatory rheumatism, which was
followed by eczema or Salt rheum, breaking
out on my right leg. The humor spread au
over my legs, back and arms,
A Foul Mass of Sores,
swollen and itching terribly, causing Intense
Pam if the skin was broken by scratching,
and
discharging constantly. It Is impossible
to describe
my suffering in those years of
agony and torture. I spent
Thousands of Dollars
In futile efforts to get well, and was discouraged and ready to die. At this time I was
unable to lie down in bed, had to sit up all the
time, and was unable to walk without
crutches. I had to hold my arms away from
my body, and had to have my arms, back and
leS3 bandaged by my faithful wife twice a day.
Finally a friend who was visiting at our
house, urged me to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
I began by
taking half a teaspoonful. My

Stomach

fKas All Out

of Order

But the medicine soon corrected this, and in
weeks I could see a change in the condition of the humor which nearly covered my
noay. it was driven to the surface by the
sarsaparilla, the sores soou healed, and the
scales fell off. i was soon able to give
up
bandages and crutches, and a happy man I
was. I had
been taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
ror seven
months; and since that time, nearly
two
years, I have worn no bandages whatever
aim my legs and arms are sound and well.

in

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

experience.” S. G. Derby, 45
SmSiS.?011®1
Bradford street,
Providence. K. I.
l

If you are Bilious, take Hood’s Fills,

FARRINGTON

&

BICKFORD
*

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

CONGRESS

542

STREET.
dit

RAYMOND’S

Parties will leave Boston July 9 and S3 lor
Two Grand Excursions of Fifty Days to
The outward route is to be over the Picturesque Canadian Pacific Railway, through
Montreal, Winnipeg, Banff Hot Springs, the
grand scenery of the Selkirks, and Vancouver;
the homeward route, after the Alaska Voyage
of Twelve days, via Tacoma, Portland, etc.,
and the Northern Pacific Railroad, with a
Week in the Yellowstone National Park.
Magnificent Special Trains of Palace Sleeping and Dining Cars, with every first-class
appointment, are to be used in crossing the
continent.
Tbe Alaska trip will be on the
favorite steamer Queen.”
to

Alaska, 48 Days, May 23.

Tours to Colorado and the Yellowstone
National Park, August 9 and 29; to the Yellowstone Park and return, and to the Yellow,
stone Park aud the Pacific Coast, September 5.

Sixty-Five Summer Tours of One to Four
Weeks to the Principal Resorts of New England,
tbe Middle States and Canada.
Send for descriptive book, mentioning the
particular tour desired.
RAYMOND & WHITCOMB,
296 Washington Street (opposite School
d3t
my!6
Street), Boston, Mass,

“

to apply.
You cannot think of

the screens.

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle Street.
may!6lstor8thpptf

SON,

Lubricating, Burning and Leather Oils
Naphthas and Gasolene.

Tallow, Axle and Machinery Greases, Parafine Wax
and Candles, Cod Liter Oil for Medicinal

Purposes,

and all Kinds of Fish Oils.

OIL BARRELS, TANKS AND CANS.

33 and 35 Commercial

St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
dtf

mayl6

Prints, Cottons, Crashes, Tickings, Cheviots, Cretonnes

AT THE URGENT

REQUEST

large number of people all over the state I
have decided to reopen my Congress street stuof

LL OF

a

dio

Bargains for Everybody.
This store will be closed Monday at 2 o'clock
p.
m. to make preparations for the
great sale.

FOR ONE WEEK, BEGINNING MONDAY. MAY
—

dlt

16,

—

As the studio is to be closed after May 24, I
willing to sacrifice prices rather than move
the pictures. The rooms will be open every day
from 9 a. m. to 4p. m,

II.

B.

BROWN,

Congress Street,

my U>

urn no.

For an Exhibition Sale of

am

507 1-2

i

were

JOHN CONLEY &

«
»
20 dozen Cotton Hose
three pairs for 25c
■
■
One lot Spring Underwear
25c, value 50c
“
«
•
•
One lot Spring Underwear
75c
50c,
One lot of Outing Flannel Shirts at
25c each
50 dozen Night Shirts, fancy trimmed, at
...
50c
One lot Fast Black Cotton Hose at
....
12 l-2c
One lot Fancy Striped Cotton Hose at
<
12 l-2c, value 25c
....
Four-ply Collars, in all styles,
three for 25c
■
*
«
»
»
Four-ply Cuffs
two pairs for 25c
....
Neckwear, in all styles, from
10c to 25c
One lot Suspenders,
......
25c pair
1100 lbs. Country Yarn, four skeins for 25c, worth 12 1-Sc a skein.
This is a golden opportunity for those who knit.

A STORE

putting up the
looking last fall.
this easy flowing Window

they

Screen Paint of ours will restore their
original fine appearance, at a trifling
cost, and will not fill up the meshes of

GENTS’ FURNISHINGS.

Bargains

ones as

One coat of

White Nainsook, White Pique, Embroideries, Laces, Linen Hand*
kerchiefs, Silk Handkerchiefs and Jewelry.
Ladies’ Skirts, Wrappers and Aprons.
Ladies’ Capes and Wraps.

In

No Flies”

Will worry the man who grasps time by
the forelock, and early applies bis do^r
and window screens.
We don’t have the screens but when
you get them we have the proper PAINT
old

The Delight
and wife at my recovery It Is lmto tell. To all my business friends
Boston and over the country, I recommend

daily becoming

One lot JLinen Table Covers, slightly soiled, $1, $1.25, $1.50 and
$1.75 each.
Linen Diaper at
$1.00, $1.25, $1.39 and $1.50
20 dozen Linen Napkins at $1.10 a dozen, value $1.50; slightly
soiled but not enough to injure them.

former

ceased.

customers are

converts to these.

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR SUMMER BOARDING HOUSES.

Marion

ways

”

Special Trip

Unbleached Towels at
......
10 cents
•
•
19 cents
Large size all linen Huck Towels at
«
Large size Damask Towels at
22c, value 37 1.2c
....
Cream Damask at
25c, value 37 l-2c
Cream Damask at

ure

ALL TRAVELLING EXPENSES INCLUDED.

1 lot Ladies’ Egyptian Ribbed Vests, long sleeves,
high neck and silk trimmed, at
39c, value 62 l-2c
Swiss Lisle Vests at
....
25c, a great value
1 lot Ladies’ Balbriggan Vests, low neck and
short sleeves, at
12 l-2c, value 37 l-2c
1 lot Madam Foy’s Corsets at
•
59c pair, value $1.25
1 lot Children’s Gauze Vests at
12 1.2c, value
25c

Cream

Your verdict will be with us on
the range of Suits, $10 to $16 for
business.
The higher grades from
$15 to $30. The “made to meas-

VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

DRESS GOODS DEPARMENT.

Crosley of Springfield, Mass., a
pastor of the church, who had altaken great interest in the de-

of the Brookthis afternoon,

the TRACK

THE CI BE AN STOCK

record,

when companies were disbanding and an
nulling dates on account of the grippe,
neither Mr. Stoddard or his photographer
or manager were affected in the least, but
enjoyed exceptional good health.

At

the first of the great Eastern
racing handicaps will bring together the monarchs of the turf.
Last year the stake was worth
about fifteen thousand dollars;
it for Spot Gash, about $8000 worth this year it will not be worth less
DRY and FANCY GOODS. Of course and possibly more to the owner
of the winner. Longstreet, the
The sale will comat a low figure.
famous Dwyer horse, winner
mence Tuesday
We propose to make of 16 out of 18
races, has been
this a sale that will never be forgotten. We chal- backed
heavily for the event.
any one to ferret out any equal
by
Stop amid the cares of your daily
any house at any time. Refer to any newspaper, life, and think for a moment what
compare quotations, and see whether this mag- will most
appropriately adorn your
nificent
has ever been approached. Stabody. Spend a few moments with
Goods and Small Wares at unapproacha- us to
ple
inspect what experience has

ueermg.

Funeral of Frederick W. Deering.
The funeral of Frederick W. Deering
took place from the Church of the Messiah Saturday in the presence of a very
large number of relatives and friends.
The services were conducted by Rev-

Cumberland, near Lafayette street.
Thirty young lads escaped when the
raid was made, and a few dollars in mon- poisoned.
on

duty.

Saturday evening the granite

auu uiowdiu

meeting of the Equal Suffrage
Club, at Baxter ball, Saturday afternoon,
woman suffrage was under discussion.
Mrs. White, who has voted in two states,
Mrs. L. M. X. Stevens, Mrs. H. M. Hum.
phrey and Miss Cornelia Dow favored it,
while Mrs. Albert B. Cole thought the
time for it had not yet come. Mis? Angie

A_•
111UV11COI11

XI 1C id

The news that Kate Douglass Wiggin,
the author of those inimitable children’s
stories which grown up people enjoy
equally, if not more,—‘‘The Bird’s
Christmas Carol,” ‘‘Timothy’s Quest,”
etc.—is lying seriously ill in New York,
will be a shock to the many friends Mrs.
She was to
Wiggin has in Portland.
have been en route to Europe by this
time, but instead the gravest fears are
entertained whether she will recover
from her. present complete prostration.

erally given up as lost. She was a light appropriate resolutions on the death of
fisherman, and it is thought that her the late Mrs. Minnie N. Smith, wife of
heavy deck load may have set her to leak- Mr. Nelson A. Smith.
Died from Natural Causes.
ing. Friends of Captain Frank Taylor
The following programme will be renThe
were notified that a child
ojl
police
uuui
uus
derred previous to the grand march at
x>euj. reiuuy,
city, have not given up hope that they the Uniformed degree ball at City Hall, had died at the house of John Sears yesmay have been picked up and taken to tomorrow night: Operatic Fantasia, se- terday morning and another was lying
some distant port.
lection from Boccacio, Cocoanut Dance, very ill from, as was reported, the effects
of poison. Deputy McCallum visited the
selection from Bohemian Girl.
At the

Oj

Cadet band attended the funeral and did

last season, the most

Boom.

Miss Fannie Chadwick of this city is
well known in connection with her interest in and work done for the Maine General

advertisements.

insured in the same club with Alden
Chandler of Presque Isle, recently deceased.
F. M.
Brown, the Portland Wheel Club
crack rider, rode from Portland to the
Ocean House in 29} minutes. He was
not
trying to make a record, but he
broke the record.
Miss Leonora Yon Stosch will sail for
Europe May 18th and study for two years.
Charles J. Walker, George Milliken,
John Q.
Twitchell, E. W. Conley and G.
F. Leavitt sailed on the Cottage City for
Hew York,
Saturday night.
Mike Davis and Fred Plaisted, the well
known oarsmen, with their shells, start
for the West this morning. Mr. Davis We
goes to Detroit, where he will train the of
staple
crew of the boat club of that city, and
Mr. Plaisted will train the college crew we got it

bitions will be given them by the HolloChapman is building the way Company. The fire alarm whistle
largest summer cottage around here on will be changed from Doten’s mill to the
Diamond Island.
Electric Light Company’s building.
The divers will begin to lay the founFriday afternoon Charles J. Sinnott of
dations of the now Grand Trunk bridge Portland visited a dime museum in Bos"
to East Deering today.
ton and had his silver watch snatched
The annual field day of the Women’s from his pocket. Special Officer Trider
Literary Union will be held at the Otta- of the museum arrested the thief and
wa House, June 25th.
took him to Station 2, but while the felThe Montgomerys will give another of low was being booked he made a dive
those delightful assemblies at Foresters’ for the door and escaped.
Mr. Guenthner told a reporter Saturhall, tomorrow evening.
Charles Benson, driver in the street day that he didn’t see Ida Hutchins
department, resigned Saturday, having from Sunday night when she was at the
secured a better place elsewhere.
Mission until Tuesday, when he met her
The Willing Helpers of the Vaughan on the street and took her home, and
street church presented Rev. C. E. Bean that Mr. Hutchins said he wouldn’t harm
with a fine study chair last Wednesday him if he would leave the city.
Mr. at Winnipeg.
The funeral of Dennis J. Crowley, who
Guenthner’s case didn’t come before the
evening.
died of
court
while
Walter
S.
Friday,
consumption at Waterville, took
Saturday.
intoxicated,
place from the Cathedral yesterday afterLee assaulted Samuel Davis, inflicting
NINETY-FOURTH BIRTHDAY.
noon.The Sheridan Rifles,of which the deseveral injuries.
He was arrested by
OAnncJ_
Officer McDonough.
UOl)
Sirs. Lydia H. Mitchell Will Observe It

city farm in exchange for the Bramliall
slope, foot for foot. The city farm land

NEW

enormous

J.

The board of fire underwriters has
resolutions of respect to the mempassed
left Portland about 8 o’clock and after a
of Joseph H. Coffin, deceased, and
delightful ride of about 140 miles, reach' ory
will close their offices at the funeral
ed Colebrook at noon.
Here an excelhours and attend the funeral today.
lent dinner was served at the Mt. MonadThe commandery K. G. E., will leave
nock house, after which carriages were
Portland for Atlantic City next Sunday
taken for the new Hotel Nirvana in proat 1 p. m. via the Boston
&
Maine,
cess of construction at the top of the
and Philadelphia.
Poughkeepsie
bridge
mountain. The residents of Colebrook
The excursion will last about a week.
took great interest in the excursion and
Rev. Abram Conklin will lecture this
their
and
brought
wagons
carriages to evening at All Souls’ Universalist church
help convey the visitors.
on “Sunny Italy,” for the
The ride to the hotel was most agreable. inDeering
benefit of the church. The lecture will
The drive way had just been completed
be illustrated by 100 fine stereopticon
making a very good road. The hotel is views.
in process of erection but will be one of
James O’Rourke and Michael H. Hyde
the largest, and most thoroughly and
employed by Mr. Charles S. Kenney, the
of
in
the
moun
luxuriantly equipped
any
during his absence Thurstain resorts, when completed and opened teamster,
afternoon,
got into a wrangle
for business the first of August. The day
about who should be boss.
Hyde was
views from it will be superb. The vilarrested.
lage lies close to the Vermont line, and
A director of the Boston & Maine railbut a short distance from the Canada
states that the report that the Bosroad
line so that that the vision extends over
ton & Maine is negotiating for, or has
two
states
of
and
the
Dominion
of
parts
intention to lease the Montpelier &
Canada from
the hotel piazzas and any
Wells River Railroad is wholly without
cupola.
After inspecting the hotel as far as foundation.
work has been carried, the party went in
At the regular meeting of the Typovarious directions.
Some drove to the
Union held Saturday evenfamous mineral spring, some looked over firaphical
the village and others
rested at the ing, the new price list was unanimousMonadnock house.
After supper the ly adopted, seven new members elected
train was taken for home. Owing to and a number of
applications for memsome slight delay on the road the Union
station was not reached until 1.40 a. m. bership recived.
The Tremont was gay with bunting
yesterday, but carriages and cars were
found at the station on arrival as the Saturday night, going
on the Boston
^Bangor train was nearly due. The com- line to relieve the Forest City. She has
feel
indebted
to
Kicker
Mr.
for
a
pany
been put in apple-pie order.
Mr. E. E.
delightful day’s outing.
Hodgkins is chief engineer and Mr. S.
The H. E. Willard Given Up.
Saunders assistant.
The schooner H. E. Willard of TortBeacon Commandery, ’98, Knights of
land, bound from Barbadoes to Bangor, Malta, through M. R. Williams and E.
now about 48 days out of
port, is gen- Tasker, their committee, have
and Mineral

personal.
earning
gains.
Miss Alice Gould is visiting artist
Perhaps this accounts for the buying or
ders hovering over the market during friends in Belgium.
Dr. C. A. Baker and Fred A. Bibber rethe last 48 hours.”
each by being
The committee on fire department will ceive a dividend of $285.71
statement

Mr. C.

Stoekbridge.

When Baby

that the next Maine

tonight.

City hall—Herrmann.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Farrington & Bickford.
Request; H. B. Brown.
John Conley & Son.
Notice; C. F. Foster.
Ramson: Photographs.
Raymond’s vacation excursions.
J. Si. Dyer & Co.
H. H. Hay & Son.
Portland savings bank.

When she

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

PRESS.

Over Owen, Moore & Co.
dtf

Court House and Post OfUNJTEIistate3
hee, Portland, Me., May I4th, 1892.
wtll

r
lie sold at public auction on Friday,
the 20th of May, 1892, at 10 o’clock a.
m„ certain condemned government,
Partic*

property.
ularson application to JOHN C. SMALL, Cus-

todiau.

mayl6eod2t

